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Abstract
Adjunction is a fundamental notion and an extremely useful tool in category the-
ory. This dissertation is devoted to a study of adjunctions concerning categories
enriched over a quantaloid Q (or Q-categories for short), with the following types
of adjunctions involved:
(1) adjoint functors between Q-categories;
(2) adjoint distributors between Q-categories;
(3) adjoint functors between categories consisting of Q-categories.
A quantaloid is a “simplified” bicategory in which all hom-sets are sup-lattices.
So, a theory of categories enriched over a quantaloid has been developed within
the general framework, initiated by Betti and Walters, of categories enriched over
a bicategory.
For a small quantaloid Q and a distributor between Q-categories, two ad-
junctions between the Q-categories of contravariant and covariant presheaves are
presented. These adjunctions respectively extend the fundamental construction
of Isbell adjunctions and Kan extensions in category theory, so, they will be called
the Isbell adjunction and Kan adjunction, respectively. The functoriality of these
constructions is the central topic of this dissertation.
In order to achieve this, infomorphisms between distributors are introduced
to organize distributors (as objects) into a category. Then we proceed as follows.
First, the Isbell adjunction and Kan adjunction associated with each distrib-
utor φ : A −◦− // B between Q-categories respectively give rise to a monad φ↓ ◦ φ↑
on PA and a monad φ∗ ◦ φ
∗ on PB, where PA and PB denote respectively the
i
ii
Q-categories of contravariant presheaves on A and B. A Q-category A together
with a monad on PA is called a Q-closure spaces due to its resemblance to closure
spaces in topology. It is proved that the correspondences
φ 7→ (A, φ↓ ◦ φ↑)
and
φ 7→ (B, φ∗ ◦ φ
∗)
are respectively (covariant) functorial and contravariant functorial from the cat-
egory of distributors and infomorphisms to the category of Q-closure spaces.
Second, for each Q-closure space (A, C), the fixed objects of C : PA // PA
is a complete Q-category. It is shown that the assignments of a distributor φ to
the fixed points of φ↓ ◦ φ↑ and φ∗ ◦ φ
∗ are respectively (covariant) functorial and
contravariant functorial from the category of distributors and infomorphisms to
that of skeletal complete Q-categories and left adjoint functors.
As consequences of the functoriality of the above processes, three factoriza-
tions of the free cocompletion functor of Q-categories are presented.
Finally, as applications, the theory of formal concept analysis and that of
rough sets are extended to theories based on fuzzy relations between fuzzy sets.
Keywords: Quantaloid, Q-category, Q-distributor, Q-closure space, Isbell
adjunction, Kan adjunction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this dissertation, we present a study of adjunctions concerning categories en-
riched over a quantaloid, with special attention to Isbell adjunctions and Kan
adjunctions.
A quantaloid [Ros96, Stu05a] is a category enriched over the symmetric monoidal
closed category Sup consisting of sup-lattices and sup-preserving maps. Since a
quantaloid Q is a closed and locally complete bicategory, following the framework
of R. Betti [BC82] and R. F. C. Walters [Wal81], one can develop a theory of
categories enriched over Q (or Q-categories for short). It should be stressed that
since a quantaloid is a “simplified” bicategory in the sense that each hom-set is
partially ordered (which is indeed a sup-lattice), the coherence issues will not be
a concern for Q-categories. For an overview of the theory of Q-categories, we
refer to [Hey10, HS11, Stu03, Stu05a, Stu05b, Stu06, Stu13b].
1.1 Adjoint functors
“Adjoint functors arise everywhere”, as S. Mac Lane said in his classic textbook
Categories for the Working Mathematician [ML98], the notion of adjoint functors
introduced by D. M. Kan [Kan58] is now a core concept in category theory.
Let A and B be categories. A pair of functors F : A // B and G : B // A
forms an adjunction, written F ⊣ G : A⇀ B, if there are natural transformations
η : 1A //G ◦ F and ǫ : F ◦G // 1B
1
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satisfying the triangle identities [Awo10, ML98]
F
F ◦G ◦ F
Fη
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
F= // ??
ǫF
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
G
G ◦ F ◦G
ηG
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
G= // ??
Gǫ
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
,
where 1A and 1B are respectively the identity functors on A and B. We present
below two important examples of adjoint functors in category theory — Isbell
adjunctions and Kan extensions.
(1) Let A be a small category. The Isbell adjunction (or Isbell conjugacy) refers
to the adjunction
ub ⊣ lb : SetA
op
⇀ (SetA)op
arising from the Yoneda embedding Y : A // SetA
op
and the co-Yoneda
embedding Y† : A // (SetA)op given by
ub(F ) = SetA
op
(F,Y−) and lb(G) = (SetA)op(Y†−, G).
(2) Let K : A // C be a functor, with A small. Composing with K induces a
functor
− ◦K : SetC
op // SetA
op
.
between the categories of presheaves on C and A. The functor − ◦ K
has a left adjoint LanK and a right adjoint RanK . For each presheaf F :
A
op // Set, LanK F and RanK F are respectively the left and right Kan
extension of F along K.
Isbell adjunctions and Kan extensions have also been considered for cate-
gories enriched over a symmetric monoidal closed category [Bor94b, DL07, Dub70,
Kel82, KS05, Law73, Law86, Rie14], and will be outlined in Chapter 2.
1.2 Adjoint morphisms in a bicategory
The notion of adjoint functors is a special case of adjoint morphisms (or 1-cells)
in a 2-category, or more generally, that in a bicategory.
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Let B be a bicategory with the associator α, left unitor λ and right unitor
ρ (will be introduced in Section 2.4). A pair of morphisms f : X // Y and
g : Y //X forms an adjunction, written f ⊣ g : X ⇀ Y , if there are 2-cells
η : 1X // g ◦ f and ǫ : f ◦ g // 1Y
such that the compositions of 2-cells
f
ρ−1XY // f ◦ 1X
f◦η // f ◦ (g ◦ f)
αXYXY // (f ◦ g) ◦ f
ǫ◦f // 1Y ◦ f
λXY // f
and
g
λ−1YX // 1X ◦ g
η◦g // (g ◦ f) ◦ g
α−1Y XYX // g ◦ (f ◦ g)
g◦ǫ // g ◦ 1Y
ρY X // g
are identities [Gra74], where 1X and 1Y are respectively the image of the unit
functor on B(X,X) and B(Y, Y ).
In particular, if B is a 2-category, then associators and unitors are identities,
and 1X and 1Y are respectively the identity morphism on X and Y . In this
case, a pair of morphisms f : X // Y and g : Y // X forms an adjunction
f ⊣ g : X ⇀ Y , if there are 2-cells
η : 1X // g ◦ f and ǫ : f ◦ g // 1Y
satisfying the triangle identities
f
f ◦ g ◦ f
f◦η
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
f
= //
??
ǫ◦f
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
g
g ◦ f ◦ g
η◦g
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
g
= //
??
g◦ǫ
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
.
Adjoint functors are exactly adjoint morphisms in the 2-category Cat con-
sisting of categories, functors and natural transformations.
1.3 Adjunctions in Q-categories
There are two basic types of adjunctions between categories enriched over a quan-
taloid Q, i.e., adjoint Q-functors between Q-categories (corresponding to Section
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1.1), and adjoint Q-distributors as adjoint morphisms in the 2-category of Q-
categories and Q-distributors (corresponding to Section 1.2).
A pair of Q-functors F : A //B and G : B //A forms an adjunction, written
F ⊣ G : A⇀ B, if
1A ≤ G ◦ F and F ◦G ≤ 1B,
where 1A and 1B are respectively the identity Q-functors on A and B. Adjoint
Q-functors can be viewed as adjoint morphisms in the locally ordered 2-category
Q-Cat of Q-categories and Q-functors.
Since a quantaloid Q is itself a locally ordered 2-category, there are adjoint
morphisms f ⊣ g : X ⇀ Y in Q given by
1X ≤ g ◦ f and f ◦ g ≤ 1Y .
In our case, Q-categories and Q-distributors constitute a quantaloid Q-Dist.
Adjoint morphisms in Q-Dist give rise to the notion of adjoint Q-distributors.
Specifically, a pair of Q-distributors φ : A −◦− // B and ψ : B −◦− // A forms an
adjunction, written φ ⊣ ψ : A⇀ B, if
A ≤ ψ ◦ φ and φ ◦ ψ ≤ B,
where A and B are respectively the identity Q-distributors on A and B.
The following constructions exhibit the abundance of adjoint Q-functors and
adjoint Q-distributors.
(1) Each Q-functor F : A // B induces a pair of adjoint Q-distributors
F♮ ⊣ F
♮ : A⇀ B,
called respectively the graph and the cograph of F .
(2) If Q is a small quantaloid, then each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B induces two
pairs of adjoint Q-functors
φ↑ ⊣ φ
↓ : PA⇀ P†B (1.1)
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and
φ∗ ⊣ φ∗ : PB⇀ PA (1.2)
between theQ-categories of contravariant presheaves and covariant presheaves.
These adjunctions will be the core subject of our discussion.
It should be pointed out that the adjunctions (1.1) and (1.2) extend the
construction of Isbell adjunctions and Kan extensions presented in Section 1.1:
(1) The Q-category PA of contravariant presheaves and the Q-category P†A of
covariant presheaves are the counterparts of SetA
op
and (SetA)op, respec-
tively.
(2) If φ is the identity Q-distributor on A, then the adjunction φ↑ ⊣ φ
↓ reduces
to the Isbell adjunction
Aւ (−) ⊣ (−)ց A : PA⇀ P†A
presented in [Stu05a].
(3) Given a Q-functor F : A // B, consider the graph F♮ : A −◦− // B and the
cograph F ♮ : B −◦− // A. Then it holds that (Theorem 6.2.4)
(F ♮)∗ ⊣ (F ♮)∗ = F
← = (F♮)
∗ ⊣ (F♮)∗,
where F← : PB // PA is the counterpart of the functor − ◦ F for Q-
categories.
Therefore, adjunctions of the forms (1.1) and (1.2) are called Isbell adjunctions
and Kan adjunctions, respectively.
1.4 Functoriality of the Isbell adjunction and
Kan adjunction
The primary goal of this dissertation is to discuss the functoriality of the con-
structions of the Isbell adjunction (1.1) and Kan adjunction (1.2) in the premise
that Q is a small quantaloid.
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For each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, the related Isbell adjunction (1.1) and
Kan adjunction (1.2) give rise to a monad φ↓ ◦φ↑ on PA and a monad φ∗ ◦φ
∗ on
PB, respectively. In order to establish functoriality of the correspondences
(φ : A −◦− // B) 7→ (A, φ↓ ◦ φ↑) (1.3)
and
(φ : A −◦− // B) 7→ (B, φ∗ ◦ φ
∗), (1.4)
we introduce infomorphisms between Q-distributors to construct a category with
Q-distributors as objects.
Given Q-distributors φ : A −◦− // B and ψ : A′ −◦− // B′, an infomorphism
(F,G) : φ // ψ is a pair of Q-functors F : A // A′ and G : B′ // B such that
φ(−, G−) = ψ(F−,−).
Q-distributors and infomorphisms constitute a category Q-Info.
A Q-category A together with a monad C : PA // PA is called a Q-closure
space, and lax maps between monads on PA are called continuous Q-functors,
due to their resemblance to closure spaces in topology (will be introduced in
Chapter 4). Q-closure space and continuous Q-functors constitute a category
Q-Cls.
It is shown that, the correspondence (1.3) gives rise to a right adjoint (co-
variant) functor from Q-Info to Q-Cls, and the correspondence (1.4) defines a
contravariant functor (which is a right adjoint if Q is a Girard quantaloid) from
Q-Info to Q-Cls.
Furthermore, for eachQ-closure space (A, C), the fixed points of C : PA //PA
(or equivalently, all the algebras if we consider C as a monad) is a complete Q-
category. We show that the correspondence
(A, C) 7→ C(PA)
gives rise to a left adjoint functor from Q-Cls to the category Q-CCat of skeletal
complete Q-categories and left adjoint Q-functors.
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Therefore, the assignments of a Q-distributor φ to the fixed points of φ↓ ◦ φ↑
and φ∗ ◦ φ
∗ respectively give rise to a (covariant) functor
M : Q-Info //Q-CCat
and a contravariant functor
K : (Q-Info)op //Q-CCat.
As consequences of the functoriality of the above processes, we present three
factorizations of the free cocompletion functor P of Q-categories:
(1) P factors through the category Q-Cls of Q-closure spaces;
(2) P factors through the functor M induced by Isbell adjunctions;
(3) P factors through the functor K induced by Kan adjunctions.
1.5 Applications in fuzzy set theory
In Chapter 7, we present some applications of quantaloid-enriched categories in
fuzzy set theory. We demonstrate that Isbell adjunctions and Kan adjunctions are
closely related to the theories of formal concept analysis [CR04, DP02, GSW05,
GW99] and rough set theory [Paw82, Pol02, Yao04] in computer science. The
functoriality of Isbell adjunctions and Kan adjunctions generalizes the functori-
ality of concept lattices based on formal concept analysis and rough set theory
[SZ13]. Furthermore, the theories of formal concept analysis and rough set theory
on fuzzy sets are established.
Recall that a preorder ≤ on a (crisp) set A is a reflexive and transitive relation
[DP02, GHK+03] on A in the sense that
(1) ∀x ∈ A, x ≤ x;
(2) ∀x, y, z ∈ A, y ≤ z and x ≤ y implies x ≤ z.
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A preordered set (A,≤) is exactly a category enriched over the quantaloid 2, the
two-element Boolean algebra.
A formal context (A,B,R) consists of (crisp) sets A,B and a relation R ⊆
A × B (or equivalently, a 2-distributor between discrete 2-categories). Formal
contexts provide a common framework for formal concept analysis and rough
set theory. For each formal context (A,B,R), there exists a contravariant Ga-
lois connection (R↑, R
↓) and a covariant Galois connection (R∃, R
∀) between the
powersets of A and B. These two Galois connections play fundamental roles in
formal concept analysis and rough set theory, respectively, and they are exactly
the Isbell adjunction and Kan adjunction in 2-categories.
Classical preorders are extended to many-valued preorders by replacing 2 with
a more complicated quantaloid:
(1) Let Q be a unital quantale, i.e., a one-object quantaloid. A fuzzy relation
on a (crisp) set A is a map A × A // Q, and the notion of reflexivity
and transitivity can be extended to fuzzy relations. Then a (crisp) set
A equipped with a reflexive and transitive fuzzy relation on A is a Q-
preordered set [Beˇl04, LZ06, LZ09, SZ13, Zad71], which is exactly a category
enriched over Q.
(2) Let Q be a divisible unital quantale. A fuzzy set (or a Q-subset [Gog67,
Zad65]) is a map A : A0 //Q from a (crisp) set A0 to Q, where the value
Ax is interpreted as the membership degree of x in A0. A Q-preorder on a
fuzzy set [PZ12, TLZ12] is then characterized as a category enriched over
a quantaloid Q induced by Q (see Proposition 7.2.2 for the definition of
Q), which can also be interpreted elementarily as a reflexive and transitive
fuzzy relation on the fuzzy set A.
Thus, by translating Isbell adjunctions and Kan adjunctions in categories
enriched over a certain quantaloid Q, the theories of formal concept analysis and
rough set theory can be established on fuzzy relations between (crisp) sets, and
further on fuzzy relation between fuzzy sets. As consequences of the results in
1.5. Applications in fuzzy set theory 9
Chapter 5 and 6, for formal concept analysis and rough set theory built in each
one of these frameworks, the processes of generating concept lattices from formal
contexts are functorial.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
We assume that the readers are familiar with the basic notions of classic category
theory [Awo10, BW95, Bor94a, LR03, ML98], including category, functor, nat-
ural transformation, Yoneda embedding, limit, colimit and adjunction. In this
chapter, we review the theory of categories enriched over a monoidal category V,
and then introduce Isbell adjunctions and Kan extensions in V-categories. Fi-
nally, we present the basic concepts of categories enriched over a bicategory as a
foundation for the next chapter.
2.1 Categories enriched over a monoidal cate-
gory
In this section, we recall some basic concepts of categories enriched over a monoidal
category. Some necessary coherence diagrams are omitted here, and we refer to
[AHS90, Bor94b, Kel82, Law73, ML98] for the detailed definitions.
Definition 2.1.1. A monoidal category V is a category equipped with a bifunctor
⊗ : V × V // V
as the tensor product, which is associative in the sense that there is a natural and
coherent isomorphism
aXY Z : X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z) ∼= (X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z
11
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for each triple X, Y, Z of objects in V, and has a unit object I of V in the sense
that there are natural and coherent isomorphisms
lX : I ⊗X ∼= X and rX : X ⊗ I ∼= X
for each object X of V.
Definition 2.1.2. A monoidal category V is symmetric if there is a natural and
coherent isomorphism
sXY : X ⊗ Y ∼= Y ⊗X
for each pair X, Y of objects in V.
Definition 2.1.3. A monoidal category V is closed if both the functors
−⊗X : V // V and X ⊗− : V // V
have a right adjoint.
Example 2.1.4. (1) The category Set of small sets and functions is a sym-
metric monoidal closed category with cartesian products of sets playing as
the tensor products.
(2) [Ros90] A unital quantale is a complete lattice Q equipped with a binary
operation & such that
(i) (Q,&) is a monoid;
(ii) a&(
∨
bi) =
∨
(a&bi) and (
∨
bi)&a =
∨
(bi&a) for all a, bi ∈ Q.
A unital quantale (Q,&) is a monoidal closed category with & being the
tensor product operation. Furthermore, if (Q,&) is a commutative monoid,
then (Q,&) is a commutative unital quantale, which is a symmetric monoidal
closed category.
(3) [JT84, KW10, Pit88] A sup-lattice is a partially ordered set X in which
every subset A ⊆ X has a join (or supremum, least upper bound)
∨
A. A
sup-lattice necessarily admits a meet (or infimum, greatest lower bound)
2.1. Categories enriched over a monoidal category 13
∧
A for every subset A ⊆ X . A sup-preserving map f : X // Y between
sup-lattices is a map f : X // Y such that f(
∨
A) =
∨
f(A) for every
subset A ⊆ X . Sup-lattices and sup-preserving maps constitute a sym-
metric monoidal closed category Sup. The tensor product X ⊗ Y of two
sup-lattices X and Y is constructed as a quotient of the free sup-lattice on
X×Y , i.e., the powerset P(X×Y ), obtained from the equivalence relation
generated by
(
∨
i
xi, y) ∼
∨
i
(xi, y) and (x,
∨
j
yj) ∼
∨
j
(x, yj).
(4) [Bor94b, HS97] The categoryAb of abelian groups is a symmetric monoidal
closed category equipped with the usual tensor products of abelian groups.
(5) [HS97] The category Ch•(A) of chain complexes of R-modules over a com-
mutative ring R is a symmetric monoidal closed category with the usual
tensor products of chain complexes.
(6) The category Cat of small categories and functors is a symmetric monoidal
closed category with the products of categories playing as the tensor prod-
ucts.
Definition 2.1.5. Let V be a monoidal category. A V-category (or category
enriched over V) A consists of a class A0 as the objects, a hom-object A(x, y) of
V for all x, y ∈ A0, a morphism
cxyz : A(y, z)⊗ A(x, y) // A(x, z)
in V for all x, y, z ∈ A0 as the composition, and a morphism
ux : I // A(x, x)
in V for all x ∈ A0 as the unit, such that the diagrams expressing the associativity
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and unity laws
(A(z, w)⊗ A(y, z))⊗ A(x, y) A(z, w)⊗ A(x, z)
A(z, w)⊗ (A(y, z)⊗ A(x, y))
aA(z,w),A(y,z),A(x,y)
yysss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
1A(z,w)⊗cxyz
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
A(y, w)⊗ A(x, y) A(x, w)cxyw
//
cyzw⊗1A(x,y)

cxzw

I ⊗ A(x, y) A(y, y)⊗ A(x, y)
uy⊗1A(x,y) //
A(x, y)
lA(x,y)
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
cxyy

A(x, y)⊗ I A(x, y)⊗ A(x, x)
1A(x,y)⊗ux //
A(x, y)
rA(x,y)
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
cxxy

are commutative for all x, y, z, w ∈ A0.
Example 2.1.6. (1) Set-categories are just the ordinary locally small cate-
gories.
(2) [GMdZ10, SZ13] A category enriched over a unital quantale Q is a Q-valued
preordered set.
(3) [Ros96, Stu05a] A Sup-category is a quantaloid.
(4) [HS97] An Ab-category is a ringoid. An Ab-category becomes an additive
category if it admits finite (co)products.
(5) [Ber11] Let Ch•(A) be the category of chain complexes of R-modules over
a commutative ring R. A category enriched over Ch•(A) is a differential
graded category, or dg category for short.
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(6) [Joh02a, Lei04, ML98] A Cat-category is a (strict) 2-category.
(7) [Bor94b, Kel82] If V is a symmetric monoidal closed category, then V is
itself a V-category, with V(X,−) being the right adjoint of −⊗X for each
object X ∈ V.
If V is a symmetric monoidal category, then each V-category A has a dual
V-category Aop given by the same objects and
A
op(x, y) = A(y, x)
for all x, y ∈ A0.
Definition 2.1.7. Let V be a monoidal category. A V-functor F : A // B
between V-categories consists of a map F : A0 // B0 and a morphism
Fxx′ : A(x, x
′) // B(Fx, Fx′)
in V for all x, x′ ∈ A0, such that the diagrams
B(Fx′, Fx′′)⊗ B(Fx, Fx′) B(Fx, Fx′′)
(cB)Fx,Fx′,Fx′′
//
A(x′, x′′)⊗ A(x, x′)
Fx′x′′⊗Fxx′

A(x, x′′)
(cA)xx′x′′ //
Fxx′′

I A(x, x)
(uA)x //
B(Fx, Fx)
(uB)Fx
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
Fxx

are commutative for all x, x′, x′′ ∈ A0.
A V-functor F : A // B is fully faithful if Fxx′ is an isomorphism in V for all
x, x′ ∈ A0.
Definition 2.1.8. Let V be a monoidal category. A V-natural transformation
α : F +3G between V-functors F,G : A // B is given by a morphism
αx : I // B(Fx,Gx)
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in V for each x ∈ A0, such that the diagram
A(x, x′)
A(x, x′)⊗ I
r−1
A(x,x′)
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
I ⊗ A(x, x′)
??
l−1
A(x,x′)
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
B(Fx, Fx′)⊗ B(Fx′, Gx′)
Fxx′⊗αx′
//
B(Fx,Gx)⊗ B(Gx,Gx′)
αx⊗Gxx′ //
B(Fx,Gx′)
??
cFx,Fx′,Gx′
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
cFx,Gx,Gx′
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
is commutative for all x, x′ ∈ A0.
If V is a symmetric monoidal category, then the category V-Cat of small V-
categories and V-functors is itself a symmetric monoidal category, with the tensor
product A⊗ B of V-categories given by
(A⊗ B)0 = A0 × B0
and
(A⊗ B)((x, y), (x′, y′)) = A(x, x′)⊗ B(y, y′)
for all x, x′ ∈ A0 and y, y
′ ∈ B0.
Definition 2.1.9. Let V be a complete symmetric monoidal closed category and
A a small V-category. The end of a V-functor F : Aop ⊗ A // V consists of an
object
∫
a∈A0
F (a, a) of V and a universal V-natural family
αx :
∫
a∈A0
F (a, a) // F (x, x)
in the sense that any other V-natural family βx : X // F (x, x) factors uniquely
through αx via a morphism f : X //
∫
a∈A0
F (a, a) in V.
If V is a complete symmetric monoidal closed category, then the V-functors
between a small V-category A and a V-category B constitute a V-category BA
with
B
A(F,G) =
∫
x∈A0
B(Fx,Gx)
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for all V-functors F,G : A // B. The object BA(F,G) ∈ V is called the object of
V-natural transformations from F to G.
Definition 2.1.10. Let V be a symmetric monoidal closed category and F :
A // B a V-functor.
(1) The limit of F weighted by a V-functor G : A //V is an object limG F ∈ B0
together with a V-natural isomorphism
B(b, limGF ) ∼= V
A(G,B(b, F−)).
A V-category B is complete if limG F exists for each V-functor F : A // B
and G : A // V with the domain A small.
(2) The colimit of F weighted by a V-functor G : Aop // V is an object
colimG F ∈ B0 together with a V-natural isomorphism
B(colimGF, b) ∼= V
Aop(G,B(F−, b)).
A V-category B is cocomplete if colimG F exists for each V-functor F :
A // B and G : Aop // V with the domain A small.
Definition 2.1.11. A pair of V-functors F : A // B and G : B // A between
V-categories is called an adjunction, written F ⊣ G : A ⇀ B, if for every pair
x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0, there is an isomorphism in V
B(Fx, y) ∼= A(x,Gy)
V-natural in x and y. In this case, F is called a left adjoint of G and G a right
adjoint of F .
2.2 Isbell adjunctions in V-categories
In this section, we assume that V is a complete symmetric monoidal closed cate-
gory. In this case, V is itself a complete V-category.
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For each small V-category A, there is a V-functor Y : A // VA
op
given by
Yx = A(−, x) and Yxx′ = V
Aop(A(−, x),A(−, x′))
and a V-functor Y† : A // (VA)op given by
Y
†x = A(x,−) and Yxx′ = (V
A)op(A(x,−),A(x′,−)).
The following lemma implies that both Y and Y† are fully faithful V-functors,
and are called respectively the Yoneda embedding and the co-Yoneda embedding.
Lemma 2.2.1 (Yoneda). [Bor94b, Kel82] Let A be a small V-category. For each
V-functor F : A // V and x ∈ A0, there is an isomorphism in V
VA(A(x,−), F ) ∼= Fx.
For each small V-category A, the Yoneda embedding
Y : A // VA
op
and the co-Yoneda embedding
Y
† : A // (VA)op
induce a pair of V-functors
ub : VA
op // (VA)op and lb : (VA)op // VA
op
given by
ub(F ) = VA
op
(F,Y−) and lb(G) = (VA)op(Y†−, G).
Proposition 2.2.2 (Isbell). [DL07, KS05, Law86] ub ⊣ lb : VA
op
⇀ (VA)op.
This adjunction is known as the Isbell adjunction (or Isbell conjugacy) in
category theory.
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2.3 Kan extensions of V-functors
In this section, we also assume that V is a complete symmetric monoidal closed
category.
Definition 2.3.1. Let K : A // C be a V-functor and B a V-category.
(1) The left Kan extension of a V-functor F : A // B along K : A // C, if it
exists, is a V-functor
LanK F : C // B
together with a V-natural isomorphism
B
C(LanK F, S) ∼= B
A(F, S ◦K)
for any other V-functor S : C // B.
(2) The right Kan extension of a V-functor F : A //B along K : A //C, if it
exists, is a V-functor
RanK F : C // B
together with a V-natural isomorphism
B
C(S,RanK F ) ∼= B
A(S ◦K,F )
for any other V-functor S : C // B.
If the left Kan extension LanK F of a V-functor F : A //B along K : A //C
exists, then there is a universal V-natural transformation η : F +3 (LanK F ) ◦K
in the sense that for any other V-functor S : C //A and V-natural transformation
γ : F +3 S ◦K, γ factors uniquely through η.
A
C
K
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
B
F //
??
S
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
γ ⇓ =
A
C
K
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
B
F //
??
LanK F
⑧
⑧
⑧
⑧
⑧
⑧
η ⇓
S
QQ
∃! #❄
❄
Dually, the right Kan extension RanK F of a V-functor F : A //B is equipped
with a universal V-natural transformation ǫ : (RanK T ) ◦K +3 T such that for
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any other V-functor S : C // A and V-natural transformation σ : S ◦K +3 F ,
σ factors uniquely through ǫ.
A
C
K
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
B
F //
??
S
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
σ ⇑ =
A
C
K
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
B
F //
??
RanK F
⑧
⑧
⑧
⑧
⑧
⑧
ǫ ⇑
S
QQ
∃!
[c❄❄
Given a V-functor K : A //C and another V-category B, composing with K
yields a V-functor
K∗ : BC // BA,
which sends a V-functor S : C // B to S ◦K : A // B.
A
C
K
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
B
S◦K //
??
S
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
If each V-functor F : A // B has a left Kan extension LanK F : C // B along
K, then we obtain an adjunction [Bor94b]
LanK ⊣ K
∗ : BA ⇀ BC.
Dually, if each V-functor F : A //B has a right Kan extension RanK F : C //B
along K, then we obtain an adjunction
K∗ ⊣ RanK : B
C ⇀ BA.
Given a V-functor F : A // B, if the codomain B admits certain weighted
colimits, then the left Kan extension of F along some V-functor K : A // C
can be constructed pointwise for each object c ∈ C0. Dually, if the codomain B
admits certain weighted limits, then the right Kan extension of F along K can
be constructed pointwise.
Proposition 2.3.2. [Kel82] Let F : A // B and K : A // C be V-functors.
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(1) The left Kan extension of F along K can be computed by
(LanK F )c = colimC(K−,c)F
if the weighted colimit exists for each c ∈ C0.
(2) The right Kan extension of F along K can be computed by
(RanK F )c = limC(c,K−)F
if the weighted limit exists for each c ∈ C0.
Thus, if A is small, B is complete and cocomplete, then every V-functor F :
A //B has a (pointwise) left Kan extension and a (pointwise) right Kan extension
along any V-functor K : A // C. In particular, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.3.3. [Law73] Let V be a complete and cocomplete symmetric monoidal
closed category. For each V-functor K : A // C with A small, the V-functor
“composing with K”
K∗ : VC // VA
has a left adjoint LanK and a right adjoint RanK .
2.4 Categories enriched over a bicategory
A Cat-category is called a (strict) 2-category. However, we are particularly in-
terested in a weak version of 2-categories — categories “weakly enriched” over
Cat, in which the associativity and unity laws of enriched categories hold only
commutative up to natural and coherent isomorphism. This is what we call a
bicategory [Be´n67, CKWW08, CW87, Lac10, Lei98].
Definition 2.4.1. [Be´n67, ML98] A bicategory B consists of the following data:
(1) a class B0 of objects X, Y, Z, . . . , also called 0-cells ;
(2) for every pair X, Y of 0-cells, a (small) category B(X, Y ), whose objects are
called morphisms or 1-cells and whose morphisms are called 2-morphisms
or 2-cells ;
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(3) for every triple X, Y, Z of 0-cells, a horizontal composition functor,
◦ : B(Y, Z)× B(X, Y ) // B(X,Z);
(4) for every 0-cell X , a unit functor
uX : 1 // B(X,X)
from the terminal category 1, which picks out a 1-cell 1X ∈ B(X,X);
(5) for every quadruple X, Y, Z,W of 0-cells, an associativity natural isomor-
phism
B(Z,W )× B(X,Z) B(X,W )◦XZW
//
B(Z,W )× B(Y, Z)× B(X, Y )
1B(Z,W )×◦XY Z

B(Y,W )× B(X, Y )
◦Y ZW×1B(X,Y ) //
◦XYW

αXY ZW
08✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
between the two functors from B(Z,W ) × B(Y, Z) × B(X, Y ) to B(X,W )
arising from the horizontal composition functor ◦, called the associator ;
(6) for every pair X, Y of 0-cells, a left unit natural isomorphism
1× B(X, Y ) B(Y, Y )× B(X, Y )
uY ×1B(X,Y ) //
B(X, Y )
1B(X,Y )
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
◦XY Y

λXY
{ ⑧⑧
⑧⑧
and a right unit natural isomorphism
B(X, Y )× 1 B(X, Y )× B(X,X)
1B(X,Y )×uX //
B(X, Y )
1B(X,Y )
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
◦XXY

ρXY
{ ⑧⑧
⑧⑧
,
called respectively the left unitor and the right unitor ;
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(7) the associativity coherence diagram (pentagon identity)
k ◦ ((h ◦ g) ◦ f) (k ◦ h) ◦ (g ◦ f)
k ◦ (h ◦ (g ◦ f))
k◦αXY ZW
yysss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
αXZWV
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
(k ◦ (h ◦ g)) ◦ f ((k ◦ h) ◦ g) ◦ f
αY ZWV ◦f
//
αXYWV

αXY ZV

is commutative for every quintuple of 0-cells X, Y, Z,W, V ∈ B0 and every
quadruple of 1-cells f ∈ B(X, Y ), g ∈ B(Y, Z), h ∈ B(Z,W ), k ∈ B(W,V );
(8) the unit coherence diagram (triangle identity)
g ◦ (1Y ◦ f) (g ◦ 1Y ) ◦ f
αXY Y Z //
g ◦ f
g◦λXY
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
ρY Z◦f

is commutative for every triple of 0-cells X, Y, Z ∈ B0 and every pair of
1-cells f ∈ B(X, Y ), g ∈ B(Y, Z).
Example 2.4.2. (1) Each (strict) 2-category is a bicategory in which the as-
sociators and the unitors are identities.
(2) A monoidal category is a bicategory with only one object.
(3) [Ros96] A quantaloid is a bicategory (a 2-category, indeed) in which there
is at most one 2-cell between each pair of 1-cells.
As stated in the above example, a bicategory can be viewed as a many-object
monoidal category. Thus, the theory of categories enriched over a monoidal cat-
egory can be promoted further to categories enriched over a bicategory [BC82,
BCSW83, GP97, Lei02, Wal81].
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Definition 2.4.3. Let B be a bicategory. A B-typed set is a set A together with
a mapping t : A // B0 sending each elements x ∈ A to its type tx ∈ B0.
Definition 2.4.4. [BC82, BCSW83, Wal81] Let B be a bicategory. A (small)
B-category (or category enriched over B) A consists of the following data:
(1) a B-typed set A0 of objects;
(2) for every pair x, y ∈ A0, a 1-cell A(x, y) ∈ B(tx, ty) as the hom-arrow;
(3) for every triple x, y, z ∈ A0, a 2-cell in B(tx, tz)
cxyz : A(y, z) ◦ A(x, y) // A(x, z)
as the composition;
(4) for every x ∈ A0, a 2-cell in B(tx, tx)
ux : 1tx // A(x, x)
as the unit;
(5) the diagram expressing the associativity law
(A(z, w) ◦ A(y, z)) ◦ A(x, y) A(z, w) ◦ A(x, z)
A(z, w) ◦ (A(y, z) ◦ A(x, y))
αtx,ty,tz,tw
yysss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
A(z,w)◦cxyz
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
A(y, w) ◦ A(x, y) A(x, w)cxyw
//
cyzw◦A(x,y)

cxzw

is commutative for every quadruple x, y, z, w ∈ A0;
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(6) the diagrams expressing the unity law
1ty ◦ A(x, y) A(y, y) ◦ A(x, y)
uy◦A(x,y) //
A(x, y)
λtx,ty
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
cxyy

A(x, y) ◦ 1tx A(x, y) ◦ A(x, x)
A(x,y)◦ux //
A(x, y)
ρtx,ty
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
cxxy

are commutative for every pair x, y ∈ A0.
Definition 2.4.5. [BC82] A B-functor F : A //B between B-categories consists
of the following data:
(1) a type-preserving map F : A0 //B0 in the sense that ∀x ∈ A0, tx = t(Fx);
(2) for every pair x, x′ ∈ A0, a 2-cell in B(tx, tx
′)
Fxx′ : A(x, x
′) // B(Fx, Fx′);
(3) the diagram expressing the composition law
B(Fx′, Fx′′) ◦ B(Fx, Fx′) B(Fx, Fx′′)
(cB)Fx,Fx′,Fx′′
//
A(x′, x′′) ◦ A(x, x′)
Fx′x′′◦Fxx′

A(x, x′′)
(cA)xx′x′′ //
Fxx′′

is commutative for every triple x, x′, x′′ ∈ A0;
(4) the diagram expressing the unity law
1tx A(x, x)
(uA)x //
B(Fx, Fx)
(uB)Fx
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
Fxx

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is commutative for every x ∈ A0.
Definition 2.4.6. [BC82] A B-distributor (also called B-bimodule or B-profunctor)
φ : A −◦− // B between B-categories consists of the following data:
(1) for every pair x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0, a 1-cell in φ(x, y) ∈ B(tx, ty);
(2) for every triple x ∈ A0 and y, y
′ ∈ B0, a 2-cell in B(tx, ty)
φxy′y : B(y
′, y) ◦ φ(x, y′) // φ(x, y);
(3) for every triple x, x′ ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0, a 2-cell in B(tx, ty)
φxx′y : φ(x
′, y) ◦ A(x, x′) // φ(x, y);
(4) the diagrams expressing the associativity law
B(y′, y) ◦ φ(x, y′) φ(x, y)
φxy′y
//
B(y′′, y) ◦ B(y′, y′′) ◦ φ(x, y′)
(cB)y′y′′y◦φ(x,y
′)

B(y′′, y) ◦ φ(x, y′′)
B(y′′,y)◦φxy′y′′ //
φxy′′y

φ(x′′, y) ◦ A(x, x′′) φ(x, y)
φxx′′y
//
φ(x′′, y) ◦ A(x′, x′′) ◦ A(x, x′)
φ(x′′,y)◦(cA)xx′x′′

φ(x′, y) ◦ A(x, x′)
φx′x′′y◦A(x,x
′)
//
φxx′y

φ(x′, y) ◦ A(x, x′) φ(x, y)
φxx′y
//
B(y′, y) ◦ φ(x′, y′) ◦ A(x, x′)
φx′y′y◦A(x,x
′)

B(y′, y) ◦ φ(x, y′)
B(y′,y)◦φxx′y′ //
φxy′y

are commutative for every sextuple x, x′, x′′ ∈ A0 and y, y
′, y′′ ∈ B0;
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(6) the diagrams expressing the unity law
1ty ◦ φ(x, y) B(y, y) ◦ φ(x, y)
(uB)y◦φ(x,y) //
φ(x, y)
λtx,ty
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚
φxyy

φ(x, y) ◦ 1tx φ(x, y) ◦ A(x, x)
φ(x,y)◦(uA)x //
φ(x, y)
ρtx,ty
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
φxxy

are commutative for every pair x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0.
It is easily seen from Definition 2.4.5 that B-functors can be composed in an
obvious way. Thus, B-categories and B-functors constitute a category B-Cat.
So, it is natural to ask that whether B-distributors have reasonable com-
positions, and give rise to a category B-Dist consisting of B-categories and B-
distributors.
A straightforward idea comes from the composition of distributors between
categories enriched over a symmetric monoidal closed category. Explicitly, the
composition ψ ◦ φ : A −◦− // C of B-distributors φ : A −◦− // B and ψ : B −◦− // C is
given by the following coequalizer diagram
∐
y,y′∈B0
ψ(y′, z) ◦ B(y, y′) ◦ φ(x, y) ////
∐
y∈B0
ψ(y, z) ◦ φ(x, y) // (ψ ◦ φ)(x, z)
for all x ∈ A0 and z ∈ C0. In particular, the small category B(tx, tz) admits all
set-indexed coproducts if each pair of B-distributors φ : A −◦− // B and ψ : B −◦− // C
can be composed. This implies that B(tx, tz) is a (cocomplete) preordered set.
Therefore, the category B-Dist only makes sense when B is (cocompletely)
locally ordered.
Throughout this dissertation, the composition of distributors is essential for
developing our results. Therefore, we consider categories enriched over a quan-
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taloid Q, which is a (cocompletely) locally ordered bicategory, instead of cate-
gories enriched over a general bicategory B.
Chapter 3
Quantaloids and Q-categories
In this chapter, we go over the theory of quantaloids and Q-categories, and fix
the notations that will be used in the sequel. We refer to [Ros96] for the theory
of quantaloids, and [Hey10, HS11, Stu05a, Stu06] for the theory of categories
enriched over a quantaloid.
3.1 Quantaloids
Definition 3.1.1. A quantaloid Q is a category enriched over the symmetric
monoidal closed category Sup.
Explicitly, a quantaloid Q is a category with a class of objects Q0 such that
Q(X, Y ) is a sup-lattice for all X, Y ∈ Q0, and the composition ◦ of morphisms
preserves joins in both variables, i.e.,
g ◦
(∨
i
fi
)
=
∨
i
(g ◦ fi) and
(∨
j
gj
)
◦ f =
∨
j
(gj ◦ f) (3.1)
for all f, fi ∈ Q(X, Y ) and g, gj ∈ Q(Y, Z). We denote the top and the bot-
tom element of the sup-lattice Q(X, Y ) by ⊤X,Y and ⊥X,Y respectively, and the
identity arrow on X ∈ Q0 by 1X .
Remark 3.1.2. Quantaloids are the horizontal categorification or oidification
[BD98] of quantales. The suffix -oid of the word quantaloid is short for oidified,
which means generalizing a certain type of one-object categories to such type of
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categories with more than one object. In other words, a quantaloid is a quantale
with many objects, while a quantale is a one-object quantaloid. There are other
similar examples:
(1) The oidification of groups are groupoids, i.e., categories with every mor-
phism invertible.
(2) The oidification of rings are ringoids, i.e., categories enriched over the cat-
egory of abelian groups.
(3) The oidification of monoids are just ordinary categories.
(4) The oidification of monoidal categories are bicategories.
Throughout this dissertation, Q always denotes a quantaloid, while Q0 and
Q1 stand for its class of objects and its class of morphisms, respectively.
Definition 3.1.3. For f : X // Y , g : Y // Z and h : X // Z in a quantaloid
Q, define the left implication hւ f : Y // Z and the right implication g ց h :
X // Y by
hւ f =
∨
{g′ : Y // Z | g′ ◦ f ≤ h}
and
g ց h =
∨
{f ′ : X // Y | g ◦ f ′ ≤ h}.
In other words, h ւ f is the largest arrow in Q(Y, Z) that satisfies (h ւ
f)◦f ≤ h, and g ց h is the largest arrow inQ(X, Y ) that satisfies g◦(g ց h) ≤ h.
Y Z
hւf
//
X
f

h
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
Y Zg
//
X
gցh

h
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
;C⑧⑧
;C⑧⑧
It is easy to see that for each f ∈ Q(X, Y ) and g ∈ Q(Y, Z), functions
− ւ f : Q(X,Z) //Q(Y, Z) : h 7→ hւ f,
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g ց − : Q(X,Z) //Q(X, Y ) : h 7→ g ց h
are respective right adjoints of
− ◦ f : Q(Y, Z) //Q(X,Z) : g 7→ g ◦ f,
g ◦ − : Q(X, Y ) //Q(X,Z) : f 7→ g ◦ f.
Example 3.1.4. Some basic examples of quantaloids are listed below.
(1) A unital quantale is a one-object quantaloid, as stated in Remark 3.1.2. In
particular, the two-element Boolean algebra 2 is a quantaloid.
(2) The category Sup is itself a quantaloid, in which sup-preserving maps are
endowed with the pointwise order.
(3) [Ros96] The category Rel of sets and (binary) relations is a quantaloid, in
which
– the local order between relations is given by the inclusion;
– for relations R ⊆ A×B and S ⊆ B×C between sets, the composition
S ◦R ⊆ A× C is given by
S ◦R = {(x, z) | ∃y ∈ B, (x, y) ∈ R and (y, z) ∈ S};
– the identity relation on a set A is the diagonal relation
∆A = {(x, x) | x ∈ A};
– for relations R ⊆ A×B, S ⊆ B×C and T ⊆ A×C, the left implication
T ւ R ⊆ B × C and the right implication S ց T ⊆ A× B are given
by
T ւ R = {(y, z) | ∀x ∈ A, (x, y) ∈ R =⇒ (x, z) ∈ T}
and
S ց T = {(x, y) | ∀z ∈ C, (y, z) ∈ S =⇒ (x, z) ∈ T}.
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(4) [Pit88] In general, each Grothendieck topos E [Bor94c, FS90, Gol84, Joh02b]
gives rise to a quantaloid Rel(E), in which
– the objects are the same as E ;
– a morphism φ ∈ Rel(E)(X, Y ) is a relation from X to Y , i.e., a sub-
object φ : R֌ X × Y ;
– the local order is given by the inclusion of subobjects;
– for relations φ : R ֌ X × Y and ψ : S ֌ Y × Z, the composition
η : T ֌ X × Z is given by the pullback and image factorization in E :
X X × Yoo Y//
R
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②②
②② 
φ
 ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
Y × Zoo Z//
S
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②②
②② 
ψ
 ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
R×Y S
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②②
②
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
T
OOOO
X × Z
OO
η
OO
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛
✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
– the identity relation on an object X is the diagonal subobject
∆X : X ֌ X ×X
given by the universal property of the product X ×X :
X X ×Xoo X//
X
1X
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
∆X
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
1X
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
In the following two propositions, we list some useful formulas for calculat-
ing the compositions and implications of arrows in a quantaloid. They can be
obtained by routine calculation and we omit the proof.
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Proposition 3.1.5. In a quantaloid Q, the following properties hold for all Q-
arrows f, g, h, fi, gi, hi whenever the compositions and implications make sense:
(1) g ◦ f ≤ h ⇐⇒ g ≤ hւ f ⇐⇒ f ≤ g ց h.
(2) (
∧
i
hi)ւ f =
∧
i
(hi ւ f), g ց (
∧
i
hi) =
∧
i
(g ց hi).
(3) hւ (
∨
i
fi) =
∧
i
(hւ fi), (
∨
i
gi)ց h =
∧
i
(gi ց h).
(4) (hւ g) ◦ (g ւ f) ≤ hւ f , (f ց g) ◦ (g ց h) ≤ f ց h.
(5) (hւ f)ւ g = hւ (g ◦ f), f ց (g ց h) = (g ◦ f)ց h.
(6) (g ց h)ւ f = g ց (hւ f).
(7) (hւ f) ◦ f ≤ h, g ◦ (g ց h) ≤ h.
(8) h ◦ (g ւ f) ≤ (h ◦ g)ւ f , (g ց h) ◦ f ≤ g ց (h ◦ f).
Proposition 3.1.6. In a quantaloid Q, the following properties hold for all Q-
arrows f : X // Y , g : Y // Z and h : X // Z:
(1) f ւ 1X = 1Y ց f = f .
(2) ⊥Y,Z ◦ f = g ◦ ⊥X,Y = ⊥X,Z .
(3) hւ ⊥X,Y = ⊤Y,Z, ⊥Y,Z ց h = ⊤X,Y .
(4) ⊤X,Z ւ f = ⊤Y,Z , g ց ⊤X,Z = ⊤X,Y .
Definition 3.1.7. An adjunction in a quantaloid Q, f ⊣ g : X ⇀ Y in symbols,
is a pair of Q-arrows f : X // Y and g : Y //X such that
1X ≤ g ◦ f and f ◦ g ≤ 1Y .
In this case, f is a left adjoint of g and g is a right adjoint of f .
The following two propositions can be derived by straightforward calculation.
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Proposition 3.1.8. If f ⊣ g : X ⇀ Y in a quantaloid Q, then
f ◦ g ◦ f = f and g ◦ f ◦ g = g.
Proposition 3.1.9. [Hey10] If f ⊣ g : X ⇀ Y in a quantaloid Q, then the
following identities hold for all Q-arrows h, h′ whenever the compositions and
implications make sense:
(1) h ◦ f = hւ g, g ◦ h = f ց h.
(2) (f ◦ h)ց h′ = hց (g ◦ h′), (h′ ◦ f)ւ h = h′ ւ (h ◦ g).
(3) (hց h′) ◦ f = hց (h′ ◦ f), g ◦ (h′ ւ h) = (g ◦ h′)ւ h.
(4) g ◦ (hց h′) = (h ◦ f)ց h′, (h′ ւ h) ◦ f = h′ ւ (g ◦ h).
The identities in Proposition 3.1.9 will be frequently applied to adjunctions
of the form F♮ ⊣ F
♮ : A⇀ B, the graph and cograph of a Q-functor F : A // B
(will be defined in Section 3.3).
The following corollary follows immediately from Proposition 3.1.9(1).
Corollary 3.1.10. If f ⊣ g : X ⇀ Y in a quantaloid Q, then
g = f ց 1Y and f = 1Y ւ g.
In particular, the left adjoint and right adjoint of a Q-arrow are unique when they
exist.
Definition 3.1.11. Let D = {dX : X //X | X ∈ Q0} be a family of Q-arrows
in a quantaloid Q.
(1) D is called a cyclic family if
dX ւ f = f ց dY (3.2)
for all f : X // Y in Q.
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(2) D is called a dualizing family if
(dX ւ f)ց dX = f = dY ւ (f ց dY ) (3.3)
for all f : X // Y in Q.
Definition 3.1.12. A Girard quantaloid is a quantaloid with a cyclic dualizing
family D of Q-arrows.
Example 3.1.13. Some examples of Girard quantaloids are listed below.
(1) A Girard quantale [Ros90] is a one-object Girard quantaloid.
(2) [Ros92] The quantaloid Rel of sets and relations (see Example 3.1.4(3)) is
a Girard quantaloid. A cyclic dualizing family is given by
D = {¬∆A ⊆ A× A | A is a set},
where
¬∆A = {(x, x
′) ∈ A× A | x 6= x′}.
(3) In Chapter 7, we will construct a quantaloid Q from a divisible unital
quantale Q (see Proposition 7.2.2). If (Q,&) is a Boolean algebra (with &
being ∧) [Bir48], then the induced quantaloid Q is a Girard quantaloid.
Proposition 3.1.14. If 1X is the top element of Q(X,X) for all X ∈ Q0 and
D = {dX : X // X | X ∈ Q0} is a dualizing family, then dX = ⊥X,X for all
X ∈ Q0.
Proof. For any f : X //X ,
f ւ dX = ((dX ւ f)ց dX)ւ dX (Equation (3.3))
= (dX ւ f)ց (dX ւ dX) (Proposition 3.1.5(6))
= (dX ւ f)ց 1X (1X = ⊤X,X)
= 1X , (Proposition 3.1.6(4))
hence dX ≤ f and consequently dX = ⊥X,X .
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Proposition 3.1.15. Suppose that Q has a dualizing family D = {dX : X //X |
X ∈ Q0}. For f, fi : X // Y , g : Y // Z, h : X // Z in Q1:
(1)
∨
i
(dX ւ fi) = dX ւ (
∧
i
fi),
∨
i
(fi ց dY ) = (
∧
i
fi)ց dY .
(2) g ◦ f = dZ ւ (f ց (g ց dZ)) = ((dX ւ f)ւ g)ց dX .
(3) hւ f = (dX ւ h)ց (dX ւ f) = dZ ւ (f ◦ (hց dZ)).
(4) g ց h = (g ց dZ)ւ (hց dZ) = ((dX ւ h) ◦ g)ց dX .
(5) (dY ւ g)ց f = g ւ (f ց dY ).
Proof. All the identities can be obtained by routine calculation. We just prove
(5) for example. Note that (dY ւ g)ց f ≤ g ւ (f ց dY ) follows from
((dY ւ g)ց f) ◦ (f ց dY ) ≤ (dY ւ g)ց dY = g,
and the reverse inequality follows from
(dY ւ g) ◦ (g ւ (f ց dY )) ≤ dY ւ (f ց dY ) = f.
3.2 Q-categories and Q-functors
A quantaloid Q is a locally ordered bicategory, which means that there is at most
one 2-cell between each pair of Q-arrows, i.e., the order ≤. From now on, Q
always denotes a small quantaloid, i.e., Q0 and Q1 are sets.
Definition 3.2.1. A Q-typed set is a set A equipped with a map t : A // Q0
sending each elements x ∈ A to its type tx ∈ Q0.
Definition 3.2.2. A (small) Q-category (or category enriched over Q) A consists
of a Q-typed set A0 and hom-arrow A(x, y) ∈ Q(tx, ty) for all x, y ∈ A0, such
that
(1) 1tx ≤ A(x, x) for all x ∈ A0;
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(2) A(y, z) ◦ A(x, y) ≤ A(x, z) for all x, y, z ∈ A0.
Definition 3.2.3. A Q-functor F : A // B between Q-categories is a map
F : A0 // B0 such that
(1) F is type-preserving in the sense that ∀x ∈ A0, tx = t(Fx);
(2) ∀x, x′ ∈ A0, A(x, x
′) ≤ B(Fx, Fx′).
A Q-functor F : A // B is fully faithful if A(x, x′) = B(Fx, Fx′) for all
x, x′ ∈ A0. Bijective fully faithful Q-functors are exactly the isomorphisms in the
category Q-Cat of Q-categories and Q-functors.
Example 3.2.4. We list here some basic examples of Q-categories.
(1) For the two-element Boolean algebra 2, 2-categories are preordered sets,
and 2-functors are order-preserving maps.
(2) Each Q-typed set A gives rise to a discrete Q-category A given by A0 = A
and
A(x, y) =
{
1tx, x = y;
⊥tx,ty, x 6= y.
(3) For each X ∈ Q0, ∗X is a Q-category with only one object ∗ of type t∗ = X
and hom-arrow 1X .
(4) Let A be a Q-category, a Q-category B is a (full) Q-subcategory of A if B0
is a subset of A0 and B(x, y) = A(x, y) for all x, y ∈ B0. In particular, for
each Q-functor F : A // B, the elements {y ∈ B0 : ∃x ∈ A0, Fx = y} is a
subset of B0 and constitute a Q-subcategory F (A) of B.
Given a Q-category A, there is a natural underlying preorder ≤ on A0. For
x, y ∈ A0,
x ≤ y ⇐⇒ tx = ty = X and 1X ≤ A(x, y).
For each X ∈ Q0, the objects in A with type X constitute a subset of the under-
lying preordered set A0 and we denote it by AX . It is clear that the underlying
preordered set A0 is the disjoint union of all AX , i.e., x ≤ y in A0 necessarily
implies that x and y belong to the same AX .
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Proposition 3.2.5. Let A be a Q-category and x, y ∈ A0, then the following
conditions are equivalent.
(1) x ≤ y.
(2) A(y, z) ≤ A(x, z) for all z ∈ A0.
(3) A(z, x) ≤ A(z, y) for all z ∈ A0.
Proof. We prove the equivalence of (1) and (2) for example.
(1) =⇒ (2): If tx = ty = X and A(x, y) ≥ 1X , then for all z ∈ A0,
A(y, z) ≤ A(y, z) ◦ A(x, y) ≤ A(x, z).
(2) =⇒ (1): In particular, A(y, y) ≤ A(x, y) implies tx = ty = X and
A(x, y) ≥ 1X .
Two objects x, y in A are isomorphic if x ≤ y and y ≤ x, written x ∼= y. A is
skeletal if no two different objects in A are isomorphic. The following proposition
follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.5.
Proposition 3.2.6. Let A be a Q-category and x, y ∈ A0, then the following
conditions are equivalent.
(1) x ∼= y.
(2) A(x, z) = A(y, z) for all z ∈ A0.
(3) A(z, x) = A(z, y) for all z ∈ A0.
Corollary 3.2.7. For any Q-category A, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) A is skeletal.
(2) For any x, y ∈ A0, x = y if and only if A(x, z) = A(y, z) for all z ∈ A0.
(3) For any x, y ∈ A0, x = y if and only if A(z, x) = A(z, y) for all z ∈ A0.
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The underlying preorders on Q-categories induce an preorder between Q-
functors:
F ≤ G : A // B ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ A0, Fx ≤ Gx in B0
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ A0, 1tx ≤ B(Fx,Gx).
Thus Q-Cat(A,B) becomes a preordered set, in which F ≤ G is an “enriched
natural transformation” from F to G. This makes Q-Cat a (locally ordered)
2-category. We denote F ∼= G : A // B if F ≤ G and G ≤ F . Furthermore,
Q-Cat(A,B) becomes a poset (partially ordered set) if B is a skeletal Q-category.
Proposition 3.2.8. Let F : A // B be a fully faithful Q-functor between Q-
categories. Then F : A0 // B0 is essentially injective in the sense that x ∼= x
′
whenever Fx = Fx′.
Proof. Suppose x, x′ ∈ A0 and Fx = Fx
′, then A(x, x′) = B(Fx, Fx) ≥ 1tx.
Similarly A(x′, x) ≥ 1tx, hence x ∼= x
′.
Definition 3.2.9. A pair of Q-functors F : A // B and G : B // A forms an
adjunction, written F ⊣ G : A⇀ B, if
1A ≤ G ◦ F and F ◦G ≤ 1B,
where 1A and 1B are respectively the identity Q-functors on A and B. In this
case, F is called a left adjoint of G and G a right adjoint of F .
Adjoint Q-functors can be viewed as adjoint morphisms in the 2-category
Q-Cat. The following proposition is easily derived from the definition.
Proposition 3.2.10. If F ⊣ G : A⇀ B in Q-Cat, then
F ◦G ◦ F ∼= F and G ◦ F ◦G ∼= G.
We present below another useful characterization of adjoint Q-functors. It
also implies that left adjoints and right adjoints of a Q-functor, when they exist,
are essentially unique, i.e., unique up to isomorphism.
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Proposition 3.2.11. Let F : A //B and G : B //A be type-preserving functions
between Q-categories (not necessarily Q-functors). Then F ⊣ G : A ⇀ B if and
only if
B(Fx, y) = A(x,Gy)
for all x ∈ A and y ∈ B.
Proof. Suppose F ⊣ G : A⇀ B, then 1A ≤ G ◦F and F ◦G ≤ 1B. For all x ∈ A0
and y ∈ B0,
B(Fx, y) ≤ A(GFx,Gy) ≤ A(GFx,Gy) ◦ A(x,GFx) ≤ A(x,Gy).
Similarly A(x,Gy) ≤ B(Fx, y). Hence B(Fx, y) = A(x,Gy).
Conversely, first we show that F and G are Q-functors. For all x, x′ ∈ A0,
A(x, x′) ≤ A(x′, GFx′) ◦ A(x, x′) ≤ A(x,GFx′) = B(Fx, Fx′).
Thus F is a Q-functor. Similarly G is a Q-functor.
Second, for all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0,
A(x,GFx) = B(Fx, Fx) ≥ 1tx and B(FGy, y) = A(Gy,Gy) ≥ 1ty.
Thus 1A ≤ G ◦ F and F ◦G ≤ 1B.
3.3 Q-distributors
Q-distributors between Q-categories generalize relations between sets.
Definition 3.3.1. A Q-distributor (or Q-profunctor, Q-bimodule) φ : A −◦− // B
between Q-categories is a map A0 × B0 //Q1 that assigns to each pair (x, y) ∈
A0 × B0 a Q-arrow φ(x, y) ∈ Q(tx, ty), such that
(1) ∀x ∈ A0, ∀y, y
′ ∈ B0, B(y
′, y) ◦ φ(x, y′) ≤ φ(x, y);
(2) ∀x, x′ ∈ A0, ∀y ∈ B0, φ(x
′, y) ◦ A(x, x′) ≤ φ(x, y).
The following proposition is an analogue of Example 3.1.4(3)(4) forQ-categories.
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Proposition 3.3.2. [Stu05a] Q-categories and Q-distributors constitute a quan-
taloid Q-Dist in which
(1) the local order is pointwise, i.e., for Q-distributors φ, ψ : A −◦− // B,
φ ≤ ψ ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ A0, ∀y ∈ B0, φ(x, y) ≤ ψ(x, y);
(2) the composition ψ ◦ φ : A −◦− // C of Q-distributors φ : A −◦− // B and
ψ : B −◦− // C is given by
∀x ∈ A0, ∀z ∈ C0, (ψ ◦ φ)(x, z) =
∨
y∈B0
ψ(y, z) ◦ φ(x, y);
(3) the identity Q-distributor on a Q-category A is the hom-arrow of A and will
be denoted by A : A −◦− // A;
(4) for Q-distributors φ : A −◦− // B, ψ : B −◦− // C and η : A −◦− // C, the left
implication η ւ φ : B −◦− // C and the right implication ψ ց η : A −◦− // B
are given by
∀y ∈ B0, ∀z ∈ C0, (η ւ φ)(y, z) =
∧
x∈A0
η(x, z)ւ φ(x, y)
and
∀x ∈ A0, ∀y ∈ B0, (ψ ց η)(x, y) =
∧
z∈C0
ψ(y, z)ց η(x, z).
As a special case of Definition 3.1.7, a pair of Q-distributors φ : A −◦− // B and
ψ : B −◦− // A forms an adjunction φ ⊣ ψ : A⇀ B in the quantaloid Q-Dist if
A ≤ ψ ◦ φ and φ ◦ ψ ≤ B.
Every Q-functor F : A // B induces an adjunction F♮ ⊣ F
♮ : A ⇀ B in
Q-Dist with
F♮(x, y) = B(Fx, y) and F
♮(y, x) = B(y, Fx)
for all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0. The Q-distributors F♮ : A −◦− // B and F
♮ : B −◦− // A
are called the graph and cograph of F , respectively.
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It follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.5 that for each pair of Q-functors
F,G : A // B,
F ≤ G ⇐⇒ G♮ ≤ F♮ ⇐⇒ F
♮ ≤ G♮. (3.4)
Proposition 3.3.3. [Stu05a] Let F : A // B and G : B // C be Q-functors
between Q-categories.
(1) (1A)♮ = (1A)
♮ = A.
(2) G♮ ◦ F♮ = (G ◦ F )♮, F
♮ ◦G♮ = (G ◦ F )♮.
This proposition gives rise to a functor
(−)♮ : Q-Cat //Q-Dist
and a contravariant functor
(−)♮ : (Q-Cat)op //Q-Dist.
Proposition 3.3.4. [Stu05a] Let F : A // B and G : B // A be a pair of
Q-functors. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) F ⊣ G : A⇀ B.
(2) F♮ = G
♮.
(3) G♮ ⊣ F♮ : B⇀ A in Q-Dist.
(4) G♮ ⊣ F ♮ : A⇀ B in Q-Dist.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is a reformulation of Proposition 3.2.11. The
equivalence of (2), (3) and (4) follows immediately from Corollary 3.1.10.
Proposition 3.3.5. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor.
(1) If F is fully faithful, then F ♮ ◦ F♮ = A.
(2) If F is essentially surjective in the sense that there is some x ∈ A0 such
that Fx ∼= y in B for all y ∈ B0, then F♮ ◦ F
♮ = B.
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Proof. (1) If F is fully faithful, then for all x, x′ ∈ A0,
(F ♮ ◦ F♮)(x, x
′) =
∨
y∈B0
B(y, Fx′) ◦ B(Fx, y) = B(Fx, Fx′) = A(x, x′).
(2) If F is essentially surjective, then for all y, y′ ∈ B0, there is some x ∈ A0
such that Fx ∼= y. Thus
(F♮ ◦ F
♮)(y, y′) =
∨
a∈A0
B(Fa, y′) ◦ B(y, Fa)
≥ B(Fx, y′) ◦ B(y, Fx)
= B(y, y′) ◦ B(y, y)
≥ B(y, y′).
Since F♮ ◦ F
♮ ≤ B holds trivially, it follows that F♮ ◦ F
♮ = B.
Definition 3.3.6. (1) A contravariant presheaf on a Q-category A is a Q-
distributor µ : A −◦− // ∗X with X ∈ Q0.
(2) A covariant presheaf on a Q-category A is a Q-distributor µ : ∗X −◦− // A
with X ∈ Q0.
Contravariant presheaves on a Q-category A constitute a Q-category PA in
which
tµ = X and PA(µ, λ) = λւ µ (3.5)
for all µ : A −◦− // ∗X and λ : A −◦− // ∗Y in (PA)0.
Dually, covariant presheaves on A constitute a Q-category P†A in which
tµ = X and P†A(µ, λ) = λց µ (3.6)
for all µ : ∗X −◦− // A and λ : ∗Y −◦− // A in (P
†A)0.
A
∗tµ
µ
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
∗tλ
λ ''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖ PA(µ,λ)

◦
◦
◦
∗tµ
A
µ
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
∗tλ
λ
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
P†A(µ,λ)

◦
◦
◦
In particular, we denote P(∗X) = PX and P
†(∗X) = P
†X for each X ∈ Q0.
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Proposition 3.3.7. For each Q-category A, PA and P†A are both skeletal Q-
categories. In particular, PX and P†X are both skeletal Q-categories for each
X ∈ Q0.
Remark 3.3.8. For each Q-category A, it follows from the definition that the
underlying preorder in PA coincides with the local order in Q-Dist, while the
underlying preorder in P†A is the reverse local order in Q-Dist. That is to say,
for all µ, λ ∈ P†A, we have
µ ≤ λ in (P†A)0 ⇐⇒ λ ≤ µ in Q-Dist.
In order to get rid of the confusion about the symbol ≤, from now on we make the
convention that the symbol ≤ between Q-distributors always denotes the local
order in Q-Dist if not otherwise specified.
Given a Q-category A and a ∈ A0, write Ya for the Q-distributor
A −◦− // ∗ta, x 7→ A(x, a); (3.7)
write Y†a for the Q-distributor
∗ta −◦− // A, x 7→ A(a, x). (3.8)
The following lemma implies that both Y : A // PA, a 7→ Ya and Y† :
A // P†A, a 7→ Y†a are fully faithful Q-functors (hence embeddings if A is
skeletal). Thus, Y and Y† are called respectively the Yoneda embedding and
the co-Yoneda embedding.
Lemma 3.3.9 (Yoneda). [Stu05a] For all a ∈ A0, µ ∈ PA and λ ∈ P
†
A,
PA(Ya, µ) = µ(a) and P†A(λ,Y†a) = λ(a).
For each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B and x ∈ A0, y ∈ B0, write φ(x,−) for the
Q-distributor φ ◦ Y†
A
x : ∗tx −◦− // A −◦− // B; and write φ(−, y) for the Q-distributor
YBy ◦ φ : A −◦− // B −◦− // ∗ty. Then the Yoneda lemma can be phrased as the
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commutativity of the following diagrams:
PA ∗tµ
PA(−,µ) //
A
OO
Y♮
??
µ
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
◦
◦ ◦
P†A ∗tλoo
P†A(λ,−)
A
(Y†)♮

λ
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
◦
◦ ◦
That is,
µ = PA(Y−, µ) = Y♮(−, µ)
and
λ = P†A(λ,Y†−) = (Y†)♮(λ,−).
Remark 3.3.10. Given Q-distributors φ : A −◦− // B, ψ : B −◦− // C and η : A −◦− //
C, one can form Q-distributors such as φ(x,−), η ւ φ, η ց ψ(y,−), etc. We
list here some basic formulas related to these Q-distributors that will be used in
the sequel.
(1) ∀x ∈ A0, ∀z ∈ C0, (ψ ◦ φ)(x, z) = ψ(−, z) ◦ φ(x,−);
(2) ∀y ∈ A0, ∀z ∈ C0, (η ւ φ)(y, z) = η(−, z)ւ φ(−, y);
(3) ∀x ∈ A0, ∀y ∈ B0, (ψ ց η)(x, y) = ψ(y,−)ց η(x,−);
(4) ∀x ∈ A0, (ψ ◦ φ)(x,−) = ψ ◦ φ(x,−);
(5) ∀z ∈ C0, (ψ ◦ φ)(−, z) = ψ(−, z) ◦ φ;
(6) ∀y ∈ B0, (η ւ φ)(y,−) = η ւ φ(−, y);
(7) ∀z ∈ C0, (η ւ φ)(−, z) = η(−, z)ւ φ;
(8) ∀y ∈ B0, (ψ ց η)(−, y) = ψ(y,−)ց η;
(9) ∀x ∈ A0, (ψ ց η)(x,−) = ψ ց η(x,−).
As an application of Remark 3.3.10, we derive some useful formulas for graphs
and cographs of Q-functors.
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Proposition 3.3.11. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor and φ : B −◦− // C, ψ :
C −◦− // B be Q-distributors. Then
(1) φ ◦ F♮ = φ(F−,−) = φւ F
♮;
(2) F ♮ ◦ ψ = ψ(−, F−) = F♮ ց ψ.
Proof. We prove (1) for example. Although φ ◦F♮ = φւ F
♮ follows immediately
from Proposition 3.1.9(1), we present here a proof that they are respectively equal
to φ(F−,−) as an illustration for Remark 3.3.10. For each x ∈ A0 and z ∈ C0,
(φ ◦ F♮)(x, z) = φ(−, z) ◦ F♮(x,−) (Remark 3.3.10(1))
= φ(−, z) ◦ B(Fx,−)
= (φ(−, z) ◦ B)(Fx,−) (Remark 3.3.10(4))
= φ(−, z)(Fx,−)
= φ(Fx, z)
= (φւ B)(Fx, z)
= φ(−, z)ւ B(−, Fx) (Remark 3.3.10(2))
= φ(−, z)ւ F ♮(−, x)
= (φւ F ♮)(x, z). (Remark 3.3.10(2))
Thus φ ◦ F♮ = φ(F−,−) = φւ F
♮.
Definition 3.3.12. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor.
(1) The contravariant direct imageQ-functor of F is aQ-functor F→ : PA //PB
between the Q-categories of contravariant presheaves given by
F→(µ) = µ ◦ F ♮.
(2) The contravariant inverse imageQ-functor of F is aQ-functor F← : PB //PA
between the Q-categories of contravariant presheaves given by
F←(λ) = λ ◦ F♮.
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(3) The covariant direct image Q-functor of F is a Q-functor F9 : P†A //P†B
between the Q-categories of covariant presheaves given by
F9(µ) = F♮ ◦ µ.
(4) The covariant inverse imageQ-functor of F is aQ-functor F8 : P†B //P†A
between the Q-categories of covariant presheaves given by
F8(λ) = F ♮ ◦ λ.
We illustrate Definition 3.3.12 through the following commutative diagrams:
A ∗tµµ
//
B
F ♮

F→(µ)
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
◦
◦
◦
B ∗tλλ
//
A
F♮

F←(λ)
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
◦
◦
◦
A B
F♮
//
∗tµ
µ

F9(µ)
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
◦
◦
◦
B A
F ♮
//
∗tλ
λ

F8(λ)
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
◦
◦
◦
Proposition 3.3.13. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor.
(1) If F is fully faithful, then
(i) F→ : PA //PB and F9 : P†A //P†B are fully faithful and injective.
(ii) F← : PB // PA and F8 : P†B // P†A are surjective.
(2) If F is essentially surjective, then
(i) F→ : PA // PB and F9 : P†A // P†B are surjective.
(ii) F← : PB //PA and F8 : P†B //P†A are fully faithful and injective.
Proof. We prove (1) for example. If F is fully faithful, then it follows from
Proposition 3.3.5(1) that F ♮ ◦ F♮ = A.
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(i) For all µ, µ′ ∈ PA,
PB(F→(µ), F→(µ′)) = F→(µ′)ւ F→(µ) (Equation (3.5))
= (µ′ ◦ F ♮)ւ (µ ◦ F ♮) (Definition 3.3.12)
= (µ′ ◦ F ♮ ◦ F♮)ւ µ (Proposition 3.1.9(2))
= µ′ ւ µ (Proposition 3.3.5(1))
= PA(µ, µ′). (Equation (3.5))
Thus F→ : PA //PB is fully faithful. Since PA is skeletal, by Proposition 3.2.8
we obtain that F→ is injective. Similarly F9 : P†A // P†B is fully faithful and
injective.
(ii) For all µ ∈ PA,
F← ◦ F→(µ) = µ ◦ F ♮ ◦ F♮ = µ ◦ A = µ.
Thus F← : PB //PA is surjective. Similarly F8 : P†B //P†A is surjective.
Proposition 3.3.14. For each Q-functor F : A // B,
F→ ⊣ F← : PA⇀ PB
and
F8 ⊣ F9 : P†B⇀ P†A.
Proof. For all µ ∈ PA, λ ∈ PB,
PB(F→(µ), λ) = λւ (µ ◦ F ♮) (Formula (3.5))
= (λ ◦ F♮)ւ µ (Proposition 3.1.9(2))
= PA(µ, F←(λ)). (Formula (3.5))
Thus F→ ⊣ F← : PA ⇀ PB. That F8 ⊣ F9 : P†B ⇀ P†A can be deduced
similarly.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3.11.
Proposition 3.3.15. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor.
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(1) For all λ ∈ PB and x ∈ A0,
F←(λ)(x) = λ(Fx) ∈ Q(tx, tλ).
(2) For all λ ∈ P†B and x ∈ A0,
F8(λ)(x) = λ(Fx) ∈ Q(tλ, tx).
We would like to stress that
µ ≤ F← ◦ F→(µ) and F→ ◦ F←(λ) ≤ λ (3.9)
for all µ ∈ PA and λ ∈ PB; whereas
ν ≤ F8 ◦ F9(ν) and F9 ◦ F8(γ) ≤ γ (3.10)
for all ν ∈ P†A and γ ∈ P†B by Remark 3.3.8.
Proposition 3.3.16. Let F : A // B and G : B // C be Q-functors between
Q-categories.
(1) G→ ◦ F→ = (G ◦ F )→ : PA // PC.
(2) F← ◦G← = (G ◦ F )← : PC // PA.
(3) G9 ◦ F9 = (G ◦ F )9 : P†A // P†C.
(4) F8 ◦G8 = (G ◦ F )8 : P†C // P†A.
Proof. Straightforward calculation by help of Proposition 3.3.3.
This proposition gives rise to two functors and two contravariant functors:
(1) P : Q-Cat //Q-Cat that sends aQ-functor F : A //B to its contravariant
direct image Q-functor F→ : PA // PB;
(2) P† : Q-Cat //Q-Cat that sends a Q-functor F : A // B to its covariant
direct image Q-functor F9 : P†A // P†B;
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(3) Pop : (Q-Cat)op // Q-Cat that sends a Q-functor F : A // B to its
contravariant inverse image Q-functor F← : PB // PA; and
(4) (P†)op : (Q-Cat)op // Q-Cat that sends a Q-functor F : A // B to its
covariant inverse image Q-functor F8 : P†B // P†A.
Proposition 3.3.17. Let Y and Y† be functions that assign to each Q-category A,
respectively, the Yoneda embedding YA : A // PA and the co-Yoneda embedding
Y
†
A
: A // P†A.
(1) Y = {YA} is a natural transformation from the identity functor on Q-Cat
to P.
(2) Y† = {Y†
A
} is a natural transformation from the identity functor on Q-Cat
to P†.
Proof. (1) We show that the diagram
PA PB
F→
//
A
YA

B
F //
YB

is commutative for each Q-functor F : A // B. Indeed, for all x ∈ A0,
YB ◦ Fx = B(−, Fx) (Formula (3.7))
= F ♮(−, x) (Definition of F ♮)
= (A ◦ F ♮)(−, x)
= A(−, x) ◦ F ♮ (Remark 3.3.10(5))
= F→ ◦ YAx. (Definition 3.3.12)
(2) Similar to (1), one can prove that the diagram
P†A P†B
F9
//
A
Y
†
A

B
F //
Y
†
B

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is commutative for each Q-functor F : A // B.
3.4 Weighted colimits and limits
In order to describe the cocompleteness and completeness of Q-categories, we
first define weighted colimits and limits in Q-categories.
Definition 3.4.1. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor.
(1) The colimit of F weighted by a contravariant presheaf µ ∈ PA is an object
colimµ F ∈ B0 (necessarily of type tµ) such that
B(colimµF,−) = F♮ ւ µ.
A Q-category B is cocomplete if colimµ F exists for each Q-functor F :
A // B and µ ∈ PA.
(2) The limit of F weighted by a covariant presheaf λ ∈ P†A is an object
limλ F ∈ B0 (necessarily of type tλ) such that
B(−, limλF ) = λց F
♮.
A Q-category B is complete if limλ F exists for each Q-functor F : A // B
and λ ∈ P†A.
Remark 3.4.2. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor. The definition of colimµ F for
some µ ∈ PA can be extended to the colimit of F weighted by a Q-distributor
φ : A −◦− // C as in [Stu05a]. Explicitly, a Q-functor G : C // B is the colimit of
F weighted by φ : A −◦− // C, denoted by colimφ F , if
G♮ = F♮ ւ φ. (3.11)
If C is a one-object Q-category, then φ is a contravariant presheaf and G picks
out an object colimφ F ∈ B0, as formulated in Definition 3.4.1.
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Conversely, if G = colimφ F , then for each z ∈ C0, φ(−, z) : A −◦− // ∗tz is a
contravariant presheaf, and
B(Gz,−) = G♮(z,−) (Definition of G♮)
= F♮ ւ φ(−, z). (Remark 3.3.10(6))
Thus Gz = colimφ(−,z)F . This means that the colimit of a Q-functor weighted by
a Q-distributor can be obtained from Definition 3.4.1 via pointwise calculation.
Dually, given a Q-functor F : A // B and a Q-distributor ψ : C −◦− // A, the
limit of F weighted by ψ, denoted by limψ F , is a Q-functor G : C // B such
that
G♮ = ψ ց F ♮. (3.12)
Similarly, for each z ∈ C0, Gz = limψ(z,−)F .
As illustrated in the following diagrams, (colimφ F )♮ is the largestQ-distributor
that satisfies
(colimφF )♮ ◦ φ ≤ F♮,
and (limψ F )
♮ is the largest Q-distributor that satisfies
ψ ◦ (limψF )
♮ ≤ F ♮.
C B
(colimφ F )♮ //
A
OO
φ
<<
F♮
③③
③③
③③
③③
③③
③③
③③
③
◦
◦
◦
#
❄❄
C Boo
(limψ F )
♮
A
ψ

F ♮
||③③
③③
③③
③③
③③
③③
③③
③
◦
◦
◦
#
❄❄
This description applies to Definition 3.4.1 if A is replaced by a one-object Q-
category.
Example 3.4.3. Let A be a Q-category and µ ∈ PA, the Q-distributor
ubµ = Aւ µ
is in P†A, called the upper bounds of µ. ub : PA // P†A is a Q-functor, since
for all µ, λ ∈ P†A,
PA(µ, λ) = λւ µ ≤ (Aւ λ)ց (Aւ µ) = P†A(ubµ, ubλ).
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Note that for all λ ∈ P†A,
P†A(ubµ, λ) = λց ubµ
= λց (Aւ µ)
= (λց A)ւ µ
= (Y†)♮(−, λ)ւ µ,
thus ubµ = colimµ Y
†.
Dually, let λ ∈ P†A, the Q-distributor
lbλ = λց A
is in PA, called the lower bounds of λ, and gives a Q-functor lb : P†A // PA.
Similar calculation leads to lbµ = limµ Y.
Proposition 3.4.4 (Isbell). [Stu05a] ub ⊣ lb : PA⇀ P†A in Q-Cat.
Proof. For all µ ∈ PA and λ ∈ P†A,
P†A(ubµ, λ) = λց ubµ (Equation (3.6))
= λց (Aւ µ)
= (λց A)ւ µ (Proposition 3.1.5(6))
= lbλւ µ
= PA(µ, lbλ). (Equation (3.5))
Hence the conclusion holds.
Proposition 3.4.4 presents the Isbell adjunction
Aւ (−) ⊣ (−)ց A : PA⇀ P†A
inQ-categories. We will extend the adjunction to a generalized version in Chapter
5 by replacing the identity Q-distributor A with a general Q-distributor φ.
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Example 3.4.5. Let A be a Q-category and µ ∈ PA. If ubµ is represented by
some a ∈ A0, i.e.,
ubµ = A(a,−),
we say that a is a supremum of µ, and denote it by supµ. Note that
A(supµ,−) = Aւ µ = (1A)♮ ւ µ,
thus supµ = colimµ 1A.
Dually, let λ ∈ P†A, if lbλ is represented by some b ∈ A0, i.e.,
lbλ = A(−, b),
we say that b is an infimum of λ, and denote it by inf λ. Note that
A(−, inf λ) = λց A = λց (1A)
♮,
thus inf λ = limλ 1A.
Remark 3.4.6. It follows immediately from Definition 3.4.1 and Proposition
3.2.6 that weighted colimits and weighted limits, when they exist, are essentially
unique. It should be noted that there is an abuse of notation. Strictly speaking,
when we refer to essentially unique objects, such as suprema, we should use the
isomorphism a ∼= sup µ, since it is not necessarily unique if the related Q-category
is not skeletal. But we still write a = supµ, where we mean a is one of the suprema
of µ. Proposition 3.2.6 ensures that which object we “pick out” to represent the
supremum makes no difference in most cases. However, we must be aware that
a = supµ and a′ = supµ does not imply a = a′.
Proposition 3.4.7. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor.
(1) For each µ ∈ PA,
colimµF = supBF
→(µ)
whenever the colimit or the supremum exists.
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(2) For each λ ∈ P†A,
limλF = infBF
9(λ)
whenever the limit or the infimum exists.
Proof. We prove (1) for example.
B(supBF
→(µ),−) = Bւ F→(µ) (Example 3.4.5)
= Bւ (µ ◦ F ♮) (Definition 3.3.12(1))
= (B ◦ F♮)ւ µ (Proposition 3.1.9(2))
= F♮ ւ µ
= B(colimµF,−). (Definition 3.4.1)
Thus colimµF = supBF
→(µ).
Let A be a cocomplete Q-category. Since the supremum of each µ ∈ PA is
essentially unique, we can pick out a supremum for each µ ∈ PA. This gives rise
to a Q-functor sup : PA // A, as shown in the following proposition. Similarly,
inf : P†A // A is a Q-functor if A is a complete Q-category.
Proposition 3.4.8. Let A be a Q-category.
(1) If A is cocomplete, then sup : PA // A is a Q-functor and
sup ◦Y ∼= 1A.
(2) If A is complete, then inf : P†A // A is a Q-functor and
inf ◦Y† ∼= 1A.
Proof. We prove (1) for example. For each µ, λ ∈ PA,
PA(µ, λ) = λւ µ (Formula (3.5))
≤ (Aւ λ)ց (Aւ µ) (Proposition 3.1.5(1)(4))
= A(supλ,−)ց A(sup µ,−) (Example 3.4.5)
= A(supµ, supλ). (Remark 3.3.10(3))
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Thus sup is a Q-functor. Furthermore, for each x ∈ A0,
A(sup ◦Yx,−) = Aւ Yx (Example 3.4.5)
= Aւ A(−, x)
= (Aւ A)(x,−) (Remark 3.3.10(6))
= A(x,−).
Thus sup ◦Yx ∼= x, and consequently sup ◦Y ∼= 1A.
3.5 Tensors and cotensors
We introduce the notions of tensors and cotensors to provide a clear characteri-
zation for cocomplete and complete Q-categories.
Definition 3.5.1. Let A be a Q-category.
(1) For x ∈ A0 and f ∈ P(tx), the tensor of f and x, denoted by f ⊗ x, is an
object in A0 of type t(f ⊗ x) = tf such that
A(f ⊗ x,−) = A(x,−)ւ f.
A Q-category A is tensored if the tensor f ⊗x exists for all choices of x and
f .
(2) For x ∈ A0 and f ∈ P
†(tx), the cotensor of f and x, denoted by f֌x, is
an object in A0 of type t(f֌x) = tf such that
A(−, f֌x) = f ց A(−, x).
A Q-category A is cotensored if the cotensor f֌x exists for all choices of
x and f .
Example 3.5.2. (1) For all x ∈ A0, 1tx ⊗ x ∼= x ∼= 1tx֌x.
(2) If A is tensored and nonempty, then each AX has a bottom element ⊥AX
and for all x ∈ A0, ⊥tx,X ⊗ x ∼= ⊥AX .
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(3) If A is cotensored and nonempty, then each AX has a top element ⊤AX and
for all y ∈ A0, ⊥X,ty֌y ∼= ⊤AX .
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Definition 3.5.1.
Proposition 3.5.3. Let A be a Q-category.
(1) If A is tensored, then for all x ∈ A0,
(−)⊗ x ⊣ A(x,−) : P(tx) ⇀ A.
(2) If A is cotensored, then for all x ∈ A0,
A(−, x) ⊣ (−)֌x : A⇀ P†(tx).
Proposition 3.5.4. Let A be a Q-category and x ∈ A0, Y ∈ Q0.
(1) If A is tensored, then for each subset {yj} ⊆ AY ,
A
(
x,
∧
j
yj
)
=
∧
j
A(x, yj)
whenever the meet
∧
j
yj in AY exists, where
∧
on the right hand denotes
the meet in Q(tx, Y ).
(2) If A is cotensored, then for each subset {yj} ⊆ AY ,
A
(∨
j
yj, x
)
=
∧
j
A(yj, x)
whenever the join
∨
j
yj in AY exists, where
∧
on the right hand denotes
the meet in Q(Y, tx).
Proof. We prove (1) for example. Suppose the meet
∧
j
yj in AY exists, then for
all j, by Proposition 3.2.5,
A
(
x,
∧
j
yj
)
≤ A(x, yj).
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If f ∈ Q(tx, Y ) satisfies f ≤ A(x, yj) for all j, then
1Y ≤ A(x, yj)ւ f = A(f ⊗ x, yj)
because A is tensored. Thus f ⊗ x ≤ yj for all j in AY , and it follows that
f ⊗ x ≤
∧
j
yj. Hence
1Y ≤ A
(
f ⊗ x,
∧
j
yj
)
= A
(
x,
∧
j
yj
)
ւ f,
and consequently f ≤ A
(
x,
∧
j
yj
)
. Therefore, A
(
x,
∧
j
yj
)
=
∧
j
A(x, yj).
Proposition 3.5.5. Let A be a Q-category.
(1) For x ∈ A0 and f ∈ P(tx),
f ⊗ x = sup(f ◦ Yx)
whenever the tensor or the supremum exists.
(2) For x ∈ A0 and g ∈ P
†(tx),
g֌x = inf(Y†x ◦ g)
whenever the cotensor or the infimum exists.
Proof. We prove (1) for example. Note that f ◦Yx ∈ PA because f is viewed as
a Q-distributor ∗tx −◦− // ∗tf between one-object Q-categories. Then
A(f ⊗ x,−) = A(x,−)ւ f (Definition 3.5.1)
= (Aւ A(−, x))ւ f (Remark 3.3.10)
= Aւ (f ◦ Yx) (Proposition 3.1.5(5))
= A(sup(f ◦ Yx),−). (Example 3.4.5)
Thus f ⊗ x = sup(f ◦ Yx).
Example 3.5.6. Let A be a Q-category.
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(1) PA is a tensored and cotensored Q-category in which
f ⊗ µ = f ◦ µ, g֌µ = g ց µ
for all µ ∈ PA and f ∈ P(tµ), g ∈ P†(tµ).
(2) P†A is a tensored and cotensored Q-category in which
f ⊗ λ = λւ f, g֌λ = λ ◦ g
for all λ ∈ P†A and f ∈ P(tλ), g ∈ P†(tλ).
Definition 3.5.7. A Q-category A is order-complete if each AX admits all joins
(or equivalently, all meets) in the underlying preorder.
Definition 3.5.8. Let A be a Q-category and X ∈ Q0.
(1) The conical colimit of a subset {xi} ⊆ AX is the supremum of the join∨
i
Yxi in Q-Dist(A, ∗X). A is conically cocomplete if it admits all conical
colimits.
(2) The conical limit of a subset {xi} ⊆ AX is the infimum of the join
∨
i
Y
†xi
in Q-Dist(∗X ,A). A is conically complete if it admits all conical limits.
It should be noted that by Remark 3.3.8, the join
∨
i
Y
†xi in Q-Dist(∗X ,A)
in the meet
∧
i
Y
†xi in (P
†A)X .
Proposition 3.5.9. [Stu06] Let A be a Q-category, X ∈ Q0 and {xi} ⊆ AX .
(1) If the conical colimit of {xi} exists, then it is also the join of {xi} in AX ,
i.e.,
sup
∨
i
Yxi =
∨
i
xi.
Conversely, if A is cotensored, then the join of {xi} in AX , when it exists,
is also the conical colimit of {xi}.
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(2) If the conical limit of {xi} exists, then it is also the meet of {xi} in AX ,
i.e.,
inf
∨
i
Y
†xi =
∧
i
xi.
Conversely, if A is tensored, then the meet of {xi} in AX , when it exists,
is also the conical limit of {xi}.
Proof. We prove (1) for example. If the conical colimit sup
∨
i
Yxi exists, then
for all i,
A
(
xi, sup
∨
i
Yxi
)
= A
(
sup
∨
i
Yxi,−
)
ց A(xi,−) (Remark 3.3.10(3))
=
(
Aւ
∨
i
Yxi
)
ց A(xi,−) (Example 3.4.5)
≥ (Aւ A(−, xi))ց A(xi,−) (Proposition 3.1.5(3))
= A(xi,−)ց A(xi,−) (Remark 3.3.10(6))
= A(xi, xi) (Remark 3.3.10(3))
≥ 1X .
Thus xi ≤ sup
∨
i
Yxi. Suppose that y ∈ Ax and xi ≤ y for all i, then
A
(
sup
∨
i
Yxi, y
)
= A(−, y)ւ
∨
i
Yxi (Example 3.4.5)
=
∧
i
(A(−, y)ւ A(−, xi)) (Proposition 3.1.5(3))
=
∧
i
A(xi, y) (Remark 3.3.10(2))
≥ 1X .
Thus sup
∨
i
Yxi ≤ y. Therefore, sup
∨
i
Yxi =
∨
i
xi.
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Conversely, if A is cotensored and the join
∨
i
xi in AX exists, then
A
(∨
i
xi,−
)
=
∧
i
A(xi,−) (Proposition 3.5.4)
=
∧
i
(Aւ A(−, xi)) (Remark 3.3.10)
= Aւ
∨
i
Yxi. (Proposition 3.1.5(3))
Thus
∨
i
xi = sup
∨
i
Yxi.
Corollary 3.5.10. Let A be a Q-category.
(1) If A is conically cocomplete, then A is order-complete. Conversely, if A is
cotensored and order-complete, then A is conically cocomplete.
(2) If A is conically complete, then A is order-complete. Conversely, if A is
tensored and order-complete, then A is conically complete.
Theorem 3.5.11. [Stu05a, Stu06, Stu13a] For a Q-category A, the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is cocomplete.
(2) A is complete.
(3) Each µ ∈ PA has a supremum.
(4) Each λ ∈ P†A has an infimum.
(5) Y has a left inverse (up to isomorphism) sup : PA // A in Q-Cat.
(6) Y† has a left inverse (up to isomorphism) inf : P†A // A in Q-Cat.
(7) Y has a left adjoint sup : PA // A in Q-Cat.
(8) Y† has a right adjoint inf : P†A // A in Q-Cat.
(9) A is tensored and conically cocomplete.
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(10) A is cotensored and conically complete.
(11) A is tensored, cotensored and order-complete.
In this case, for each µ ∈ PA and λ ∈ P†A,
sup µ =
∨
a∈A0
µ(a)⊗ a, inf λ =
∧
a∈A0
λ(a)֌a,
where
∨
and
∧
denote respectively the join in Atµ and the meet in Atλ.
Proof. (1)⇐⇒ (3) and (2)⇐⇒ (4) follows immediately from Example 3.4.5 and
Proposition 3.4.7.
(1) =⇒ (5) and (2) =⇒ (6): Proposition 3.4.8.
(5) =⇒ (7): Suppose that sup ◦Y ∼= 1A. Then for each µ ∈ PA,
µ = PA(Y−, µ) (Yoneda lemma)
≤ A(sup ◦Y−, sup µ)
= A(−, supµ) (Proposition 3.2.6)
= Y ◦ supµ. (Formula (3.7))
Thus 1PA ≤ Y ◦ sup, and consequently sup ⊣ Y : PA⇀ A.
(6) =⇒ (8): Similar to (5) =⇒ (7).
(7) =⇒ (3): For all µ ∈ PA and x ∈ A0,
A(sup µ, x) = PA(µ,Yx) (Proposition 3.2.11)
= Yxւ µ (Equation (3.5))
= A(−, x)ւ µ (Formula (3.7))
= (Aւ µ)(x). (Remark 3.3.10(7))
Thus each µ ∈ PA has a supremum sup µ.
(8) =⇒ (4): Similar to (7) =⇒ (3).
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(5) =⇒ (6): Define inf = sup ◦ lb : P†A // PA // A, then for all x ∈ A0,
inf ◦Y†x = sup ◦ lb ◦Y†x
= sup(A(x,−)ց A) (Example 3.4.3)
= sup(A(−, x)) (Remark 3.3.10(8))
= sup ◦Yx (Formula (3.7))
∼= x.
(6) =⇒ (5): sup = inf ◦ ub : PA // P†A // A is the required left inverse of
Y in Q-Cat by similar calculation to (5) =⇒ (6).
(3) =⇒ (9) and (4) =⇒ (10) are immediate consequences of Proposition 3.5.5
and Definition 3.5.8.
(9) =⇒ (3): For each µ ∈ PA, by Proposition 3.5.9 we know that the conical
colimit of {µ(a)⊗ a | a ∈ A0} ⊆ Atµ is the join of {µ(a)⊗ a | a ∈ A0} in Atµ, i.e.,
sup
∨
a∈A0
Y(µ(a)⊗ a) =
∨
a∈A0
µ(a)⊗ a.
It follows that
A
( ∨
a∈A0
µ(a)⊗ a,−
)
= Aւ
∨
a∈A0
Y(µ(a)⊗ a) (Example 3.4.5)
=
∧
a∈A0
Aւ A(−, µ(a)⊗ a) (Proposition 3.1.5(3))
=
∧
a∈A0
A(µ(a)⊗ a,−) (Remark 3.3.10(6))
=
∧
a∈A0
A(a,−)ւ µ(a) (Definition 3.5.1)
= Aւ µ. (Proposition 3.3.2(4))
Thus sup
∨
a∈A0
Y(µ(a)⊗ a) =
∨
a∈A0
µ(a)⊗ a = supµ.
(10) =⇒ (4): For each λ ∈ P†A, by similar calculation to (9) =⇒ (3) one
obtains
inf
∨
a∈A0
Y
†(λ(a)֌a) =
∧
a∈A0
λ(a)֌a = inf λ.
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Now we have (1) ⇐⇒ (2) ⇐⇒ (3) ⇐⇒ (4) ⇐⇒ (5) ⇐⇒ (6) ⇐⇒ (7) ⇐⇒
(8) ⇐⇒ (9) ⇐⇒ (10). Finally we show that (3)+(4)+(9) =⇒ (11) and (11) =⇒
(9) to finish the proof.
(3)+(4)+(9) =⇒ (11): Since (3) and (4) hold, by Proposition 3.5.5 we have
that A is tensored and cotensored. That A is order-complete follows from (9) and
Corollary 3.5.10.
(11) =⇒ (9) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.5.10.
Example 3.5.12. Let A be a Q-category.
(1) PA is a complete Q-category in which
supΦ =
∨
µ∈PA
Φ(µ) ◦ µ = Φ ◦ (YA)♮
PA ∗tΦ
Φ //
A
OO
(YA)♮
??
supΦ
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
◦
◦ ◦
for all Φ ∈ P(PA) and
inf Ψ =
∧
µ∈PA
Ψ(µ)ց µ = Ψց (YA)♮
∗tΨ PAΨ
//
A
inf Ψ

(YA)♮
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
◦
◦ ◦;C⑧⑧
for all Ψ ∈ P†(PA), i.e., inf Ψ is the largest Q-distributor µ : A −◦− // ∗tΨ
such that Ψ ◦ µ ≤ (YA)♮.
(2) P†A is a complete Q-category in which
supΦ =
∧
λ∈P†A
λւ Φ(λ) = (Y†
A
)♮ ւ Φ
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∗tΦ AsupΦ
//
P†A
Φ

(Y†
A
)♮
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
◦
◦ ◦;C⑧⑧
for all Φ ∈ P(P†A) and
inf Ψ =
∨
λ∈P†A
λ ◦Ψ(λ) = (Y†
A
)♮ ◦Ψ
P†A A
(Y†
A
)♮
//
∗tΨ
OO
Ψ
??
inf Ψ
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
◦
◦ ◦
for all Ψ ∈ P†(P†A).
In particular, PX and P†X are both complete Q-categories for all X ∈ Q0.
Proposition 3.5.13. Let F : A // B be a type-preserving function between Q-
categories. If A and B are tensored, then F is a Q-functor if and only if
(1) For all x ∈ A0 and f ∈ P(tx), f ⊗B Fx ≤ F (f ⊗A x);
(2) F : A0 // B0 is order-preserving.
Dually, if A and B are cotensored, then F is a Q-functor if and only if
(1) For all x ∈ A0, f ∈ P
†(tx), F (f֌Ax) ≤ f֌BFx;
(2) F : A0 // B0 is order-preserving.
Proof. We prove the case that A and B are tensored for example. Suppose that
F is a Q-functor. Let x ∈ A0 and f ∈ P(tx), then
B(f ⊗B Fx, F (f ⊗A x)) = B(Fx, F (f ⊗A x))ւ f (Definition 3.5.1)
≥ A(x, f ⊗A x)ւ f (Definition 3.2.3)
= A(f ⊗A x, f ⊗A x) (Definition 3.5.1)
≥ 1tf .
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Thus f ⊗B Fx ≤ F (f ⊗A x).
Let x, x′ ∈ A0. If x ≤ x
′, then tx = tx′ = X and
1X ≤ A(x, x
′) ≤ B(Fx, Fx′).
Thus Fx ≤ Fx′. It follows that F : A0 // B0 is order-preserving.
Conversely, for all x, x′ ∈ A0, by Definition 3.5.1,
A(A(x, x′)⊗A x, x
′) = A(x, x′)ւ A(x, x′) ≥ 1tx′,
thus A(x, x′)⊗A x ≤ x
′ in A0. Since F : A0 // B0 is order-preserving, it follows
that
A(x, x′)⊗B Fx ≤ F (A(x, x
′)⊗A x) ≤ Fx
′.
By Definition 3.5.1, this means that
1tx′ ≤ B(A(x, x
′)⊗B Fx, Fx
′) = B(Fx, Fx′)ւ A(x, x′).
Thus A(x, x′) ≤ B(Fx, Fx′). Hence F is a Q-functor.
Proposition 3.5.14. [Stu06] Let F : A // B be a type-preserving function be-
tween Q-categories. If A is tensored, then F is a left adjoint Q-functor in Q-Cat
if and only if
(1) F preserves tensors in the sense that F (f ⊗A x) = f ⊗B Fx for all x ∈ A0
and f ∈ P(tx);
(2) F : A0 // B0 is a left adjoint in 2-Cat.
Dually, if A is cotensored, then F is a right adjoint Q-functor in Q-Cat if and
only if
(1) F preserves cotensors in the sense that F (f ֌ Ax) = f ֌ BFx for all
x ∈ A0 and f ∈ P
†(tx);
(2) F : A0 // B0 is a right adjoint in 2-Cat.
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Proof. We prove the case that A is tensored for example. Suppose that F : A //B
is a left adjoint Q-functor with a right adjoint G : B // A. Let x ∈ A0 and
f ∈ P(tx), then
B(F (f ⊗A x),−) = A(f ⊗A x,G−) (Proposition 3.2.11)
= A(x,G−)ւ f (Definition 3.5.1)
= B(Fx,−)ւ f. (Proposition 3.2.11)
Thus F (f ⊗A x) = f ⊗B Fx.
Let x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0, then by Proposition 3.2.11,
Fx ≤ y in B0 ⇐⇒ tx = ty = X and 1X ≤ B(Fx, y)
⇐⇒ tx = ty = X and 1X ≤ A(x,Gy)
⇐⇒ x ≤ Gy in A0.
Thus F : A0 // B0 is a left adjoint of G : B0 // A0 in 2-Cat.
Conversely, Suppose that F : A0 // B0 has a right adjoint G : B0 // A0 in
2-Cat, then G is necessarily type-preserving because for all y ∈ B0,
Gy ≤ Gy ⇐⇒ FGy ≤ y
implies ty = t(FGy) = t(Gy). In order to prove F ⊣ G : A ⇀ B, by Proposition
3.2.11, it suffices to show that B(Fx, y) = A(x,Gy) for all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0.
By Definition 3.5.1,
1ty ≤ A(x,Gy)ւ A(x,Gy) = A(A(x,Gy)⊗A x,Gy).
It follows that
1ty ≤ B(F (A(x,Gy)⊗A x), y) = B(Fx, y)ւ A(x,Gy),
where the first inequality holds because F ⊣ G : A0 ⇀ B0 in 2-Cat, and
the second equality follows from F (A(x,Gy) ⊗A x) = A(x,Gy) ⊗B Fx. Thus
A(x,Gy) ≤ B(Fx, y).
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For the reverse inequality, since F (B(Fx, y)⊗A x) = B(Fx, y)⊗B Fx, we have
1ty ≤ B(Fx, y)ւ B(Fx, y) = B(F (B(Fx, y)⊗A x), y).
It follows from F ⊣ G : A0 ⇀ B0 in 2-Cat that
1ty ≤ A(B(Fx, y)⊗A x,Gy) = A(x,Gy)ւ B(Fx, y).
Thus B(Fx, y) ≤ A(x,Gy), completing the proof.
The following corollary indicates that left adjoint Q-functors between com-
plete Q-categories are exactly suprema-preserving Q-functors, while right ad-
joint Q-functors between complete Q-categories are exactly infima-preserving Q-
functors.
Corollary 3.5.15. [Stu06] Let F : A //B be a Q-functor between Q-categories,
with A complete.
(1) F : A // B is a left adjoint in Q-Cat if and only if F preserves suprema
in the sense that F (supA µ) = supB F
→(µ) for all µ ∈ PA.
A B
F
//
PA
supA

PBF
→
//
supB

(2) F : A // B is a right adjoint in Q-Cat if and only if F preserves infima
in the sense that F (infA µ) = infB F
9(µ) for all µ ∈ P†A.
A B
F
//
P†A
infA

P†BF
9
//
infB

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Proof. We prove (1) for example. Suppose that F : A // B has a right adjoint
G : B // A in Q-Cat. Then for all µ ∈ PA,
B(F (supAµ),−) = A(supAµ,G−) (F ⊣ G : A⇀ B)
= A(−, G−)ւ µ (Example 3.4.5)
= F♮ ւ µ. (Proposition 3.3.4)
Thus F (supA µ) = colimµ F = supB F
→(µ).
Conversely, by Proposition 3.5.14, it suffices to show that F preserves tensors
and F : A0 // B0 is a left adjoint in 2-Cat. For all x ∈ A0 and f ∈ P(tx),
F (f ⊗A x) = F (supA(f ◦ YAx)) (Proposition 3.5.5)
= supBF
→(f ◦ YAx)
= supB(f ◦ YAx ◦ F
♮) (Definition 3.3.12)
= supB(f ◦ B(−, Fx))
= supB(f ◦ YB ◦ Fx)
= f ⊗B Fx. (Proposition 3.5.5)
Thus F preserves tensors.
Note that when A is complete, F : A0 // B0 is a left adjoint in 2-Cat if and
only if F : AX // BX preserves underlying joins for each X ∈ Q0. Let X ∈ Q0
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and {xi} ⊆ AX ,
F
(∨
i
xi
)
= F
(
supA
∨
i
YAxi
)
(Proposition 3.5.9)
= supBF
→
(∨
i
YAxi
)
= supB
(∨
i
YAxi
)
◦ F ♮ (Definition 3.3.12)
= supB
∨
i
(YAxi ◦ F
♮) (Proposition 3.3.2 and Formula (3.1))
= supB
∨
i
B(−, Fxi)
= supB
∨
i
YB(Fxi)
=
∨
i
Fxi. (Proposition 3.5.9)
Thus F : AX // BX preserves underlying joins, completing the proof.
3.6 Free cocompletion and completion
Let A and B be Q-categories. Each Q-functor F : A // P†B corresponds to a
Q-distributor pFq : A −◦− // B given by
pFq(x, y) = (Fx)(y) (3.13)
for all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0, and each Q-functor G : B // PA corresponds to a
Q-distributor pGq : A −◦− // B given by
pGq(x, y) = (Gy)(x) (3.14)
for all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0.
Conversely, each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B corresponds to two Q-functors
φ : A // P†B and φ : B // PA
given by
φx = φ(x,−) and φy = φ(−, y) (3.15)
for all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0.
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Proposition 3.6.1. [Stu05a] Let A and B be Q-categories.
(1) The correspondences φ 7→ φ and F 7→ pFq establish an isomorphism of
posets
Q-Dist(A,B) ∼= Q-Catco(A,P†B),
where the symbol “co” means reversing order in the hom-sets.
(2) The correspondences φ 7→ φ and F 7→ pFq establish an isomorphism of
posets
Q-Dist(A,B) ∼= Q-Cat(B,PA).
Proof. We prove (1) for example. It follows immediately from Equation (3.13)
and (3.15) that
Fx = pFq(x,−) = pFqx
and
φ(x,−) = φx = pφq(x,−)
for all x ∈ A0. Thus the correspondences φ 7→ φ and F 7→ pFq are mutual
inverse. It remains to show that both of them are order-preserving. Indeed,
φ ≤ ψ in Q-Dist(A,B)
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ A0, φx = φ(x,−) ≤ ψ(x,−) = ψx in Q-Dist
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ A0, φx ≥ ψx in (P
†
B)0 (Remark 3.3.8)
⇐⇒ φ ≤ ψ in Q-Catco(A,P†B)
and
F ≤ G in Q-Catco(A,P†B)
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ A0, Fx ≥ Gx in (P
†
B)0
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ A0, pFq(x,−) = Fx ≤ Gx = pGq(x,−) in Q-Dist(A,B)
⇐⇒ pFq ≤ pGq in Q-Dist(A,B).
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Given a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, composing with φ yields two Q-functors
φ† : P†A // P†B and φ∗ : PB // PA
defined by
φ†(µ) = φ ◦ µ and φ∗(λ) = λ ◦ φ. (3.16)
Thus, the correspondence φ 7→ φ† induces a functor
(−)† : Q-Dist //Q-Cat,
and the correspondence φ 7→ φ∗ induces a contravariant functor
(−)∗ : Q-Dist // (Q-Cat)op.
Recall that Proposition 3.3.3 gives rise to a functor
(−)♮ : Q-Cat //Q-Dist
and a contravariant functor
(−)♮ : (Q-Cat)op //Q-Dist.
Proposition 3.6.2. [Hey10]
(1) (−)♮ : Q-Cat //Q-Dist is a left adjoint of (−)
† : Q-Dist //Q-Cat.
(2) (−)♮ : (Q-Cat)op //Q-Dist is a right adjoint of (−)∗ : Q-Dist //(Q-Cat)op.
Proof. We prove (1) for example. We show that the bijection of sets
(−) : Q-Dist(A,B) ∼= Q-Cat(A,P†B)
in Proposition 3.6.1 is natural in A and B. This follows from the commutativity
of the diagrams below for each Q-functor F : A′ // A and Q-distributor ψ :
B −◦− // B′.
Q-Dist(A′,B) Q-Cat(A′,P†B)
(−)
//
Q-Dist(A,B)
Q-Dist(F♮,B)

Q-Cat(A,P†B)
(−)
//
Q-Cat(F,P†B)

(3.17)
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Q-Dist(A,B′) Q-Cat(A,P†B′)
(−)
//
Q-Dist(A,B)
Q-Dist(A,ψ)

Q-Cat(A,P†B)
(−)
//
Q-Cat(A,ψ†)

(3.18)
Indeed, for each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B and x′ ∈ A′0,
φ ◦ Fx′ = φ(Fx′,−) (Equation (3.15))
= (φ ◦ F♮)(x
′,−) (Proposition 3.3.11)
= (φ ◦ F♮)x
′. (Equation (3.15))
Thus Diagram (3.17) commutes. For each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B and x ∈ A0,
(ψ† ◦ φ)x = ψ(φx) (Equation (3.16))
= (ψ ◦ φ)(x,−) (Equation (3.15))
= (ψ ◦ φ)x. (Equation (3.15))
Thus Diagram (3.18) commutes.
Skeletal complete Q-categories and left adjoint Q-functors constitute a sub-
category of Q-Cat and we denote it by Q-CCat. Dually, we denote by Q-CCat†
the subcategory of Q-Cat consisting of skeletal complete Q-categories and right
adjoint Q-functors.
Recall that Proposition 3.3.16 gives rise to a functor P : Q-Cat // Q-Cat
that sends a Q-functor F : A //B to the left adjoint Q-functor F→ : PA //PB
between skeletal complete Q-categories. Thus, P can be viewed as a functor
P : Q-Cat //Q-CCat.
Similarly, the functor P† : Q-Cat //Q-Cat that sends a Q-functor F : A // B
to the right adjoint Q-functor F9 : P†A // P†B between skeletal complete Q-
categories can be viewed as a functor
P† : Q-Cat //Q-CCat†.
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Proposition 3.6.3. Let P and P† be functors as defined above.
(1) P factor through (−)♮ via (−)∗, i.e., the diagram
Q-Cat (Q-Dist)op
(−)♮ //
Q-CCat
P
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
(−)∗

commutes, where (−)∗ is viewed as a functor (Q-Dist)op //Q-CCat.
(2) P† factors through (−)♮ via (−)
†, i.e., the diagram
Q-Cat Q-Dist
(−)♮ //
Q-CCat†
P†
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
(−)†

commutes, where (−)† is viewed as a functor Q-Dist //Q-CCat†.
Proof. By Definition 3.3.12, it is easy to see that for each Q-functor F : A //B,
F→ = (F ♮)∗ and F9 = (F♮)
†.
Proposition 3.6.4. [Stu05a]
(1) P : Q-Cat //Q-CCat is a left adjoint of the forgetful functor Q-CCat //Q-Cat.
(2) P† : Q-Cat //Q-CCat† is a left adjoint of the forgetful functor Q-CCat† //Q-Cat.
Proof. (1) By Proposition 3.3.17, Y = {YA} is a natural transformation from
the identity functor on Q-Cat to P. We show that Y is the unit of the desired
adjunction.
Let A be a Q-category, B a skeletal complete Q-category and F : A // B a
Q-functor. We claim that there is a unique left adjoint Q-functor G : PA // B
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such that the following diagram commutes:
A PA
YA //
B
F
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
G

(3.19)
Define G = supB ◦F
→ : PA // PB // B. By Proposition 3.3.14 and Theorem
3.5.11, G is the composition of the left adjoint Q-functors F→ and supB, thus G
is also a left adjoint Q-functor. For all x ∈ A0,
G ◦ YAx = supB ◦ F
→ ◦ YAx (Definition of G)
= supB ◦ YB ◦ Fx (Proposition 3.3.17)
= Fx. (Proposition 3.4.8 and B is skeletal)
Thus Diagram (3.19) commutes. Suppose that H : PA // B is another left
adjoint Q-functor making Diagram (3.19) commute. Then for each µ ∈ PA,
H(µ) = H(µ ◦A)
= H
( ∨
x∈A0
µ(x) ◦ A(−, x)
)
(Proposition 3.3.2)
= H
( ∨
x∈A0
µ(x)⊗PA YAx
)
(Example 3.5.6)
=
∨
x∈A0
µ(x)⊗B (H ◦ YAx) (Proposition 3.5.14)
=
∨
x∈A0
µ(x)⊗B Fx. (Diagram (3.19))
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Consequently,
B(H(µ),−) = B
( ∨
x∈A0
µ(x)⊗B Fx,−
)
=
∧
x∈A0
B(µ(x)⊗B Fx,−) (Proposition 3.5.4)
=
∧
x∈A0
B(Fx,−)ւ µ(x) (Definition 3.5.1)
= F♮ ւ µ (Proposition 3.3.2)
= B(colimµF,−) (Definition 3.4.1)
= B(supB ◦ F
→(µ),−) (Proposition 3.4.7)
Since B is skeletal, it follows that H = supB ◦F
→ = G.
(2) Similar to (1), one can prove that Y† is the unit of the desired adjunc-
tion. Explicitly, for each Q-category A, skeletal complete Q-category B and
Q-functor F : A // B, there is a unique right adjoint Q-functor G = infB ◦F
9 :
P†A // P†B // B making the following diagram commutes:
A P†A
Y
†
A //
B
F
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
G

Proposition 3.6.4 implies that PA is the free cocompletion of a Q-category A,
and P†A is the free completion of A. This means that
(1) each Q-functor F : A // B into a cocomplete Q-category factors uniquely
(up to isomorphism) through the Yoneda embedding YA via a left adjoint
Q-functor PA // B;
(2) each Q-functor F : A //B into a complete Q-category factors uniquely (up
to isomorphism) through the co-Yoneda embedding Y†
A
via a right adjoint
Q-functor P†A // B.
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A PA
YA //
B
F
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
supB ◦F
→

A P†A
Y
†
A //
B
F
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
infB ◦F
9

3.7 Infomorphisms
In this section, we introduce the crucial notion in this dissertation, that of in-
fomorphisms between Q-distributors. An infomorphism between Q-distributors
is what a Chu transform between Chu spaces [Bar91, Pra95]. The terminology
“infomorphism” is from computer science [BS97, Gan07].
Definition 3.7.1. Given Q-distributors φ : A −◦− // B and ψ : A′ −◦− // B′, an
infomorphism (F,G) : φ //ψ is a pair of Q-functors F : A //A′ and G : B′ //B
such that G♮ ◦ φ = ψ ◦ F♮, or equivalently, φ(−, G−) = ψ(F−,−).
A
′
B
′
ψ
//
A
F♮

B
φ //
G♮

◦
◦
◦ ◦
An adjunction F ⊣ G : A⇀ B in Q-Cat is exactly an infomorphism from the
identity Q-distributor on A to the identity Q-distributor on B. Thus, infomor-
phisms are an extension of adjoint Q-functors.
Q-distributors and infomorphisms constitute a category Q-Info.
Proposition 3.7.2. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor, then
(F, F←) : ((YA)♮ : A −◦− // PA) // ((YB)♮ : B −◦− // PB)
is an infomorphism.
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Proof. For all x ∈ A0 and λ ∈ PB,
(YA)♮(x, F
←(λ)) = PA(YA(x), F
←(λ))
= F←(λ)(x) (Yoneda lemma)
= λ(Fx) (Proposition 3.3.15)
= PB(YB(Fx), λ) (Yoneda lemma)
= (YB)♮(Fx, λ).
Hence the conclusion holds.
The above proposition gives rise to a fully faithful functorY : Q-Cat //Q-Info
that sends each Q-category A to the graph (YA)♮ of the Yoneda embedding.
Proposition 3.7.3. Y : Q-Cat //Q-Info is a left adjoint of the forgetful functor
U : Q-Info //Q-Cat that sends an infomorphism
(F,G) : (φ : A −◦− // B) // (ψ : A′ −◦− // B′)
to the Q-functor F : A // A′.
Proof. It is clear that U ◦ Y = idQ-Cat, the identity functor on Q-Cat. Thus
{1A} is a natural transformation from idQ-Cat to U ◦Y. It remains to show that
for each Q-category A, Q-distributor ψ : A′ // B′ and Q-functor H : A // A′,
there is a unique infomorphism
(F,G) : Y(A) // (ψ : A′ −◦− // B′)
such that the diagram
A U ◦Y(A)
1A //
A′
H
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
U(F,G)

is commutative. By definition, Y(A) is the graph (YA)♮ : A −◦− // PA and
U(F,G) = F . Thus, we only need to show that there is a unique Q-functor
G : B′ // PA such that
(H,G) : ((YA)♮ : A −◦− // PA) // (ψ : A
′ −◦− // B′)
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is an infomorphism.
Let G = H← ◦ ψ : B′ // PA′ // PA. Then
(H,G) : ((YA)♮ : A −◦− // PA) // (ψ : A
′ −◦− // B′)
is an infomorphism since
(YA)♮(x,Gy
′) = (Gy′)(x) = H← ◦ ψ(y′)(x) = ψ(y′)(Hx) = ψ(Hx, y′)
for all x ∈ A0 and y
′ ∈ B′0. This proves the existence of G.
To see the uniqueness of G, suppose that G′ : B′ //PA is another Q-functor
such that
(H,G′) : ((YA)♮ : A −◦− // PA) // (ψ : A
′ −◦− // B′)
is an infomorphism. Then for all x ∈ A0 and y
′ ∈ B′0,
(G′y′)(x) = (YA)♮(x,G
′y′)
= ψ(Hx, y′)
= ψ(y′)(Hx)
= H← ◦ ψ(y′)(x)
= (Gy′)(x),
hence G′ = G.
Similar to Proposition 3.7.2, one can check that sending a Q-functor F :
A // B to the infomorphism
(F8, F ) : ((Y†
B
)♮ : P†B −◦− // B) // ((Y†
A
)♮ : P†A −◦− // A)
induces a fully faithful functor Y† : Q-Cat // (Q-Info)op.
Proposition 3.7.4. Y† : Q-Cat //(Q-Info)op is a left adjoint of the contravari-
ant forgetful functor (Q-Info)op //Q-Cat that sends each infomorphism
(F,G) : (φ : A −◦− // B) // (ψ : A′ −◦− // B′)
to the Q-functor G : B′ // B.
Proof. Similar to Proposition 3.7.3.
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Chapter 4
Q-closure spaces
The notions of Q-closure operators and Q-closure systems describe the structure
of monads and their algebras in Q-categories. A Q-closure space is a Q-category
A equipped with a monad on the Q-category PA of contravariant presheaves,
and has a similar structure to closure spaces in topology. We will discuss the
relations between Q-closure spaces and complete Q-categories.
4.1 Q-closure systems and Q-closure operators
We first describe the monad and comonad structures on Q-categories in the ter-
minologies of Q-closure operators and Q-interior operators.
Definition 4.1.1. Let A be a Q-category.
(1) An isomorphism-closed Q-subcategory B of A is a Q-closure system of A if
the inclusion Q-functor I : B // A is a right adjoint in Q-Cat.
(2) An isomorphism-closed Q-subcategory B of A is a Q-interior system of A
if the inclusion Q-functor I : B // A is a left adjoint in Q-Cat.
Definition 4.1.2. Let A be a Q-category.
(1) AQ-functor F : A //A is aQ-closure operator on A if 1A ≤ F and F
2 ∼= F .
(2) A Q-functor F : A // A is a Q-interior operator on A if F ≤ 1A and
F 2 ∼= F .
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Example 4.1.3. Let F ⊣ G : A⇀ B be an adjunction in Q-Cat. Then G ◦ F :
A // A is a Q-closure operator and F ◦G : B // B is a Q-interior operator.
Proposition 4.1.4. Let A be aQ-category, B an isomorphism-closedQ-subcategory
of A. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) B is a Q-closure system of A.
(2) There is a Q-closure operator F : A //A such that B0 = {x ∈ A0 : Fx ∼= x}.
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2): If the inclusion Q-functor I : B // A has a left adjoint
G : A // B, let F = I ◦ G, then F : A // A is a Q-closure operator. Since
Fx = Gx ∈ B0 for all x ∈ A0 and B is isomorphism-closed, it is clear that
{x ∈ A0 : Fx ∼= x} ⊆ B0.
Conversely, for all x ∈ B0,
B(Fx, x) = B(Gx, x) = A(x, Ix) = A(x, x) ≥ 1tx,
and B(x, Fx) ≥ 1tx holds trivially, hence x ∼= Fx, as required.
(2) =⇒ (1): We show that the inclusion Q-functor I : B // A is a right
adjoint. View F as a Q-functor from A to B, then 1A ≤ I ◦ F . Since F
2 ∼= F , it
follows that F ◦ I ∼= 1B. Thus F ⊣ I : A⇀ B, as required.
Dually, we have the following proposition forQ-interior systems andQ-interior
operators.
Proposition 4.1.5. Let A be aQ-category, B an isomorphism-closedQ-subcategory
of A. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) B is a Q-interior system of A.
(2) There is a Q-interior operator F : A // A such that B0 = {x ∈ A0 : Fx ∼=
x}.
Remark 4.1.6. For a Q-category A, a Q-closure operator F : A //A is exactly
a monad [ML98] on A. Proposition 4.1.4 states that a Q-closure system of A is
exactly the category of algebras for a monad on A.
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Dually, a Q-interior operator F : A //A is exactly a comonad on A. Proposi-
tion 4.1.5 states that aQ-interior system of A is exactly the category of coalgebras
for a comonad on A.
The terminologies “Q-closure operator” and “Q-interior operator” come from
their similarity to closure operators and interior operators in topology.
Proposition 4.1.7. Each Q-closure system or Q-interior system of a complete
Q-category is itself a complete Q-category.
Proof. Let B be a Q-closure system of a complete Q-category A. By Proposition
4.1.4, there is aQ-closure operator F : A //A such that B0 = {x ∈ A0 : Fx ∼= x}.
View F as a Q-functor from A to B, then F ◦ I ∼= 1B, where I : B // A is the
inclusion Q-functor. Thus
F (supAI
→(µ)) = supBF
→ ◦ I→(µ) (Corollary 3.5.15)
= supB(F ◦ I)
→(µ) (Proposition 3.3.16)
= supB(1B)
→(µ)
= supBµ
for all µ ∈ PB. Therefore, it follows from Proposition 3.5.11 that F (A) is a
complete Q-category.
Similarly one can prove that each Q-interior system of a complete Q-category
is itself a complete Q-category.
Proposition 4.1.8. Let A be a complete Q-category, B an isomorphism-closed
Q-subcategory of A, and I : B // A the inclusion Q-functor.
(1) B is a Q-closure system of A if and only if B is closed with respect to infima
in A in the sense that infAI
9(λ) ∈ B0 for all λ ∈ P
†B.
(2) B is a Q-interior system of A if and only if B is closed with respect to
suprema in A in the sense that supAI
→(µ) ∈ B0 for all µ ∈ PB.
Proof. We prove (1) for example. Note that a Q-closure system is a complete Q-
category by Proposition 4.1.7, thus the necessity follows immediately by applying
Corollary 3.5.15 to the inclusion Q-functor I : B // A.
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For the sufficiency, note that for all λ ∈ P†B and y ∈ B0,
B(y, infAI
9(λ)) = A(y, infAI
9(λ))
= I9(λ)ց A(y,−) (Example 3.4.5)
= (I♮ ◦ λ)ց A(y,−) (Definition 3.3.12)
= λց (I♮ ◦ A(y,−)) (Proposition 3.1.9(2))
= λց I♮(y,−)
= λց A(y, I−)
= λց B(y,−).
Thus infAI
9(λ) is the infimum of λ in B, i.e., infAI
9(λ) = infB λ. Therefore,
B is a complete Q-category and I : B // A preserves infima. Then it follows
from Corollary 3.5.15 that I is a right adjoint in Q-Cat, and consequently B is a
Q-closure system of A.
Proposition 4.1.9. Let A be a complete Q-category with tensor ⊗ and cotensor
֌ , B an isomorphism-closed Q-subcategory of A. Then B is a Q-closure system
of A if and only if
(1) for every subset {xi} ⊆ B0 of the same type X, the meet
∧
i
xi in AX belongs
to B0;
(2) for each x ∈ B0 and f ∈ P
†(tx), the cotensor f֌x in A belongs to B0.
Dually, B is a Q-interior system of A if and only if
(1) for every subset {xi} ⊆ B0 of the same type X, the join
∨
i
xi in AX belongs
to B0;
(2) for each x ∈ B0 and f ∈ P(tx), the tensor f ⊗ x in A belongs to B0.
Proof. We prove the case of Q-closure system for example. Let I : B // A be
the inclusion Q-functor.
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Necessity. By Proposition 4.1.7, B is itself a complete Q-category with
cotensor֌B. Since I is a right adjoint Q-functor between complete Q-categories,
it follows from Proposition 3.5.14 that I preserves cotensors. Thus
f֌x = f֌Ix = I(f֌Bx) = f֌Bx ∈ B0
for each x ∈ B0 and f ∈ P
†(tx).
That the meet
∧
i
xi in AX belongs to B0 for each subset {xi} ⊆ BX can be
obtained similarly.
Sufficiency. For each x ∈ B0 and f ∈ P
†(tx), since the cotensor f֌x in A
belongs to B0, it follows that for each y ∈ B0,
B(y, f֌x) = A(y, f֌x) = f ց A(y, x) = f ց B(y, x).
This means that f֌ x is the cotensor of f and x in B, i.e., f֌ x = f֌ Bx.
Hence, B is a cotensored Q-category and it is clear that I preserves cotensors in
B.
Similarly one can prove that if the meet
∧
i
xi of a subset {xi} ⊆ BX in AX
belongs to B0, then it is also the meet of {xi} in BX . Thus B is order-complete
and I preserves underlying meets in each BX . This means that I : B0 //A0 is a
right adjoint in 2-Cat.
Therefore, I : B // A is a right adjoint in Q-Cat by Proposition 3.5.14, and
the conclusion thus follows.
An immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1.9 is that the infimum in a Q-
closure system B of a complete Q-category A can be calculated as
infBλ =
∧
b∈B0
(λ(b)֌b) (4.1)
for λ ∈ P†B, where the cotensors and meets are calculated in A.
Dually, the supremum in a Q-interior system B of a complete Q-category A
can be calculated as
supBµ =
∨
b∈B0
(µ(b)⊗ b) (4.2)
µ ∈ PB, where the tensors and joins are calculated in A.
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4.2 Q-closure spaces
In this section, we pay attention to monads on the Q-category of contravariant
presheaves, and introduce the notion of Q-closure spaces.
Definition 4.2.1. A Q-closure space is a pair (A, C) that consists of a Q-
category A and a Q-closure operator C : PA // PA. A continuous Q-functor
F : (A, C) // (B, D) between Q-closure spaces is a Q-functor F : A // B such
that
F→ ◦ C ≤ D ◦ F→.
The category of Q-closure spaces and continuous Q-functors is denoted by
Q-Cls.
Remark 4.2.2. If C and D are viewed as monads on PA and PB respectively,
then a Q-functor F : A // B is continuous between Q-closure spaces (A, C) and
(B, D) if and only if F→ : PA //PB is a lax map of monads from C to D in the
sense of [Lei04].
Note that for aQ-closure space (A, C), theQ-closure operator C is idempotent
since PA is skeletal. Let C(PA) denote the Q-subcategory of PA consisting of
the fixed points of C. Since PA is a complete Q-category, C(PA) is also a
complete Q-category. A contravariant presheaf A −◦− // ∗X is said to be closed in
the Q-closure space (A, C) if it belongs to C(PA).
The following proposition states that continuous Q-functors behave in a man-
ner similar to the continuous maps between topological spaces: the inverse image
of a closed contravariant presheaf is closed.
Proposition 4.2.3. A Q-functor F : A // B is continuous between Q-closure
spaces (A, C) and (B, D) if and only if F←(λ) ∈ C(PA) whenever λ ∈ D(PB).
Proof. It suffices to show that F→◦C ≤ D◦F→ if and only if C◦F←◦D ≤ F←◦D.
Suppose F→ ◦ C ≤ D ◦ F→, then
F→ ◦ C ◦ F← ◦D ≤ D ◦ F→ ◦ F← ◦D ≤ D ◦D = D,
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and consequently C ◦ F← ◦D ≤ F← ◦D.
Conversely, suppose C ◦ F← ◦D ≤ F← ◦D, then
C ≤ C ◦ F← ◦ F→ ≤ C ◦ F← ◦D ◦ F→ ≤ F← ◦D ◦ F→,
and consequently F→ ◦ C ≤ D ◦ F→.
Given a Q-category A, there are naturally two Q-closure spaces with A being
the underlying Q-category. One is the discrete Q-closure space (A, 1PA), in which
every contravariant presheaf µ ∈ PA is closed. The other one is the trivial Q-
closure space (A, TA) given by
TA(µ)(x) = ⊤tx,tµ
for all µ ∈ PA and x ∈ A0, in which µ ∈ PA is closed if and only if µ is the
largest Q-distributor in Q-Dist(A, ∗tµ).
It is easy to see that each Q-functor F : A //B is continuous between the Q-
closure spaces (A, 1PA) and (B, 1PB), and also continuous between the Q-closure
spaces (A, TA) and (B, TB). Thus, we obtain a functor
D : Q-Cat //Q-Cls
that sends aQ-category A to the corresponding discrete Q-closure space (A, 1PA),
and a functor
T : Q-Cat //Q-Cls
that sends a Q-category A to the corresponding trivial Q-closure space (A, TA).
It is well known that the forgetful functor from the category of topological
spaces to the category of (small) sets has a left adjoint creating the discrete
topology on a set, and a right adjoint creating the trivial topology on a set. We
have the following analogue conclusion for Q-closure spaces.
Proposition 4.2.4. The forgetful functor Q-Cls // Q-Cat has a left adjoint
D : Q-Cat //Q-Cls, and a right adjoint T : Q-Cat //Q-Cls.
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Proof. It is not difficult to verify that the correspondence F 7→ F induces a
bijection
Q-Cat(A,B) ∼= Q-Cls((A, 1PA), (B, D))
natural in each Q-category A and Q-closure space (B, D). Also, the correspon-
dence F 7→ F induces a bijection
Q-Cat(A,B) ∼= Q-Cls((A, C), (B, TB))
natural in each Q-closure space (A, C) and Q-category B. The conclusion thus
follows.
4.3 Relationship with complete Q-categories
It follows from Proposition 4.2.3 that a continuous Q-functor F : (A, C) //(B, D)
between Q-closure spaces induces a pair of Q-functors
F ⊲ = D ◦ F→ : C(PA) //D(PB) and F ⊳ = F← : D(PB) // C(PA).
Proposition 4.3.1. If F : (A, C) // (B, D) is a continuous Q-functor between
Q-closure spaces, then F ⊲ ⊣ F ⊳ : C(PA) ⇀ D(PB).
Proof. It is sufficient to check that
PB(D ◦ F→(µ), λ) = PB(F→(µ), λ)
for all µ ∈ C(PA) and λ ∈ D(PB) since it holds that PA(µ, F←(λ)) = PB(F→(µ), λ).
Indeed, since D is a Q-closure operator,
PB(F→(µ), λ) ≤ PB(D ◦ F→(µ), D(λ))
= PB(D ◦ F→(µ), λ)
= λւ (D ◦ F→(µ))
≤ λւ F→(µ)
= PB(F→(µ), λ),
hence PB(D ◦ F→(µ), λ) = PB(F→(µ), λ).
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The above proposition gives rise to a functor
T : Q-Cls //Q-CCat
that maps each continuous Q-functor
F : (A, C) // (B, D)
to the left adjoint Q-functor
F ⊲ : C(PA) //D(PB)
between skeletal complete Q-categories.
For each complete Q-category A, it follows from Theorem 3.5.11 and Example
4.1.3 that CA = Y ◦ sup : PA // PA is a Q-closure operator, hence (A, CA) is a
Q-closure space.
Proposition 4.3.2. If F : A // B is a left adjoint Q-functor between complete
Q-categories, then F : (A, CA) // (B, CB) is a continuous Q-functor.
Proof. For all µ ∈ PA,
F→ ◦ CA(µ) = CA(µ) ◦ F
♮
= A(−, supAµ) ◦ F
♮
≤ B(F−, F (supAµ)) ◦ F
♮
= F♮(−, F (supAµ)) ◦ F
♮
≤ B(−, F (supAµ)) (F♮ ⊣ F
♮ : A⇀ B in Q-Dist)
= B(−, supBF
→(µ)) (Corollary 3.5.15)
= CB ◦ F
→(µ).
Hence F : (A, CA) // (B, CB) is continuous.
The above proposition gives a functor
D : Q-CCat //Q-Cls.
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Proposition 4.3.3. The functor T ◦ D is naturally isomorphic to the identity
functor on Q-CCat. In particular, each skeletal complete Q-category A is iso-
morphic to T ◦ D(A).
Proof. For each x ∈ A0, since
YAx = YA ◦ supA ◦ YAx = CA ◦ YAx, (4.3)
it follows that
T ◦ D(A) = CA(PA) = {YAx | x ∈ A0}.
Thus we get that YAx is closed in the Q-closure space (A, CA). By Yoneda lemma,
the correspondence x 7→ YAx induces a fully faithfulQ-functor YA : A //CA(PA).
It is clear that YA is surjective, hence an isomorphism of skeletal Q-categories.
To see the naturality of {YA}, for each left Q-functor F : A // B between
skeletal complete Q-categories, we prove the commutativity of the following dia-
gram:
B CB(PB)
YB
//
A
F

CA(PA)
YA //
T ◦D(F )=CB◦F
→

Indeed, by Proposition 3.3.17 and Equation (4.3), it follows immediately that
CB ◦ F
→ ◦ YA = CB ◦ YB ◦ F = YB ◦ F.
By Proposition 4.3.3, if we identify a skeletal complete Q-category A with the
Q-subcategory CA(PA) of PA, then the functor T : Q-Cls //Q-CCat can be
viewed as a left inverse of D : Q-CCat //Q-Cls.
Theorem 4.3.4. T : Q-Cls // Q-CCat is a left inverse (up to isomorphism)
and left adjoint of D : Q-CCat //Q-Cls.
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Proof. It remains to show that T is a left adjoint of D . Given a Q-closure space
(A, C), denote C(PA) by X, then D ◦ T (A, C) = (X, CX). Let η(A,C) = C ◦ YA :
A //X. We show that η = {η(A,C)} is a natural transformation from the identity
functor to D ◦ T and it is the unit of the desired adjunction.
Step 1. η(A,C) : (A, C) // (X, CX) is a continuous Q-functor, i.e. η
→
(A,C) ◦C ≤
CX ◦ η
→
(A,C).
Firstly, we show that C(µ) = supX ◦η
→
(A,C)(µ) for all µ ∈ PA. Consider the
diagram:
PX Xsup
X
//
P(PA)
C→

PA
supPA //
C

PA
Y
→
A //
η→
(A,C)
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
The commutativity of the left triangle follows from η(A,C) = C ◦ YA. Since C :
PA //X is a left adjoint in Q-Cat (obtained in the proof of Proposition 4.1.4),
it preserves suprema (Corollary 3.5.15), thus the right square commutes. The
whole diagram is then commutative. For each µ ∈ PA, we have that
µ = µ ◦ A = µ ◦ Y♮
A
◦ (YA)♮ = Y
→
A (µ) ◦ (YA)♮ = supPA ◦ Y
→
A (µ), (4.4)
where the second equality comes from the fact that the Yoneda embedding YA is
fully faithful and Proposition 3.3.5(1), while the last equality comes from Example
3.5.12. Consequently,
C(µ) = C ◦ supPA ◦ Y
→
A
(µ) = supX ◦ η
→
(A,C)(µ)
for all µ ∈ PA.
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Secondly, we show that η→(A,C)(µ) ≤ YX(µ) = X(−, µ) for each µ ∈ X. Indeed,
η→(A,C)(µ) = µ ◦ η
♮
(A,C)
= µ ◦ (C ◦ YA)
♮
= PA(YA−, µ) ◦ Y
♮
A
◦ C♮ (Yoneda lemma)
= (YA)♮(−, µ) ◦ Y
♮
A
◦ C♮
≤ PA(−, µ) ◦ C♮ ((YA)♮ ⊣ Y
♮
A
: A⇀ PA in Q-Dist)
≤ X(C−, µ) ◦ C♮ (C is a Q-functor and C(µ) = µ)
= C♮(−, µ) ◦ C
♮
≤ X(−, µ). (C♮ ⊣ C
♮ : PA⇀ X in Q-Dist)
Therefore, for all µ ∈ PA,
η→(A,C) ◦ C(µ) ≤ YX ◦ supX ◦ η
→
(A,C)(µ) = CX ◦ η
→
(A,C)(µ),
as desired.
Step 2. η = {η(A,C)} is a natural transformation. Let F : (A, C) // (B, D)
be a continuous Q-functor, we must show that
D ◦ YB ◦ F = η(B,D) ◦ F = D ◦ T ◦ F ◦ η(A,C) = D ◦ F
→ ◦ C ◦ YA.
Firstly, since C is a Q-closure operator, by Proposition 3.3.17,
YB ◦ F = F
→ ◦ YA ≤ F
→ ◦ C ◦ YA,
and consequently D ◦ YB ◦ F ≤ D ◦ F
→ ◦ C ◦ YA.
Secondly, the continuity of F leads to
F→ ◦ C ◦ YA ≤ D ◦ F
→ ◦ YA = D ◦ YB ◦ F,
hence D ◦ F→ ◦ C ◦ YA ≤ D ◦ YB ◦ F .
Step 3. η(A,C) : (A, C) // (X, CX) is universal in the sense that for any
skeletal complete Q-category B and continuous Q-functor F : (A, C) // (B, CB),
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there exists a unique left adjoint Q-functor F : X //B that makes the following
diagram commute:
(A, C) (X, CX)
η(A,C) //
(B, CB)
F
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
F

(4.5)
Existence. Let F = supB ◦F
→ : X // B be the following composition of
Q-functors
X →֒ PA F
→
// PB
supB // B.
First, F : X // B is a left adjoint in Q-Cat. Indeed, F has a right adjoint
G : B // X given by G = F ⊳ ◦ YB. G is well-defined since YBb is a closed in
(B, CB) for each b ∈ B0. For all µ ∈ X0 and y ∈ B0, it holds that
B(F (µ), y) = B(−, y)ւ F→(µ)
= B(−, y)ւ (µ ◦ F ♮)
= (B(−, y) ◦ F♮)ւ µ (Proposition 3.1.9(2))
= F♮(−, y)ւ µ (Remark 3.3.10(5))
= PA(µ, F ⊳ ◦ YBy) (Definition of F♮ and F
⊳)
= X(µ,Gy),
hence F is a left adjoint of G.
Second, F = F ◦ η(A,C). Note that for all x ∈ A0,
B(Fx,−) = F♮(x,−)
= (Bւ F ♮)(x,−) (Proposition 3.1.9(1))
= Bւ F ♮(−, x)
= Bւ (YB ◦ Fx)
= Bւ (F→ ◦ YAx), (Proposition 3.3.17)
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thus F = supB ◦F
→ ◦ YA. Consequently
F ◦ η(A,C) = supB ◦ F
→ ◦ C ◦ YA
≤ supB ◦ CB ◦ F
→ ◦ YA (F is continuous)
= supB ◦ YB ◦ supB ◦ F
→ ◦ YA
= supB ◦ F
→ ◦ YA (supB ⊣ YB : PB⇀ B)
= F.
Conversely, since C is a Q-closure operator, it is clear that
F = supB ◦ F
→ ◦ YA ≤ supB ◦ F
→ ◦ C ◦ YA = F ◦ η(A,C),
hence F ∼= F ◦ η(A,C), and consequently F = F ◦ η(A,C) since B is skeletal.
Uniqueness. Suppose H : X // B is another left adjoint Q-functor that
makes Diagram (4.5) commute. For each µ ∈ X, since C : PA // X is a left
adjoint in Q-Cat, we have
µ = C(µ) = C(µ ◦ A) = C
( ∨
x∈A0
µ(x) ◦ YAx
)
=
∨
x∈A0
µ(x)⊗X C(YAx),
where the last equality follows from Example 3.5.6 and Proposition 3.5.14. It
follows that
H(µ) = H
( ∨
x∈A0
µ(x)⊗X C(YAx)
)
=
∨
x∈A0
µ(x)⊗B (H ◦ η(A,C)(x)) (Proposition 3.5.14)
=
∨
x∈A0
µ(x)⊗B Fx.
Consequently,
B(H(µ),−) = B
( ∨
x∈A0
µ(x)⊗B Fx,−
)
=
∧
x∈A0
B(µ(x)⊗B Fx,−) (Proposition 3.5.4)
=
∧
x∈A0
B(Fx,−)ւ µ(x)
= F♮ ւ µ.
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Since B is skeletal, it follows that H(µ) = colimµ F = supB ◦F
→(µ). Therefore,
H = supB ◦F
→ = F .
The following corollary shows that the free cocompletion functor ofQ-categories
factors through the category of Q-closure spaces via a left adjoint functor D :
Q-Cat //Q-Cls and a left adjoint functor T : Q-Cls //Q-CCat.
Corollary 4.3.5. Both the outer triangle and the inner triangle of the diagram
Q-Cat Q-Cls
D //
Q-CCat
P
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
T

oo
U
dd
U
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■ OO
D
commute, where U denote the obvious forgetful functors.
Proof. Follows immediately from the definitions of these functors.
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Chapter 5
Isbell Adjunctions in Q-categories
The Isbell adjunction introduced in this chapter generalize the classical Isbell ad-
junction in category theory (see Proposition 2.2.2). Each Q-distributor between
Q-categories gives rise to an Isbell adjunction between Q-categories of contravari-
ant presheaves and covariant presheaves, and hence to a monad. We prove that
this process is functorial from the category of Q-distributors and infomorphisms
to the category of complete Q-categories and left adjoint Q-functors. Further-
more, the free cocompletion functor of Q-categories factors through this functor.
5.1 Isbell Adjunctions
Given a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, define a pair of Q-functors
φ↑ : PA // P
†
B and φ↓ : P†B // PA
by
φ↑(µ) = φւ µ and φ
↓(λ) = λց φ. (5.1)
It should be warned that φ↑ and φ
↓ are both contravariant with respect to local
orders in Q-Dist by Remark 3.3.8, i.e.,
∀µ1, µ2 ∈ PA, µ1 ≤ µ2 =⇒ φ↑(µ2) ≤ φ↑(µ1) (5.2)
and
∀λ1, λ2 ∈ P
†
B, λ1 ≤ λ2 =⇒ φ
↓(λ2) ≤ φ
↓(λ1). (5.3)
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Proposition 5.1.1. φ↑ ⊣ φ
↓ : PA⇀ P†B in Q-Cat.
Proof. For all µ ∈ PA and λ ∈ P†B,
P†B(φ↑(µ), λ) = λց φ↑(µ)
= λց (φւ µ)
= (λց φ)ւ µ
= φ↓(λ)ւ µ
= PA(µ, φ↓(λ)).
Hence the conclusion holds.
We would like to stress that
µ ≤ φ↓ ◦ φ↑(µ) and λ ≤ φ↑ ◦ φ
↓(λ) (5.4)
for all µ ∈ PA and λ ∈ P†B by Remark 3.3.8.
The Isbell adjunction presented in Proposition 3.4.4 is a special case of Propo-
sition 5.1.1, i.e., letting B = A and φ = A. So, the adjunction φ↑ ⊣ φ
↓ : PA ⇀
P†B is a generalization of the Isbell adjunction. As we shall see, all adjunctions
between PA and P†B are of this form, and will be called Isbell adjunctions by
abuse of language.
Recall that each Q-functor F : A // P†B corresponds to a Q-distributor
pFq : A −◦− // B given by Equation (3.13), and each Q-functor G : B // PA
corresponds to a Q-distributor pGq : A −◦− // B given by Equation (3.14).
Proposition 5.1.2. Let φ : A −◦− // B be a Q-distributor, then pφ↑ ◦ YAq = φ =
pφ↓ ◦ Y†
B
q.
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Proof. For all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0,
pφ↑ ◦ YAq(x, y) = (φ↑ ◦ YAx)(y)
= (φւ (YAx))(y)
= φ(−, y)ւ A(−, x)
= φ(x, y)
= B(y,−)ց φ(x,−)
= ((Y†
B
y)ց φ)(x)
= (φ↓ ◦ Y†
B
y)(x)
= pφ↓ ◦ Y†
B
q(x, y),
showing that the conclusion holds.
Given a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, it follows from Example 4.1.3 that φ↓◦φ↑ :
PA // PA is a Q-closure operator and φ↑ ◦ φ
↓ : P†B // P†B is a Q-interior
operator. For each y ∈ B0, since
φy = φ(−, y) = φ↓ ◦ Y†
B
y = φ↓ ◦ φ↑ ◦ φ
↓ ◦ Y†
B
y, (5.5)
it follows that φy = φ(−, y) is closed in the Q-closure space (A, φ↓ ◦ φ↑). Dually,
for all x ∈ A0,
φx = φ(x,−) = φ↑ ◦ YAx = φ↑ ◦ φ
↓ ◦ φ↑ ◦ YAx (5.6)
is a fixed point of the Q-interior operator φ↑ ◦ φ
↓. These facts will be used in the
proofs of Theorem 5.2.2 and Theorem 5.4.4.
Theorem 5.1.3. Let A and B be Q-categories. The correspondence φ 7→ φ↑ is
an isomorphism of posets
Q-Dist(A,B) ∼= Q-CCatco(PA,P†B).
Proof. Let F : PA // P†B be a left adjoint Q-functor. We show that the corre-
spondence F 7→ pF ◦ YAq is an inverse of the correspondence φ 7→ φ↑, and thus
they are both isomorphisms of posets betweenQ-Dist(A,B) andQ-CCatco(PA,P†B).
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Firstly, we show that both of the correspondences are order-preserving. In-
deed,
φ ≤ ψ in Q-Dist(A,B)
⇐⇒ ∀µ ∈ PA, φ↑(µ) = φւ µ ≤ ψ ւ µ = ψ↑(µ) in Q-Dist
⇐⇒ ∀µ ∈ PA, φ↑(µ) ≥ ψ↑(µ) in (P
†
B)0
⇐⇒ φ↑ ≤ ψ↑ in Q-CCat
co(PA,P†B)
and
F ≤ G in Q-CCatco(PA,P†B)
⇐⇒ ∀µ ∈ PA, F (µ) ≥ G(µ) in (P†B)0
⇐⇒ ∀µ ∈ PA, F (µ) ≤ G(µ) in Q-Dist(A,B)
=⇒ ∀x ∈ A0, F ◦ YAx ≤ G ◦ YAx in Q-Dist(A,B)
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ A0, pF ◦ YAq(x,−) ≤ pG ◦ YAq(x,−) in Q-Dist(A,B)
⇐⇒ pF ◦ YAq ≤ pG ◦ YAq in Q-Dist(A,B).
Secondly, F = (pF ◦YAq)↑. For all µ ∈ PA, since F is a left adjoint in Q-Cat,
by Example 3.5.6 and Proposition 3.5.14 we have
F (µ) = F (µ ◦ A)
= F
( ∨
x∈A0
µ(x) ◦ YAx
)
=
∧
x∈A0
(F ◦ YAx)ւ µ(x)
= pF ◦ YAqւ µ
= (pF ◦ YAq)↑(µ).
Finally, φ = pφ↑ ◦ YAq. This is obtained in Proposition 5.1.2.
As a summary of Proposition 3.6.1 and Theorem 5.1.3, we have the following
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isomorphisms of posets:
Q-Dist(A,B) ∼= Q-Catco(A,P†B)
∼= Q-Cat(B,PA) (5.7)
∼= Q-CCatco(PA,P†B).
5.2 Functoriality of the Isbell adjunction
In this section, we show that the construction of Isbell adjunctions is functorial
from the category Q-Info to Q-Cls, and thus to Q-CCat.
Proposition 5.2.1. Let (F,G) : φ //ψ be an infomorphism betweenQ-distributors
φ : A −◦− // B and ψ : A′ −◦− // B′. Then F : (A, φ↑ ◦ φ
↓) // (A′, ψ↑ ◦ ψ
↓) is a con-
tinuous Q-functor.
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
PA′ P†B′
ψ↑
//
PA
F→

P†B
φ↑ //
G8

PA′
ψ↓
//
PA
φ↓ //
F→

We must prove F→ ◦φ↓ ◦φ↑ ≤ ψ
↓ ◦ψ↑ ◦F
→. To this end, it suffices to check that
(a) the left square commutes if and only if (F,G) : φ //ψ is an infomorphism;
and
(b) F→ ◦ φ↓ ≤ ψ↓ ◦G8 if and only if G♮ ◦ φ ≤ ψ ◦ F♮.
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For (a), suppose G8 ◦ φ↑ = ψ↑ ◦ F
→, then for all x ∈ A0,
G♮ ◦ φ(x,−) = G8(φ(x,−)) (Definition 3.3.12)
= G8(φ↑ ◦ YAx) (Proposition 5.1.2)
= ψ↑(F
→ ◦ YAx)
= ψ↑(YAx ◦ F
♮) (Definition 3.3.12)
= ψ ւ (YAx ◦ F
♮) (Equation (5.1))
= (ψ ◦ F♮)ւ A(−, x) (Proposition 3.1.9(2))
= ψ ◦ F♮(x,−).
Conversely, if (F,G) : φ // ψ is an infomorphism, then for all µ ∈ PA,
G8 ◦ φ↑(µ) = G
♮ ◦ (φւ µ) (Equation (5.1))
= (G♮ ◦ φ)ւ µ (Proposition 3.1.9(3))
= (ψ ◦ F♮)ւ µ (Definition 3.7.1)
= ψ ւ (µ ◦ F ♮) (Proposition 3.1.9(2))
= ψ↑ ◦ F
→(µ).
For (b), suppose F→ ◦ φ↓ ≤ ψ↓ ◦G8, then for all y′ ∈ B′0,
G♮(−, y′) ◦ φ = G♮(y
′,−)ց φ (Proposition 3.1.9(1))
= φ↓(G♮(y
′,−)) (Equation (5.1))
≤ F← ◦ F→ ◦ φ↓(G♮(y
′,−)) (F→ ⊣ F← : PA⇀ PA′)
≤ F← ◦ ψ↓ ◦G8(G♮(y
′,−))
= F← ◦ ψ↓ ◦G8 ◦G9 ◦ Y†
B′
y′ (Definition 3.3.12)
≤ F← ◦ ψ↓ ◦ Y†
B′
y′ (Formula (3.10) and (5.3))
= F←(ψ(−, y′)) (Proposition 5.1.2)
= ψ(−, y′) ◦ F♮. (Definition 3.3.12)
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Conversely, if G♮ ◦ φ ≤ ψ ◦ F♮, then for all λ ∈ P
†B,
F→ ◦ φ↓(λ) = (λց φ) ◦ F ♮ (Equation (5.1))
≤ ((G♮ ◦ λ)ց (G♮ ◦ φ)) ◦ F ♮
≤ ((G♮ ◦ λ)ց (ψ ◦ F♮)) ◦ F
♮
≤ (G♮ ◦ λ)ց (ψ ◦ F♮ ◦ F
♮)
≤ (G♮ ◦ λ)ց ψ (F♮ ⊣ F
♮ : A⇀ B)
= ψ↓ ◦G8(λ). (Equation (5.1))
This completes the proof.
By virtue of Proposition 5.2.1 we obtain a functor U : Q-Info //Q-Cls that
sends an infomorphism
(F,G) : (φ : A −◦− // B) // (ψ : A′ −◦− // B′)
to a continuous Q-functor
F : (A, φ↓ ◦ φ↑) // (A
′, ψ↓ ◦ ψ↑).
Given a Q-closure space (A, C), define a Q-distributor ζC : A −◦− // C(PA) by
ζC(x, µ) = µ(x)
for all x ∈ A0 and µ ∈ C(PA). It is clear that ζC is obtained by restricting the
domain and the codomain of the Q-distributor
P†A −◦− // PA, (λ, µ) 7→ µ ◦ λ. (5.8)
Given a continuous Q-functor F : (A, C) //(B, D) between Q-closure spaces,
consider the Q-functor F ⊳ : D(PB) //C(PA) that sends each closed contravari-
ant presheaf λ to F ⊳(λ) = F←(λ). Then similar to Proposition 3.7.2 one can
check that
(F, F ⊳) : (ζC : A −◦− // C(PA)) // (ζD : B −◦− // D(PB))
is an infomorphism. Thus, we obtain a functor F : Q-Cls //Q-Info.
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Theorem 5.2.2. F : Q-Cls // Q-Info is a left adjoint and right inverse of
U : Q-Info //Q-Cls.
Proof. Step 1. F is a right inverse of U .
For each Q-closure space (A, C), by the definition of the functor F , F(A, C)
is the Q-distributor ζC : A −◦− // C(PA), where ζC(x, µ) = µ(x) for all x ∈ A0 and
µ ∈ C(PA). In order to prove U ◦F(A, C) = (A, C), we show that C = ζ↓C ◦(ζC)↑.
For all µ ∈ PA and λ ∈ C(PA), since C is a Q-functor,
λւ µ = PA(µ, λ) ≤ PA(C(µ), λ) = λւ C(µ),
and consequently C(µ) ≤ (λ ւ µ) ց λ. Since C is a Q-closure operator, we
have
(C(µ)ւ µ)ց C(µ) ≤ 1tµ ց C(µ) = C(µ),
hence
C(µ) =
∧
λ∈C(PA)
(λւ µ)ց λ
=
∧
λ∈C(PA)
(ζC(−, λ)ւ µ)ց ζC(−, λ)
=
∧
λ∈C(PA)
(ζC)↑(µ)(λ)ց ζC(−, λ)
= ζ↓C ◦ (ζC)↑(µ),
as required.
Step 2. F is a left adjoint of U .
For each Q-closure space (A, C), id(A,C) : (A, C) // U ◦ F(A, C) is clearly a
continuous Q-functor and {id(A,C)} is a natural transformation from the identity
functor on Q-Cls to U ◦F . Thus, it remains to show that for each Q-distributor
ψ : A′ −◦− // B′ and each continuous Q-functor H : (A, C) // (A′, ψ↓ ◦ψ↑), there is
a unique infomorphism
(F,G) : F(A, C) // (ψ : A′ −◦− // B′)
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such that the diagram
(A, C) U ◦ F(A, C)
id(A,C) //
(A′, ψ↓ ◦ ψ↑)
H
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
U(F,G)

is commutative.
By definition, F(A, C) = ζC : A −◦− // C(PA) and U(F,G) = F , where
ζC(x, µ) = µ(x). Thus, we only need to show that there is a unique Q-functor
G : B′ // C(PA) such that
(H,G) : (ζC : A −◦− // C(PA)) // (ψ : A
′ −◦− // B′)
is an infomorphism.
Let G = H⊳ ◦ ψ : B′ // C(PA). That G is well-defined follows from the
fact that ψy′ ∈ ψ↓ ◦ ψ↑(PA
′) for all y′ ∈ B′0 by Equation (5.5) and that H :
(A, C) // (A′, ψ↓ ◦ ψ↑) is continuous. Now we check that
(H,G) : (ζC : A −◦− // C(PA)) // (ψ : A
′ −◦− // B′)
is an infomorphism. This is easy since
ζC(x,Gy
′) = (Gy′)(x) = H⊳ ◦ ψ(y′)(x) = ψ(y′)(Hx) = ψ(Hx, y′)
for all x ∈ A0 and y
′ ∈ B′0. This proves the existence of G.
To see the uniqueness of G, suppose that G′ : B′ // C(PA) is another Q-
functor such that
(H,G′) : (ζC : A −◦− // C(PA)) // (ψ : A
′ −◦− // B′)
is an infomorphism. Then for all x ∈ A0 and y
′ ∈ B′0,
(G′y′)(x) = ζC(x,G
′y′)
= ψ(Hx, y′)
= ψ(y′)(Hx)
= H⊳ ◦ ψ(y′)(x)
= (Gy′)(x),
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hence G′ = G.
Corollary 5.2.3. The category Q-Cls is a coreflective subcategory of Q-Info.
The composition of
U : Q-Info //Q-Cls
and
T : Q-Cls //Q-CCat
gives a functor
M = T ◦ U : Q-Info //Q-CCat (5.9)
Q-Info
Q-Cls
U
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
Q-CCatM //
??
T
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
F
__❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄ 
D
⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
that sends a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B to a complete Q-category φ↓ ◦ φ↑(PA).
Conversely, since F is a right inverse of U (Theorem 5.2.2) and T is a left inverse
of D (up to isomorphism, Theorem 4.3.4), we have the following
Theorem 5.2.4. Every skeletal complete Q-category is isomorphic to M(φ) for
some Q-distributor φ.
The following proposition shows that the free cocompletion functor of Q-
categories factors through the functor M.
Proposition 5.2.5. The diagram
Q-Cat Q-InfoY //
Q-CCat
P
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
M

commutes.
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Proof. First, M((YA)♮) = ((YA)♮)
↓ ◦ ((YA)♮)↑(PA) = PA for each Q-category A.
To see this, it suffices to check that
µ = ((YA)♮)
↓ ◦ ((YA)♮)↑(µ) = ((YA)♮ ւ µ)ց (YA)♮
for all µ ∈ PA. On one hand, by Yoneda lemma we have
(YA)♮ ւ µ = (YA)♮ ւ (YA)♮(−, µ) ≥ PA(µ,−),
thus
((YA)♮ ւ µ)ց (YA)♮ ≤ PA(µ,−)ց (YA)♮ = (YA)♮(−, µ) = µ.
On the other hand, µ ≤ ((YA)♮ ւ µ)ց (YA)♮ holds trivially.
Second, it is trivial that for each Q-functor F : A // B,
M◦Y(F ) = F→ = P(F ).
Therefore, the conclusion holds.
5.3 Q-state property systems
Corollary 5.2.3 says that the category Q-Cls is a coreflective subcategory of
Q-Info. In this section we show that Q-Cls is equivalent to a subcategory of
Q-Info. This equivalence is a generalization of that between closure spaces and
state property systems in [ACVV99].
Definition 5.3.1. AQ-state property system is a triple (A,B, φ), where A is aQ-
category, B is a skeletal complete Q-category and φ : A −◦− // B is a Q-distributor,
such that
(1) φ(−, infBλ) = λց φ for all λ ∈ P
†B,
(2) B(y, y′) = φ(−, y′)ւ φ(−, y) for all y, y′ ∈ B0.
Q-state property systems and infomorphisms constitute a category Q-Sp,
which is a subcategory of Q-Info.
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Example 5.3.2. For each Q-closure space (A, C), (A, C(PA), ζC) is a Q-state
property system. First, for all Ψ ∈ P†(C(PA)), it follows from Example 3.5.12
and Equation (4.1) that
ζC(−, infC(PA)Ψ) = infC(PA)Ψ
=
∧
µ∈C(PA)
Ψ(µ)ց µ
=
∧
µ∈C(PA)
Ψ(µ)ց ζC(−, µ)
= Ψց ζC .
Second, it is trivial that
C(PA)(µ, λ) = λւ µ = ζC(−, λ)ւ ζC(−, µ)
for all µ, λ ∈ C(PA).
Therefore, the codomain of the functor F : Q-Cls //Q-Info can be restricted
to the subcategory Q-Sp.
Theorem 5.3.3. The functors F : Q-Cls // Q-Sp and U : Q-Sp // Q-Cls
establish an equivalence of categories.
Proof. It is shown in Theorem 5.2.2 that U ◦ F = idQ-Cls, so, it suffices to prove
that F ◦ U ∼= idQ-Sp.
Given a Q-state property system (A,B, φ), we have by definition
F ◦ U(A,B, φ) = (A, φ↓ ◦ φ↑(PA), ζφ↓◦φ↑).
By virtue of Equation (5.5), the images of the Q-functor φ : B // PA are con-
tained in φ↓ ◦ φ↑(PA), so, it can be viewed as a Q-functor φ : B // φ
↓ ◦ φ↑(PA).
Since for any x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0,
φ(x, y) = (φy)(x) = ζφ↓◦φ↑(x, φy),
it follows that ηφ = (1A, φ) is an infomorphism from ζφ↓◦φ↑ : A −◦−
// φ↓ ◦ φ↑(PA)
to φ : A −◦− // B. Hence ηφ is a morphism from F ◦U(A,B, φ) to (A,B, φ) in Q-Sp.
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We claim that η is a natural isomorphism from F ◦ U to the identity functor
idQ-Sp.
Firstly, ηφ is an isomorphism. It suffices to show that
φ : B // φ↓ ◦ φ↑(PA)
is an isomorphism between Q-categories.
Since
B(y, y′) = φ(−, y′)ւ φ(−, y) = PA(φy, φy′)
for all y, y′ ∈ B0, it follows that φ is fully faithful. For each µ ∈ PA, let y =
infB φ↑(µ), then
φy = φ(−, y) = φ(−, infBφ↑(µ)) = φ↑(µ)ց φ = φ
↓ ◦ φ↑(µ),
hence φ is surjective. Since B is skeletal, we deduce that φ : B // φ↓ ◦ φ↑(PA) is
an isomorphism.
Secondly, η is natural. For this, we check the commutativity of the following
diagram for any infomorphism (F,G) : (A,B, φ) // (A′,B′, ψ) between Q-state
property systems:
F ◦ U(A′,B′, ψ) (A′,B′, ψ)
(1
A′ ,ψ)
//
F ◦ U(A,B, φ)
(F,F ⊳)

(A,B, φ)
(1A,φ) //
(F,G)

In fact, the equality F ◦ 1A = 1A′ ◦ F is clear; and for all x ∈ A0 and y
′ ∈ B′0,
φ ◦G(y′)(x) = φ(x,Gy′) = ψ(Fx, y′) = ψ(y′)(Fx) = F ⊳ ◦ ψ(y′)(x),
thus the conclusion follows.
Together with Theorem 4.3.4 we have
Corollary 5.3.4. The composition
T ◦ U : Q-Sp //Q-CCat
is a left adjoint of
F ◦ D : Q-CCat //Q-Sp.
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5.4 Characterizations of M(φ)
For each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, we have the following characterization of the
complete Q-category M(φ).
Proposition 5.4.1. Let X be a skeletal complete Q-category. The following con-
ditions are equivalent:
(1) X is isomorphic to M(φ) for some Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B.
(2) X is isomorphic to a Q-closure system of PA for some Q-category A.
(3) X is isomorphic to a quotient object of PA for some Q-category A in the
category Q-CCat, i.e., a subobject of PA in (Q-CCat)op.
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2): Trivial.
(2) =⇒ (1): It follows from Proposition 4.1.4 that X is isomorphic to C(PA)
for some Q-closure space (A, C). Let ζC = F(A, C) : A −◦− // C(PA), since
U ◦ F = idQ-Cls (by Theorem 5.2.2), we have
M(ζC) = T ◦ U(ζC) = T ◦ U ◦ F(A, C) = T (A, C) = C(PA).
This implies X ∼=M(ζC).
(2) ⇐⇒ (3): It is easily seen that B is a Q-closure system of PA if and only
if the inclusion Q-functor I : B // PA has a left adjoint F : PA // B, where
F is epic in the category Q-CCat, and equivalently a monic from B to PA in
(Q-CCat)op.
In the rest this section, we present a characterization of M(φ) for a Q-
distributor φ : A −◦− // B through sup-dense and inf-dense Q-functors.
Given a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, let Mφ(A,B) denote the set of pairs
(µ, λ) ∈ PA × P†B such that λ = φ↑(µ) and µ = φ
↓(λ). Mφ(A,B) becomes a
Q-typed set if we assign t(µ, λ) = tµ = tλ. For (µ1, λ1), (µ2, λ2) ∈Mφ(A,B), let
Mφ(A,B)((µ1, λ1), (µ2, λ2)) = PA(µ1, µ2) = P
†
B(λ1, λ2), (5.10)
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Then Mφ(A,B) becomes a Q-category.
The projection
π1 :Mφ(A,B) // PA, (µ, λ) 7→ µ
is clearly a fully faithfulQ-functor. Since the image of π1 is exactly the set of fixed
points of the Q-closure operator φ↓ ◦ φ↑ : PA // PA, we obtain that Mφ(A,B)
is isomorphic to the complete Q-category M(φ) = φ↓ ◦ φ↑(PA).
Similarly, the projection
π2 :Mφ(A,B) // P
†
B, (µ, λ) 7→ λ
is also a fully faithful Q-functor and the image of π2 is exactly the set of fixed
points of the Q-interior operator φ↑ ◦ φ
↓ : P†B // P†B. Hence Mφ(A,B) is also
isomorphic to the complete Q-category φ↑◦φ
↓(P†B), which is a Q-interior system
of the skeletal complete Q-category P†B.
Equation (5.10) shows that
φ↑ : φ
↓ ◦ φ↑(PA) // φ↑ ◦ φ
↓(P†B)
and
φ↓ : φ↑ ◦ φ
↓(P†B) // φ↓ ◦ φ↑(PA)
are inverse to each other. Therefore, M(φ)(= φ↓ ◦ φ↑(PA)), φ↑ ◦ φ
↓(P†B) and
Mφ(A,B) are isomorphic to each other.
Definition 5.4.2. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor.
(1) F is sup-dense if for any y ∈ B0, there is some µ ∈ PA such that y =
supB F
→(µ).
(2) F is inf-dense if for any y ∈ B0, there is some λ ∈ P
†A such that y =
infB F
9(λ).
Example 5.4.3. For each Q-category A, the Yoneda embedding Y : A //PA is
sup-dense. Indeed, we have that
µ = supPA ◦ Y
→(µ)
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for all µ ∈ PA (see Equation (4.4) in the proof of Theorem 4.3.4).
Dually, the co-Yoneda embedding Y† : A // P†A is inf-dense.
The following characterization of Mφ(A,B) (hence M(φ)) extends Theorem
4.8 in [LZ09] to the general setting.
Theorem 5.4.4. Given a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, a skeletal complete Q-
category X is isomorphic to Mφ(A,B) if and only if there exist a sup-dense Q-
functor F : A // X and an inf-dense Q-functor G : B // X such that φ =
G♮ ◦ F♮ = X(F−, G−).
Proof. Necessity. It suffices to prove the case X =Mφ(A,B). Define Q-functors
F : A // X and G : B // X by
Fa = (φ↓ ◦ φa, φa), Gb = (φb, φ↑ ◦ φb), (5.11)
then F and G are well defined by Equations (5.5) and (5.6). It follows that
X(F−, G−) = PA(φ↓ ◦ φ−, φ−)
= PA(φ↓ ◦ φ−, φ↓ ◦ Y†
B
−) (Equation (5.5))
= P†B(φ↑ ◦ φ
↓ ◦ φ−,Y†
B
−) (Proposition 5.1.1)
= P†B(φ−,Y†
B
−) (Equation (5.6))
= (φ−)(−) (Yoneda lemma)
= φ.
Now we show that F : A // X is sup-dense. For all (µ, λ), (µ′, λ′) ∈ X0,
X((µ, λ), (µ′, λ′)) = λ′ ց λ
= λ′ ց φ↑(µ)
= λ′ ց (φւ µ)
= (λ′ ց φ)ւ µ
= P†B(φ−, λ′)ւ µ
= X(F−, (µ′, λ′))ւ µ (Equation (5.10))
= F♮(−, (µ
′, λ′))ւ µ,
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thus (µ, λ) = colimµ F = supX ◦ F
→(µ), as desired.
That G : B // X is inf-dense can be proved similarly.
Sufficiency. We show that the type-preserving function
H : X //Mφ(A,B), Hx = (F♮(−, x), G
♮(x,−))
is an isomorphism of Q-categories.
Step 1. X = F♮ ւ F♮ = G
♮ ց G♮.
For all x ∈ X0, since F : A //X is sup-dense, there is some µ ∈ PA such that
x = supX F
→(µ), thus
X(x,−) = Xւ F→(µ) = Xւ (µ ◦ F ♮) = (X ◦ F♮)ւ µ = F♮ ւ µ, (5.12)
where the third equality follows from Proposition 3.1.9(2). Consequently
X(x,−) ≤ F♮ ւ F♮(−, x)
≤ (F♮ ւ F♮(−, x)) ◦X(x, x)
= (F♮ ւ F♮(−, x)) ◦ (F♮(−, x)ւ µ) (Equation (5.12))
≤ F♮ ւ µ
= X(x,−), (Equation (5.12))
hence X(x,−) = F♮ ւ F♮(−, x) = (F♮ ւ F♮)(x,−).
Since G : B // X is inf-dense, similar calculations lead to X = G♮ ց G♮.
Step 2. Hx ∈Mφ(A,B) for all x ∈ X0, thus H is well defined. Indeed,
φ↑(F♮(−, x)) = φւ F♮(−, x)
= (G♮ ◦ F♮)ւ F♮(−, x) (φ = G
♮ ◦ F♮)
= G♮ ◦ (F♮ ւ F♮(−, x)) (Proposition 3.1.9(3))
= G♮ ◦ X(x,−) (Step 1)
= G♮(x,−).
Similar calculation shows that φ↓(G♮(x,−)) = F♮(−, x). Hence, Hx ∈ Mφ(A,B).
Step 3. H is a fully faithful Q-functor. Indeed, for all x, x′ ∈ X0, by Step 1,
X(x, x′) = F♮(−, x
′)ւ F♮(−, x) = PA(F♮(−, x), F♮(−, x
′)) =Mφ(A,B)(Hx,Hx
′).
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Step 4. H is surjective. For each pair (µ, λ) ∈ Mφ(A,B), we must show
that there is some x ∈ X0 such that F♮(−, x) = µ and G
♮(x,−) = λ. Indeed, let
x = supX F
→(µ), then
G♮(x,−) = G♮ ◦ X(x,−)
= G♮ ◦ (F♮ ւ µ) (Equation (5.12))
= (G♮ ◦ F♮)ւ µ (Proposition 3.1.9(3))
= φւ µ (φ = G♮ ◦ F♮)
= φ↑(µ)
= λ,
and it follows that F♮(−, x) = φ
↓(G♮(x,−)) = φ↓(λ) = µ.
5.5 The MacNeille completion
Given a preordered set A, the MacNeille completion [DP02, Mac37] (or Dedekind-
MacNeille completion) of A is the set M(A) of pairs (L, U) of subsets of A, such
that
L = lbU and U = ubL,
where lbU is the set of lower bounds of U and ubL is the set of upper bounds of
L. The preorder on M(A) is given by
(L1, U1) ≤ (L2, U2) ⇐⇒ L1 ⊆ L2 ⇐⇒ U2 ⊆ U1.
The notion of MacNeille completion has been extended to categories enriched
over a commutative unital quantale [Beˇl04, LZ07, Wag94] (see Chapter 7 for more
discussion about unital quantales). In this section, we investigate the MacNeille
completion of a Q-category A by considering the special Q-distributor A : A −◦− //
A and the induced Isbell adjunction
ub ⊣ lb : PA⇀ P†A
presented in Proposition 3.4.4.
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Definition 5.5.1. A cut in a Q-category A is a pair (µ, λ) ∈ PA × P†A such
that
λ = ubµ and µ = lbλ.
Definition 5.5.2. TheMacNeille completion of aQ-category A is theQ-category
M(A), in which
(1) M(A)0 is the set of cuts in A;
(2) the type of a cut is
t(µ, λ) = tµ = tλ;
(3) for all (µ1, λ1), (µ2, λ2) ∈M(A)0,
M(A)((µ1, λ1), (µ2, λ2)) = PA(µ1, µ2) = P
†
A(λ1, λ2). (5.13)
It is obvious that the MacNeille completionM(A) of aQ-category A is exactly
the complete Q-category MA(A,A). In particular, the MacNeille completion
M(A) of a 2-category A is just the MacNeille completion of preordered sets. Thus,
the MacNeille completion of Q-categories is a special case of the construction
Mφ(A,B) for a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B.
Proposition 5.5.3. For each Q-category A, the assignment
x 7→ (Yx,Y†x)
gives rise to a fully faithful Q-functor
M : A //M(A).
Proof. It is easy to see that (Yx,Y†x) is a cut in A for any x ∈ A0. Then the
conclusion is an immediate consequence of the Yoneda lemma and Definition
5.5.2.
Proposition 5.5.4. For each Q-category A, the Q-functor M : A //M(A)
preserves all existing weighted colimits and weighted limits in A.
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Proof. It suffices to show that M preserves all existing suprema and infima in A.
Suppose that µ ∈ PA and supAµ exists, we must show that
M(supAµ) = supM(A)M
→(µ) = colimµM.
Indeed, for all (µ′, λ′) ∈M(A),
M(A)(M(supAµ), (µ
′, λ′)) = λ′ ց (Y† ◦ supAµ)
= λ′ ց A(supAµ,−)
= λ′ ց (Aւ µ)
= (λ′ ց A)ւ µ
= P†A(Y†−, λ′)ւ µ
=M(A)(M−, (µ′, λ′))ւ µ (Equation (5.13))
=M♮(−, (µ
′, λ′))ւ µ.
Thus the conclusion follows. Similarly one can prove that
M(infAλ) = infM(A)M
9(λ) = limλM
whenever infAλ exists for some λ ∈ P
†A.
The MacNeille completionM(A) is the “smallest” completion of a Q-category
A in the following sense.
Proposition 5.5.5. Let F : A // B be a fully faithful Q-functor, with B com-
plete. Then F factors through M : A //M(A) via a fully faithful Q-functor
F :M(A) // B.
A M(A)M //
B
F
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
F

(5.14)
In particular, if A is a skeletal complete Q-category, then M(A) is isomorphic
to A. Therefore, the process of the MacNeille completion is idempotent (up to
isomorphism).
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Proof. Step 1. For a fully faithful Q-functor F : A // B, a fixed point µ of
lbA ◦ ubA is also a fixed point of (F♮)
↓ ◦ (F♮)↑. On one hand,
(Aւ µ) ◦ ((F♮ ւ µ)ց F♮)
= ((F ♮ ◦ F♮)ւ µ) ◦ ((F♮ ւ µ)ց F♮) (Proposition 3.3.5)
= F ♮ ◦ (F♮ ւ µ) ◦ ((F♮ ւ µ)ց F♮) (Proposition 3.1.9(3))
≤ F ♮ ◦ F♮
= A, (Proposition 3.3.5)
and consequently
(F♮)
↓ ◦ (F♮)↑(µ) = (F♮ ւ µ)ց F♮ ≤ (Aւ µ)ց A = µ.
On the other hand, µ ≤ (F♮)
↓ ◦ (F♮)↑(µ) holds trivially. Thus µ = (F♮)
↓ ◦ (F♮)↑(µ).
Step 2. The existence of F . We identifyM(A) with theQ-category lbA ◦ ubA(PA)
of the fixed points of lbA ◦ ubA, then the functor M is exactly the Yoneda embed-
ding YA. Define
F = supB ◦ F
→,
then the commutativity of Diagram (5.14) follows immediately from Proposition
3.3.17 and 3.4.8. It remains to show that F is fully faithful. Indeed, let µ and µ′
be two fixed points of lbA ◦ ubA, then
B(F (µ), F (µ′))
= B(supB ◦ F
→(µ), supB ◦ F
→(µ′))
= B(supB ◦ F
→(µ′),−)ց B(supB ◦ F
→(µ),−)
= (F♮ ւ µ
′)ց (F♮ ւ µ) (Proposition 3.4.7)
= ((F♮ ւ µ
′)ց F♮)ւ µ
= µ′ ւ µ (Step 1)
= PA(µ, µ′).
Step 3. In particular, when A is a skeletal complete Q-category, let F =
1A : A // A, then 1A = supA. It follows Step 2 (or Proposition 3.4.8) that
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supA ◦YA = 1A. Conversely, for all µ ∈ lbA ◦ ubA(PA),
YA ◦ supAµ = A(−, supAµ)
= A(supAµ,−)ց A
= (Aւ µ)ց A
= lbA ◦ ubA µ
= µ.
Thus YA ◦ supA = 1M(A). This means that YA and supA are both isomorphisms
between A and M(A).
Finally, we present a comparison of the free cocompletion PA and the Mac-
Neille completion M(A) (identified with lb ◦ ub(PA)) of a Q-category A.
Proposition 5.5.6. Let A be a Q-category.
(1) The Yoneda embedding Y : A // PA is sup-dense.
(2) If the codomain of Y is restricted toM(A), then Y : A //M(A) is inf-dense.
Proof. (1) has been obtained in Example 5.4.3. For (2), note that Y : A //M(A)
is the composition of the inf-dense Q-functor given in Theorem 5.4.4 (Equation
(5.11)) and the isomorphic projection from MA(A,A) to lb ◦ ub(PA). The con-
clusion thus follows.
Recall that the Q-closure system M(A) = lb ◦ ub(PA) of PA is closed with
respect to infima in PA (see Proposition 4.1.8). Therefore, in the case that A is
skeletal, if we identify A with the Q-subcategory
Y(A) = {Yx | x ∈ A0}
of PA, then the above proposition implies thatM(A) is the closure [AK88, LZ07]
of A under the formation of weighted limits in PA. As a comparison, PA is the
closure of A under the formation of weighted colimits in PA.
Chapter 6
Kan Adjunctions in Q-categories
In this chapter, we first recall Kan extensions of Q-functors presented in [Stu05a].
Then we introduce Kan adjunctions betweenQ-categories of contravariant presheaves
and covariant presheaves arise from Q-distributors. We prove that this process is
contravariant functorial from the category of Q-distributors and infomorphisms
to the category of complete Q-categories and left adjoint Q-functors. Also, the
free cocompletion functor of Q-categories factors through this functor.
6.1 Kan extensions of Q-functors
Kan extensions of V-functors introduced in Section 2.3 naturally give rise to the
definitions of Kan extensions of Q-functors.
Definition 6.1.1. Let K : A // C be a Q-functor and B a Q-category.
(1) The left Kan extension of a Q-functor F : A // B along K : A // C, if it
exists, is a Q-functor
LanK F : C // B
satisfying
LanK F ≤ S ⇐⇒ F ≤ S ◦K (6.1)
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for any other Q-functor S : C // B.
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⑧
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⑧
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S
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(2) The right Kan extension of a Q-functor F : A // B along K : A // C, if
it exists, is a Q-functor
RanK F : C // B
satisfying
S ≤ RanK F ⇐⇒ S ◦K ≤ F (6.2)
for any other Q-functor S : C // B.
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A
C
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⑧
⑧
⑧
⇑
S
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Given a Q-functor K : A // C and another Q-category B, composing with
K yields an order-preserving function
K∗ : Q-Cat(C,B) //Q-Cat(A,B)
between the preordered sets of Q-functors, which sends a Q-functor S : C // B
to S ◦K : A // B.
A
C
K
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
B
S◦K //
??
S
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
If each Q-functor F : A // B has a left Kan extension LanK F : C // B along
K, then we obtain an adjunction in 2-Cat
LanK ⊣ K
∗ : Q-Cat(A,B) ⇀ Q-Cat(C,B). (6.3)
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Dually, if each Q-functor F : A //B has a right Kan extension RanK F : C //B
along K, then we obtain an adjunction in 2-Cat
K∗ ⊣ RanK : Q-Cat(C,B)⇀ Q-Cat(A,B). (6.4)
Given a Q-functor F : A // B, if the codomain B admits certain colimits
(or equivalently, certain suprema), then the left Kan extension of F along some
Q-functor K : A // C can be constructed pointwise for each object c ∈ C0.
Dually, if the codomain B admits certain limits (or equivalently, certain infima),
then the right Kan extension of F along K can be constructed pointwise.
Proposition 6.1.2. [Stu05a] Let F : A // B and K : A // C be Q-functors.
(1) The left Kan extension of F along K can be computed by
(LanK F )c = colimK♮(−,c)F = supBF
→(K♮(−, c))
if the weighted colimit exists for each c ∈ C0.
(2) The right Kan extension of F along K can be computed by
(RanK F )c = limK♮(c,−)F = infBF
9(K♮(c,−))
if the weighted limit exists for each c ∈ C0.
Proof. We prove (1) for example. For each Q-functor S : C // B,
∀c ∈ C0, colimK♮(−,c)F ≤ Sc
⇐⇒ ∀c ∈ C0, 1tc ≤ B(colimK♮(−,c)F, Sc)
⇐⇒ ∀c ∈ C0, 1tc ≤ F♮(−, Sc)ւ K♮(−, c) (Definition 3.4.1)
⇐⇒ ∀c ∈ C0, K♮(−, c) ≤ F♮(−, Sc)
⇐⇒ ∀c ∈ C0, K♮(−, c) ≤ (S
♮ ◦ F♮)(−, c) (Proposition 3.3.11)
⇐⇒ K♮ ≤ S
♮ ◦ F♮
⇐⇒ S♮ ◦K♮ ≤ F♮ (S♮ ⊣ S
♮ : C⇀ B)
⇐⇒ (S ◦K)♮ ≤ F♮ (Proposition 3.3.3)
⇐⇒ F ≤ S ◦K. (Formula (3.4))
Thus colimK♮(−,c)F = (LanK F )c.
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By Proposition 6.1.2, we arrive at the following corollary that extends the
equivalent characterizations of complete Q-categories in Theorem 3.5.11.
Corollary 6.1.3. Let B be a Q-category. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) B is complete.
(2) The left Kan extension of each Q-functor F : A //B along any K : A //C
exists.
(3) The right Kan extension of each Q-functor F : A //B along any K : A //C
exists.
(4) The left Kan extension of each Q-functor F : A // B along YA : A // PA
exists.
(5) The right Kan extension of each Q-functor F : A //B along Y†
A
: A //P†A
exists.
In this case,
colimµF = (LanYA F )µ and limλF = (RanY†
A
F )λ
for each Q-functor F : A // B and µ ∈ PA, λ ∈ P†A.
Proof. We prove (1)⇐⇒ (2)⇐⇒ (4) for example.
(1) =⇒ (2): Proposition 6.1.2.
(2) =⇒ (4): Trivial.
(4) =⇒ (1): For each Q-functor F : A // B and µ ∈ PA,
colimµF = colim(YA)♮(−,µ)F = (LanYA F )µ,
where the first equality follows from the Yoneda lemma, and the second equality
follows from Proposition 6.1.2. Thus B is complete.
If the Q-functor K : A //C is fully faithful, then the pointwise Kan extension
obtained in Proposition 6.1.2 is actually an extension, as indicated in the following
conclusion.
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Corollary 6.1.4. [Stu05a] Let F : A // B and K : A // C be Q-functors, with
K fully faithful.
(1) If the pointwise left Kan extension of F along K exists, then (LanK F )◦K ∼=
F .
(2) If the pointwise right Kan extension of F along K exists, then (RanK F ) ◦
K ∼= F .
Proof. We prove (1) for example. For each a ∈ A0,
B((LanK F ) ◦Ka,−) = B(colimK♮(−,Ka)F,−) (Proposition 6.1.2)
= B(colimC(K−,Ka)F,−)
= B(colimA(−,a)F,−) (K is fully faithful)
= F♮ ւ A(−, a) (Definition 3.4.1)
= F♮(a,−)
= B(Fa,−).
Thus (LanK F ) ◦K ∼= F .
6.2 Kan adjunctions
Given a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, recall that composing with φ yields two
Q-functors
φ∗ : PB // PA and φ† : P†A // P†B
defined by Equation (3.16), i.e.,
φ∗(λ) = λ ◦ φ and φ†(µ) = φ ◦ µ.
Define another two Q-functors
φ∗ : PA // PB and φ† : P
†
B // P†A
by
φ∗(µ) = µւ φ and φ†(λ) = φց λ. (6.5)
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We remind the readers that φ† and φ† are both covariant with respect to local
orders in Q-Dist. Indeed,
µ1 ≤ µ2 in Q-Dist ⇐⇒ µ2 ≤ µ1 in (P
†
A)0 (Remark 3.3.8)
=⇒ φ†(µ2) ≤ φ
†(µ1) in (P
†
B)0
⇐⇒ φ†(µ1) ≤ φ
†(µ2) in Q-Dist.
Similarly one can deduce that
λ1 ≤ λ2 in Q-Dist =⇒ φ†(λ1) ≤ φ†(λ2) in Q-Dist.
Proposition 6.2.1. φ∗ ⊣ φ∗ : PB⇀ PA and φ† ⊣ φ
† : P†B⇀ P†A in Q-Cat.
Proof. For all λ ∈ PB and µ ∈ PA,
PA(φ∗(λ), µ) = µւ φ∗(λ)
= µւ (λ ◦ φ)
= (µւ φ)ւ λ
= φ∗(µ)ւ λ
= PB(λ, φ∗(µ)).
Thus φ∗ ⊣ φ∗ : PB⇀ PA. Similarly, for all λ ∈ P
†B and µ ∈ P†A,
P†A(φ†(λ), µ) = µց φ†(λ)
= µց (φց λ)
= (φ ◦ µ)ց λ
= φ†(µ)ց λ
= P†B(λ, φ†(µ)).
Thus φ† ⊣ φ
† : P†B⇀ P†A.
We would like to stress that
λ ≤ φ∗ ◦ φ
∗(λ) and φ∗ ◦ φ∗(µ) ≤ µ (6.6)
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for all λ ∈ PB and µ ∈ PA; whereas
ν ≤ φ† ◦ φ
†(ν) and φ† ◦ φ†(γ) ≤ γ (6.7)
for all ν ∈ P†A and γ ∈ P†B by Remark 3.3.8.
Proposition 6.2.2. Let φ : A −◦− // B be a Q-distributor, then pφ∗ ◦ YBq = φ =
pφ† ◦ Y†
A
q.
Proof. For all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0,
pφ∗ ◦ YBq(x, y) = (φ
∗ ◦ YBy)(x)
= (YBy ◦ φ)(x)
= B(−, y) ◦ φ(x,−)
= φ(x, y)
= φ(−, y) ◦ A(x,−)
= (φ ◦ Y†
A
x)(y)
= (φ† ◦ Y†
A
x)(y)
= pφ† ◦ Y†
A
q(x, y),
showing that the conclusion holds.
Given a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, for each y ∈ B0, since
φy = φ(−, y) = φ∗ ◦ YBy = φ
∗ ◦ φ∗ ◦ φ
∗ ◦ YBy, (6.8)
it follows that φy = φ(−, y) is a fixed point of the Q-interior operator φ∗ ◦ φ∗ :
PB // PB. Similarly, for all x ∈ A0,
φx = φ(x,−) = φ† ◦ Y†
A
x = φ† ◦ φ† ◦ φ
† ◦ Y†
A
x (6.9)
is a fixed point of the Q-closure operator φ† ◦ φ† : P
†B // P†B.
If φ : A⇀ B is itself a left adjoint Q-distributor, then φ∗ and φ† are not only
left adjoint Q-functors, but also right adjoint Q-functors as asserted in the fol-
lowing proposition. It is also an analogue of Proposition 3.3.4 for Q-distributors.
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Proposition 6.2.3. Let φ : A −◦− // B and ψ : B −◦− // A be a pair of Q-distributors.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) φ ⊣ ψ : A⇀ B in Q-Dist.
(2) φ∗ = ψ∗.
(3) ψ∗ ⊣ φ∗ : PA⇀ PB in Q-Cat.
(4) ψ∗ ⊣ φ∗ : PB⇀ PA in Q-Cat.
(5) φ† = ψ
†.
(6) ψ† ⊣ φ† : P†A⇀ P†B in Q-Cat.
(7) ψ† ⊣ φ† : P
†B⇀ P†A in Q-Cat.
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2): By Proposition 3.1.9(1), for all λ ∈ PB,
φ∗(λ) = λ ◦ φ = λւ ψ = ψ∗(λ).
(2) =⇒ (1): We must show that A ≤ ψ ◦ φ and φ ◦ ψ ≤ B. Indeed, for all
x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0,
ψ(−, x) ◦ φ = φ∗(ψ(−, x))
= ψ∗ ◦ ψ
∗ ◦ YAx (Proposition 6.2.2)
≥ 1PA ◦ YAx (Equation (6.6))
= A(−, x)
and
φ(−, y) ◦ ψ = ψ∗(φ(−, y))
= ψ∗ ◦ φ∗ ◦ YBy (Proposition 6.2.2)
= ψ∗ ◦ ψ∗ ◦ YBy
≤ 1PB ◦ YBy (Equation (6.6))
= B(−, y).
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(1) ⇐⇒ (3) ⇐⇒ (4): Follows immediately from (1) ⇐⇒ (2) and Corollary
3.1.10.
(1)⇐⇒ (5): Similar to (1)⇐⇒ (2).
(1) ⇐⇒ (6) ⇐⇒ (7): Follows immediately from (1) ⇐⇒ (5) and Corollary
3.1.10.
Therefore, if a Q-distributor φ has a right adjoint ψ in Q-Dist, then φ∗ has
both a right adjoint φ∗ and a left adjoint ψ
∗ in Q-Cat.
In particular, given a Q-functor F : A //B, since the cograph F ♮ : B −◦− // A of
F is the right adjoint of the graph F♮ : A −◦− // B of F , it follows that (F
♮)∗ = (F♮)
∗
is the right adjoint of (F ♮)∗, and (F♮)† = (F
♮)† is the left adjoint of (F♮)
†.
Since F← : PB //PA and F8 : P†B //P†B are respectively the counterparts
of the functor − ◦ F and F ◦ − for Q-categories, we arrive at the following
conclusion which asserts that the adjunctions φ∗ ⊣ φ∗ and φ† ⊣ φ
† generalize Kan
extensions (Corollary 2.3.3) in category theory.
Theorem 6.2.4. For each Q-functor F : A // B, it holds that
F→ = (F ♮)∗ ⊣ (F ♮)∗ = F
← = (F♮)
∗ ⊣ (F♮)∗
and
(F ♮)† ⊣ (F
♮)† = F8 = (F♮)† ⊣ (F♮)
† = F9.
Proof. It remains to prove (F ♮)∗ = F
← and (F ♮)† = F8. Indeed, for each λ ∈ PB
and γ ∈ P†B, by Definition 3.3.12,
F←(λ) = λ ◦ F♮ = (F♮)
∗(λ) and F8(γ) = F ♮ ◦ γ = (F ♮)†(γ).
So, adjunctions of the forms φ∗ ⊣ φ∗ : PB ⇀ PA and φ† ⊣ φ
† : P†B ⇀ P†A
will be called Kan adjunctions by abuse of language.
Remark 6.2.5. In Section 6.1 we have seen that if each Q-functor F : A // B
has left and right Kan extensions along K : A // C, then the order-preserving
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function “composing with K”
K∗ : Q-Cat(C,B) //Q-Cat(A,B)
is both a left and right adjoint in 2-Cat (not in Q-Cat, since Q-Cat(A,B) is not
a Q-category in general).
However, if we consider the graph F♮ of F instead, then the Q-functor “com-
posing with F♮”
(F♮)
∗ : PB // PA
is both a left and right adjoint in Q-Cat, as presented in Theorem 6.2.4.
Corollary 6.2.6. [PZ14] Let F : A //B and G : B //A be a pair of Q-functors.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) F ⊣ G : A⇀ B.
(2) F→ ⊣ G→ : PA⇀ PB.
(3) G← ⊣ F← : PB⇀ PA.
(4) F9 ⊣ G9 : P†A⇀ P†B.
(5) G8 ⊣ F8 : P†B⇀ P†A.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3.4, Proposition 6.2.3
and Theorem 6.2.4. We prove (1)⇐⇒ (2) for example.
F ⊣ G : A⇀ B
⇐⇒ G♮ ⊣ F ♮ : A⇀ B (Proposition 3.3.4(4))
⇐⇒ (F ♮)∗ ⊣ (G♮)∗ : PA⇀ PB (Proposition 6.2.3(3))
⇐⇒ F→ ⊣ G→ : PA⇀ PB. (Theorem 6.2.4)
The following theorem states that all adjunctions between PB and PA are
of the form φ∗ ⊣ φ∗, and all adjunctions between P
†B and P†A are of the form
φ† ⊣ φ
†.
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Theorem 6.2.7. Let A and B be Q-categories.
(1) The correspondence φ 7→ φ∗ is an isomorphism of posets
Q-Dist(A,B) ∼= Q-CCat(PB,PA).
(2) The correspondence φ 7→ φ† is an isomorphism of posets
Q-Dist(A,B) ∼= (Q-CCat†)co(P†A,P†B).
Proof. (1) Let F : PB // PA be a left adjoint Q-functor. We show that
the correspondence F 7→ pF ◦ YBq is an inverse of the correspondence φ 7→
φ∗, and thus they are both isomorphisms of posets between Q-Dist(A,B) and
Q-CCat(PB,PA).
Firstly, we show that both of the correspondences are order-preserving. In-
deed,
φ ≤ ψ in Q-Dist(A,B)
⇐⇒ ∀λ ∈ PB, φ∗(λ) = λ ◦ φ ≤ λ ◦ ψ = ψ∗(λ) in Q-Dist
⇐⇒ ∀λ ∈ PB, φ∗(λ) ≤ ψ∗(λ) in (PA)0
⇐⇒ φ∗ ≤ ψ∗ in Q-CCat(PB,PA)
and
F ≤ G in Q-CCat(PB,PA)
⇐⇒ ∀λ ∈ PB, F (λ) ≤ G(λ) in (PA)0
⇐⇒ ∀λ ∈ PB, F (λ) ≤ G(λ) in Q-Dist(A,B)
=⇒ ∀y ∈ B0, F ◦ YBy ≤ G ◦ YBy in Q-Dist(A,B)
⇐⇒ ∀y ∈ B0, pF ◦ YBq(−, y) ≤ pG ◦ YBq(−, y) in Q-Dist(A,B)
⇐⇒ pF ◦ YBq ≤ pG ◦ YBq in Q-Dist(A,B).
Secondly, F = (pF ◦YBq)
∗. For all λ ∈ PB, since F is a left adjoint in Q-Cat,
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by Example 3.5.6 and Proposition 3.5.14 we have
F (λ) = F (λ ◦ B)
= F
( ∨
y∈B0
λ(y) ◦ YBy
)
=
∨
y∈B0
λ(y) ◦ (F ◦ YBy)
= λ ◦ pF ◦ YBq
= (pF ◦ YBq)
∗(λ).
Finally, φ = pφ∗ ◦ YBq. This is obtained in Proposition 6.2.2.
(2) Let F : P†A //P†B be a right adjoint Q-functor. Similar to (1), one can
show that the correspondence F 7→ pF ◦ Y†
A
q is an inverse of the correspondence
φ 7→ φ†, and thus they are both isomorphisms of posets between Q-Dist(A,B)
and (Q-CCat†)co(P†A,P†B).
Theorem 6.2.7 adds two more isomorphisms of posets to (5.7):
Q-Dist(A,B) ∼= Q-Catco(A,P†B)
∼= Q-Cat(B,PA)
∼= Q-CCatco(PA,P†B)
∼= Q-CCat(PB,PA)
∼= (Q-CCat†)co(P†A,P†B).
The following corollary reveals the connection between Kan adjunctions and
pointwise Kan extensions.
Corollary 6.2.8. Let F : A // B be a Q-functor.
(1) (F ♮)∗ = LanYA(YB ◦ F ), (F♮)
† = Ran
Y
†
A
(Y†
B
◦ F ).
(2) If the pointwise left Kan extension of F along K : A // C exists, then
LanK F (c) = Bւ (F
♮)∗(K♮(−, c)).
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(3) If the pointwise right Kan extension of F along K : A // C exists, then
RanK F (c) = (F♮)
†(K♮(c,−))ց B.
Proof. (1) Since PB is complete, the pointwise left Kan extension of YB ◦ F :
A // PB along YA : A // PA exists. For all µ ∈ PA,
(F ♮)∗(µ) = µ ◦ F ♮
= µ ◦ F ♮ ◦ (YB)
♮ ◦ (YB)♮ (Proposition 3.3.5)
= µ ◦ (YB ◦ F )
♮ ◦ (YB)♮ (Proposition 3.3.3)
= supPB(YB ◦ F )
→(µ) (Example 3.5.12)
= supPB(YB ◦ F )
→((YA)♮(−, µ)) (Yoneda lemma)
= LanYA(YB ◦ F )(µ). (Proposition 6.1.2)
Thus (F ♮)∗ = LanYA(YB◦F ). That (F♮)
† = Ran
Y
†
A
(Y†
B
◦F ) can be proved similarly.
(2) and (3) are immediate consequences of Proposition 6.1.2.
Remark 6.2.9. Consider the two-element Boolean algebra 2 as a quantaloid.
Then every set can be regarded as a discrete 2-category. Given sets A and B, a
2-distributor F : A −◦− // B is essentially a relation from A to B, or a set-valued
map A //2B. If we write F op for the dual relation of F , then both F∗ and (F
op)∗
are maps from 2B to 2A. Explicitly, for each V ⊆ B,
F∗(V ) = {x ∈ A | F (x) ⊆ V } and (F
op)∗(V ) = {x ∈ A | F (x) ∩ V 6= ∅}.
If both A and B are topological spaces, then the upper and lower semi-
continuity of F (as a set-valued map) [Ber63] can be phrased as follows: F
is upper (resp. lower) semi-continuous if F∗(V ) (resp. (F
op)∗(V )) is open in A
whenever V is open in B. In particular, if F is the graph of some map f : A //B,
then (F op)∗(V ) = F∗(V ) = f
−1(V ) for all V ⊆ B, hence f is continuous iff F is
lower semi-continuous iff F is upper semi-continuous [Ber63].
The following corollary shows that for a fully faithful Q-functor F : A // B,
both (F ♮)∗ and (F♮)∗ can be regarded as extensions of F [Law73].
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Corollary 6.2.10. If F : A //B is a fully faithful Q-functor, then for all µ ∈ PA,
it holds that (F ♮)∗(µ) ◦ F♮ = µ and (F♮)∗(µ) ◦ F♮ = µ.
Proof. The first equality is a reformulation of Proposition 3.3.5(1). For the second
equality,
(F♮)∗(µ) ◦ F♮ = (µւ F♮) ◦ F♮
= µւ (F ♮ ◦ F♮) (Proposition 3.1.9(4))
= µւ A (Proposition 3.3.5(1))
= µ.
This completes the proof.
6.3 Functoriality of the Kan adjunction
In this section, we show that the construction of Kan adjunctions φ∗ ⊣ φ∗ is
contravariant functorial from the category Q-Info to Q-Cls, and thus to Q-
CCat.
Since φ∗ ◦ φ
∗ : PB // PB is a Q-closure operator for each Q-distributor
φ : A −◦− // B, it follows that (B, φ∗ ◦ φ
∗) is a Q-closure space.
Proposition 6.3.1. Let (F,G) : (φ : A −◦− // B) // (ψ : A′ −◦− // B′) be an
infomorphism. Then G : (B′, ψ∗ ◦ ψ
∗) // (B, φ∗ ◦ φ
∗) is a continuous Q-functor.
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
PB PA
φ∗
//
PB′
G→

PA′
ψ∗ //
F←

PB
φ∗
//
PB′
ψ∗ //
G→

We must prove G→ ◦ψ∗ ◦ψ
∗ ≤ φ∗ ◦φ
∗ ◦G→. To this end, it suffices to check that
(a) the left square commutes if and only if (F,G) : φ //ψ is an infomorphism;
and
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(b) if G♮ ◦ φ ≤ ψ ◦ F♮, then G
→ ◦ ψ∗ ≤ φ∗ ◦ F
←.
For (a), suppose F← ◦ ψ∗ = φ∗ ◦G→, then for all y′ ∈ B′0,
G♮(−, y′) ◦ φ = B′(−, y′) ◦G♮ ◦ φ
= φ∗(YB′y
′ ◦G♮) (Equation (3.16))
= φ∗(G→ ◦ YB′y
′) (Definition 3.3.12)
= F←(ψ∗ ◦ YB′y
′)
= F←(ψ(−, y′)) (Proposition 6.2.2)
= ψ(−, y′) ◦ F♮. (Definition 3.3.12)
Conversely, if (F,G) : φ // ψ is an infomorphism, then for all λ′ ∈ PB′,
F← ◦ ψ∗(λ′) = λ′ ◦ ψ ◦ F♮ (Equation (3.16))
= λ′ ◦G♮ ◦ φ (Definition 3.7.1)
= φ∗ ◦G→(λ′). (Equation (3.16))
For (b), suppose G♮ ◦ φ ≤ ψ ◦ F♮, then for all µ
′ ∈ PA′,
G→ ◦ ψ∗(µ
′) = (µ′ ւ ψ) ◦G♮ (Equation (6.5))
≤ (µ′ ւ ψ) ◦ ((ψ ◦ F♮)ւ φ)
≤ ((µ′ ւ ψ) ◦ ψ ◦ F♮)ւ φ
≤ (µ′ ◦ F♮)ւ φ
= φ∗ ◦ F
←(µ′). (Equation (6.5))
This completes the proof.
By virtue of Proposition 6.3.1 we obtain a functor V : (Q-Info)op //Q-Cls
that sends an infomorphism
(F,G) : (φ : A −◦− // B) // (ψ : A′ −◦− // B′)
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to a continuous Q-functor
G : (B′, ψ∗ ◦ ψ
∗) // (B, φ∗ ◦ φ
∗).
The composition of
V : (Q-Info)op //Q-Cls
and
T : Q-Cls //Q-CCat
gives a functor
K = T ◦ V : (Q-Info)op //Q-CCat (6.10)
(Q-Info)op
Q-Cls
V
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
Q-CCatK //
??
T
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧

D
⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
that sends each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B to the complete Q-category K(φ) =
φ∗ ◦ φ
∗(PB).
The following conclusion asserts that the free cocompletion functor of Q-
categories factors through K.
Proposition 6.3.2. If F : A //B is a fully faithful Q-functor, then K(F ♮) = PA.
In particular, the diagram
Q-Cat (Q-Info)opY
†
//
Q-CCat
P
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
K

commutes.
Proof. In order to see that K(F ♮) = (F ♮)∗ ◦ (F
♮)∗(PA) = PA, it suffices to check
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that (F ♮)∗ ◦ (F
♮)∗(µ) = µ for all µ ∈ PA. Indeed,
(F ♮)∗ ◦ (F
♮)∗(µ) = (F♮)
∗ ◦ (F ♮)∗(µ) (Theorem 6.2.4)
= (F ♮ ◦ F♮)
∗(µ)
= A∗(µ) (Proposition 3.3.5(1))
= µ.
Furthermore, it is easy to verify that K ◦ Y†(G) = G→ = P(G) for each
Q-functor G : A // B. Thus, the conclusion follows.
6.4 When Q is a Girard quantaloid
Theorem 5.2.4 shows that every skeletal completeQ-category is of the formM(φ).
It is natural to ask whether every skeletal complete Q-category can be written
of the form K(φ) for some Q-distributor φ. A little surprisingly, this is not true
in general. This fact was pointed out in [LZ09] in the case that Q is a unital
commutative quantale. However, the answer is positive when Q is a Girard
quantaloid.
Let Q be a Girard quantaloid with a cyclic dualizing family
D = {dX : X //X | X ∈ Q0}.
For all f ∈ Q(X, Y ), let
¬f = dX ւ f = f ց dY : Y //X.
Then ¬¬f = f since D is a dualizing family. For each Q-category A, set
(¬A)(y, x) = ¬A(x, y)
for all x, y ∈ A0. It is easy to verify that ¬A : A −◦− // A is a Q-distributor.
Proposition 6.4.1. [Ros96] If Q is a Girard quantaloid, then Q-Dist is a Girard
quantaloid.
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Proof. If D = {dX : X // X | X ∈ Q0} is a cyclic dualizing family of Q, we
show that
D
′ = {¬A : A −◦− // A | A is a Q-category}
is a cyclic dualizing family ofQ-Dist. Indeed, for each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B,
¬Aւ φ =
∧
x∈A0
(A(−, x)ց dtx)ւ φ(x,−)
=
∧
x∈A0
A(−, x)ց (dtx ւ φ(x,−))
= Aց ¬φ
= ¬φւ B
=
∧
y∈B0
(φ(−, y)ց dty)ւ B(y,−)
=
∧
y∈B0
φ(−, y)ց (dty ւ B(y,−))
= φց ¬B,
and it follows that
(¬Aւ φ)ց ¬A = (Aց ¬φ)ց ¬A
= ¬φց ¬A
= ¬¬φւ A
= φ,
as desired.
Therefore, by assigning ¬φ = ¬A ւ φ = φ ց ¬B for each Q-distributor
φ : A −◦− // B, we obtain a functor ¬ : Q-Info // (Q-Info)op that sends an
infomorphism
(F,G) : (φ : A −◦− // B) // (ψ : A′ −◦− // B′)
to
(G,F ) : (¬ψ : B′ −◦− // A′) // (¬φ : B −◦− // A).
It is clear that ¬ ◦ ¬ = idQ-Info. We leave it to the reader to check that
(¬φ)(y, x) = ¬φ(x, y) for any Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B and x ∈ A0, y ∈ B0.
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Lemma 6.4.2. Suppose Q is a Girard quantaloid. Then for any Q-distributor
φ : A −◦− // B, it holds that φ∗ = ¬ ◦ (¬φ)↑ and φ∗ = (¬φ)
↓ ◦ ¬.
Proof. For all λ ∈ PB and µ ∈ PA, we have
φ∗(λ) = λ ◦ φ
= λ ◦ (¬φց ¬A) (Proposition 6.4.1)
= (¬φւ λ)ց ¬A (Proposition 3.1.15(3))
= ¬ ◦ (¬φ)↑(λ)
and
φ∗(µ) = µւ φ
= µւ (¬φց ¬A) (Proposition 6.4.1)
= (¬Aւ µ)ց ¬φ (Proposition 3.1.15(5))
= ¬µց ¬φ (Proposition 6.4.1)
= (¬φ)↓ ◦ ¬µ.
The conclusion thus follows.
Proposition 6.4.3. Suppose Q is a Girard quantaloid. Then V = U ◦ ¬ and it
has a left adjoint right inverse given by
G = ¬ ◦ F : Q-Cls // (Q-Info)op.
Therefore, every skeletal complete Q-category is isomorphic to K(φ) for some
Q-distributor φ.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2.2 and Lemma 6.4.2.
6.5 Towards a characterization of K(φ)
In the case that Q is a Girard quantaloid, the results in Section 6.4 asserts that
K(φ) =M(¬φ)
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for each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B. Thus, the characterizations of K(φ) can be
obtained directly from that of M(φ) presented in Section 5.4.
For a general quantaloid Q, characterizing K(φ) is more complicated. In
this section, we provide a characterization of K(φ) parallel to Proposition 5.4.1.
However, we fail to find a counterpart of Theorem 5.4.4 for K(φ).
Given a Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, let Kφ(A,B) denote the set of pairs
(µ, λ) ∈ PA × PB such that λ = φ∗(µ) and µ = φ
∗(λ). Kφ(A,B) becomes a
Q-typed set if we assign t(µ, λ) = tµ = tλ. For (µ1, λ1), (µ2, λ2) ∈ Kφ(A,B), let
Kφ(A,B)((µ1, λ1), (µ2, λ2)) = PA(µ1, µ2) = PB(λ1, λ2), (6.11)
Then Kφ(A,B) becomes a Q-category.
The projection
π2 : Kφ(A,B) // PB, (µ, λ) 7→ λ
is clearly a fully faithfulQ-functor. Since the image of π2 is exactly the set of fixed
points of the Q-closure operator φ∗ ◦ φ
∗ : PB //PB, we obtain that Kφ(A,B) is
isomorphic to the complete Q-category M(φ) = φ∗ ◦ φ
∗(PB).
Similarly, the projection
π1 : Kφ(A,B) // PA, (µ, λ) 7→ µ
is also a fully faithful Q-functor and the image of π1 is exactly the set of fixed
points of the Q-interior operator φ∗ ◦ φ∗ : PA // PA. Hence Kφ(A,B) is also
isomorphic to the complete Q-category φ∗ ◦φ∗(PA), which is a Q-interior system
of the skeletal complete Q-category PA.
Equation (6.11) shows that
φ∗ : φ∗ ◦ φ
∗(PB) // φ∗ ◦ φ∗(PA)
and
φ∗ : φ
∗ ◦ φ∗(PA) // φ∗ ◦ φ
∗(PB)
are inverse to each other. Therefore, K(φ)(= φ∗ ◦ φ
∗(PB)), φ∗ ◦ φ∗(PA) and
Kφ(A,B) are isomorphic to each other.
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We present the following characterization of the complete Q-category K(φ),
and we remind the readers to compare it with Proposition 5.4.1.
Proposition 6.5.1. Let X be a skeletal complete Q-category. The following con-
ditions are equivalent:
(1) X is isomorphic to K(φ) for some Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B.
(2) X is isomorphic to a Q-interior system of PA for some Q-category A.
(3) X is isomorphic to a subobject of PA for some Q-category A in the category
Q-CCat.
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2) and (2)⇐⇒ (3): Trivial.
(2) =⇒ (1): Let F : PA // PA be a Q-interior operator and B = F (PA).
Define a Q-distributor ζF : A −◦− // B by
ζF (x, µ) = µ(x),
which is also obtained by restricting the domain and the codomain of the Q-
distributor (5.8). We prove F = (ζF )
∗ ◦ (ζF )∗, and consequently K(ζF ) is isomor-
phic to F (PA).
For all µ ∈ PA and x ∈ A0, let λ ∈ B0, then
PA(λ, µ) ≤ PA(F (λ), F (µ)) = PA(λ, F (µ)) ≤ F (µ)(x)ւ λ(x),
and consequently
F (µ)(x) ≥ PA(λ, µ) ◦ λ(x) =
( ∧
a∈A0
µ(a)ւ λ(a)
)
◦ λ(x).
If f : tx // tµ satisfies
f ≥
( ∧
a∈A0
µ(a)ւ λ(a)
)
◦ λ(x)
for all λ ∈ B0, then
f ≥
( ∧
a∈A0
µ(a)ւ F (µ)(a)
)
◦ F (µ)(x) ≥ 1tµ ◦ F (µ)(x) = F (µ)(x),
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hence
F (µ)(x) =
∨
λ∈B0
( ∧
a∈A0
µ(a)ւ λ(a)
)
◦ λ(x)
=
∨
λ∈B0
( ∧
a∈A0
µ(a)ւ ζF (a, λ)
)
◦ ζF (x, λ)
= (ζF )
∗ ◦ (ζF )∗(µ)(x),
as required.
We wish to give a direct characterization of Kφ(A,B) like Theorem 5.4.4 for
Mφ(A,B). However, although there exists a sup-denseQ-functorG : B //Kφ(A,B),
the following Proposition 6.5.3 states that there is not an inf-dense Q-functor
F : A //Kφ(A,B) in general.
Proposition 6.5.2. There exists a sup-dense Q-functor G : B //Kφ(A,B).
Proof. Let X = Kφ(A,B). Define a Q-functor G : B // X by
Gb = (φb, φ∗ ◦ φb),
then G is well defined by Equation (6.8). We show that G is sup-dense. For all
(µ, λ), (µ′, λ′) ∈ X0,
X((µ, λ), (µ′, λ′)) = µ′ ւ µ
= µ′ ւ φ∗(λ)
= µ′ ւ (λ ◦ φ)
= (µ′ ւ φ)ւ λ
= PA(φ−, µ′)ւ λ
= X(G−, (µ′, λ′))ւ λ (Equation (6.11))
= G♮(−, (µ
′, λ′))ւ λ,
thus (µ, λ) = colimλG = supX ◦G
→(λ), as desired.
Proposition 6.5.3. Let Q be a quantaloid with the identity arrow 1X : X //X
being the top element of Q(X,X) for all X ∈ Q0 and D = {⊥X,X | X ∈ Q0} a
cyclic family. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
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(1) D = {⊥X,X | X ∈ Q0} is a dualizing family, hence Q is a Girard quantaloid.
(2) There is an inf-dense Q-functor F : A //Kφ(A,B) for each Q-distributor
φ : A −◦− // B.
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2): For each Q-distributor φ : A −◦− // B, by Proposition 6.4.3 we
have Kφ(A,B) =M¬φ(B,A), thus the conclusion follows from Theorem 5.4.4.
(2) =⇒ (1): For each X ∈ Q0, consider the Q-distributor φ : ∗X −◦− // ∗X
given by φ(∗, ∗) = 1X . It is easy to see that K(φ) = PX , thus there is an inf-
dense Q-functor F : ∗X // PX . This means that for all f ∈ PX , there is some
g ∈ P†(∗X) = P
†X such that f = infPX F
9(g), i.e.,
PX(−, f) = F9(g)ց PX
= (PX(F∗,−) ◦ g)ց PX
= g ց PX(−, F∗)
= PX(−, g ց F∗),
and consequently f = g ց F∗. Hence (−) ց F∗ : P†X // PX is a surjective
Q-functor. Since (−) ց F∗ : (P†X)X // (PX)X is order-preserving, we obtain
that ⊥X,X = 1X ց F∗ = F∗. This means that the Q-functor (−) ց ⊥X,X :
P†X // PX is surjective, hence for all f ∈ Q(X, Y ), there is some g ∈ Q(Y,X)
such that f = g ց ⊥X,X . Note that for all f ∈ PX and g ∈ P
†X ,
P†X(⊥X,X ւ f, g) = g ց (⊥X,X ւ f) = (g ց ⊥X,X)ւ f = PX(f, g ց ⊥X,X),
thus ⊥X,X ւ (−) ⊣ (−)ց ⊥X,X : PX ⇀ P
†X , and therefore
(⊥X,X ւ f)ց ⊥X,X = (⊥X,X ւ (g ց ⊥X,X))ց ⊥X,X = g ց ⊥X,X = f,
as desired.
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Chapter 7
Applications in fuzzy set theory
Isbell adjunctions and Kan adjunctions in Q-categories correspond closely to the
theories of formal concept analysis and rough set theory in computer science. Our
results obtained in Chapter 5 and 6 can be applied to two special quantaloids: the
one-object quantaloid (i.e., a unital quantale), and the quantaloid generated by
a divisible unital quantale. Through this way we develop the theories of formal
concept analysis and rough set theory on fuzzy relations between fuzzy sets.
7.1 Preordered sets valued in a unital quantale
Recall that a unital quantale is a one-object quantaloid. Explicitly, a unital
quantale is a complete lattice Q equipped with a binary operation & : Q×Q //Q
such that
(i) (Q,&) is a monoid with a unit I;
(ii) a&(
∨
bi) =
∨
(a&bi) and (
∨
bi)&a =
∨
(bi&a) for all a, bi ∈ Q.
In a unital quantale Q, the left implication / and the right implication \ are
two binary operations on Q determined by the adjoint property
c ≤ a\b ⇐⇒ a&c ≤ b ⇐⇒ a ≤ b/c
for all a, b, c ∈ Q.
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A unital quantale Q is commutative if (Q,&) is a commutative monoid. A
commutative unital quantale Q is called a complete residuated lattice if the unit
I is the largest element of Q.
Example 7.1.1. We list some basic examples of unital quantales.
(1) Each frame is a commutative unital quantale.
(2) Each complete BL-algebra is a commutative unital quantale. In particular,
each continuous t-norm on the unit interval [0, 1] is a commutative unital
quantale.
(3) ([0,∞]op,+) is a commutative unital quantale in which b/a = a\b = max{0, b−
a}.
Consider a unital quantale Q as a one-object quantaloid, then each (crisp) set
A can be viewed as a discrete Q-category (see Example 3.2.4(2)), in which
A(x, y) =
{
1, x = y;
0, x 6= y.
Definition 7.1.2. A Q-relation (or fuzzy relation) φ : A −◦− // B between (crisp)
sets A and B is a Q-distributor between discrete Q-categories A and B .
A Q-relation φ : A −◦− // B is exactly a function
φ : A×B //Q.
Each Q-relation φ : A −◦− // B has a dual Q-relation φop : B −◦− // A given by
φop(y, x) = φ(x, y) for all x ∈ A and y ∈ B.
Definition 7.1.3. Let φ : A −◦− // A be a Q-relation on a (crisp) set A.
(1) φ is reflexive if A ≤ φ.
(2) φ is transitive if φ&φ ≤ φ.
(3) φ is symmetric if φ = φop.
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(4) φ is separated if φ(x, x) ≤ φ(x, y) and φ(y, y) ≤ φ(y, x) implies x = y.
Definition 7.1.4. A Q-preorder (or fuzzy preorder) on a (crisp) set A is a re-
flexive and transitive Q-relation A : A −◦− // A. The pair (A,A) is called a Q-
preordered set.
Explicitly, a Q-preorder on a (crisp) set A is a function A : A×A //Q such
that
(1) I ≤ A(x, x) for each x ∈ A (reflexivity);
(2) A(y, z)&A(x, y) ≤ A(x, z) for all x, y, z ∈ A (transitivity).
A Q-preordered set (A,A) is separated if the Q-relation A is separated.
Proposition 7.1.5. A Q-preordered set (A,A) is separated if and only if it sat-
isfies
(3) I ≤ A(x, y) and I ≤ A(y, x) implies x = y (anti-symmetry).
Proof. For the non-trivial direction, suppose that I ≤ A(x, y) and I ≤ A(y, x),
we have
A(x, x) ≤ A(x, y)\A(x, y) ≤ I\A(x, y) = A(x, y).
and
A(y, y) ≤ A(y, x)\A(y, x) ≤ I\A(y, x) = A(y, x).
Thus x = y.
In a Q-preordered set (A,A), the value A(x, y) can be interpreted as the degree
to which x is less than or equal to y. Compared with Definition 3.2.2, it is easy to
see that Q-preordered sets are exactly categories enriched over the unital quantale
Q, and separated Q-preordered sets are skeletal Q-categories. We abbreviate the
pair (A,A) to A and write A0 = A if there is no confusion.
Definition 7.1.6. An order-preserving map F : A // B between Q-preordered
sets is a Q-functor between Q-categories A and B.
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Given a Q-preordered set A, a lower set of A is a contravariant presheaf
µ ∈ PA, and an upper set of A is a covariant presheaf λ ∈ P†A. The Q-
preordered sets PA and P†A are called respectively the Q-powerset and the dual
Q-powerset of A.
In particular, consider a (crisp) set A as a discrete Q-category, the Q-category
PA of contravariant presheaves on A is the Q-powerset of A. Explicitly, the
objects of PA are the maps A // Q, i.e., (PA)0 = Q
A, and the Q-preorder on
PA is given by
PA(µ, λ) =
∧
x∈A
λ(x)/µ(x).
Dually, the Q-category P†A of covariant presheaves on A is the dual Q-powerset
of A. The objects of P†A are also the maps A //Q, but the Q-preorder on P†A
is given by
P†A(µ, λ) =
∧
x∈A
λ(x)\µ(x).
A separated Q-preordered set A is a complete Q-lattice if it is a skeletal com-
plete Q-category. For each Q-preordered set A, PA and P†A are both complete
Q-lattices.
7.2 Preordered fuzzy sets valued in a divisible
unital quantale
In order to derive the theory of preordered fuzzy sets (not only preordered crisp
sets), we add one more requirement to the unital quantale Q, i.e., being divisible.
This assumption makes sense because all the unital quantales given in Example
7.1.1 are divisible, which cover most of the important truth tables in fuzzy set
theory.
A unital quantale Q is divisible if it satisfies one of the equivalent conditions
in the following Proposition 7.2.1.
Proposition 7.2.1. [PZ12, TLZ12] For a unital quantale Q, the following con-
ditions are equivalent:
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(1) ∀a, b ∈ Q, a ≤ b implies x&b = a = b&y for some x, y ∈ Q.
(2) ∀a, b ∈ Q, a ≤ b implies a = b&(b\a) = (a/b)&b.
(3) ∀a, b, c ∈ Q, a, b ≤ c implies a&(c\b) = (a/c)&b.
(4) ∀a, b ∈ Q, (b/a)&a = a ∧ b = a&(a\b).
In this case, the unit I must be the top element 1 in Q.
Proposition 7.2.2. [HK11, PZ12] Each divisible unital quantale Q gives rise to
a quantaloid Q that consists of the following data:
(1) objects: elements X, Y, Z, · · · in Q;
(2) morphisms: Q(X, Y ) = {α ∈ Q : α ≤ X ∧ Y };
(3) composition: β ◦ α = β&(Y \α) = (β/Y )&α for all α ∈ Q(X, Y ) and
β ∈ Q(Y, Z);
(4) implication: for all α ∈ Q(X, Y ), β ∈ Q(Y, Z) and γ ∈ Q(X,Z),
γ ւ α = Y ∧ Z ∧ (γ/(Y \α)) and β ց γ = X ∧ Y ∧ ((β/Y )\γ);
(5) the unit 1X of Q(X,X) is X;
(6) the partial order on Q(X, Y ) is inherited from Q.
In Example 3.1.13(3) we have seen that if Q is a Boolean algebra, then the
quantaloid Q induced by Proposition 7.2.2 is a Girard quantaloid. However, we
point out that Q might not be a Girard quantaloid if Q is a general Girard
quantale. For example, the quantaloid induced by a  Lukasiewicz t-norm in this
way is not a Girard quantaloid.
In this section, Q is always assumed to be a divisible unital quantale and Q
the associated quantaloid given by Proposition 7.2.2 if not otherwise specified.
Definition 7.2.3. A Q-subset (or fuzzy set) is a Q-typed set.
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Explicitly, a Q-subset is a pair (A0,A), where A0 is the underlying (crisp) set
and A : A0 // Q is the type map. For each x ∈ A0, the type Ax is interpreted
as the membership degree of x in A0. We abbreviate the pair (A0,A) to A if no
confusion would arise. Q-subsets and type-preserving functions constitute the
slice category Set ↓ Q.
An element x in a Q-subset A is global if Ax = 1. A Q-subset is global if every
element in it is global. A global Q-subset is exactly a crisp set.
By Example 3.2.4(2), each Q-subset A can be viewed as a discrete Q-category,
in which
A(x, y) =
{
Ax, x = y,
0, x 6= y.
Definition 7.2.4. A Q-relation (or fuzzy relation) φ : A −◦− // B between Q-
subsets is a Q-distributor between discrete Q-categories A and B.
Explicitly, a Q-relation φ : A −◦− // B is a map φ : A0 × B0 //Q such that
φ(x, y) ≤ Ax ∧ By
for all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0. Each Q-relation φ : A −◦− // B has a dual Q-relation
φop : B −◦− // A given by φop(y, x) = φ(x, y) for all x ∈ A0 and y ∈ B0.
Given Q-relations φ : A −◦− // B and ψ : B −◦− // C, the composition of ψ and φ
ψ ◦ φ : A −◦− // C
is defined by the composition of Q-distributors, i.e.,
ψ ◦ φ(x, z) =
∨
y∈B0
ψ(y, z)&(By\φ(x, y)) =
∨
y∈B0
(ψ(y, z)/By)&φ(x, y).
This formula can be regarded as a many-valued reformulation of the statement
that x, z are related if there exists some y in B such that x, y are related and y, z
are related.
Definition 7.2.5. Let φ : A −◦− // A be a Q-relation on a Q-subset A.
(1) φ is reflexive if A ≤ φ.
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(2) φ is transitive if φ ◦ φ ≤ φ.
(3) φ is symmetric if φ = φop.
(4) φ is separated if φ(x, x) ≤ φ(x, y) and φ(y, y) ≤ φ(y, x) implies x = y.
Definition 7.2.6. A Q-preorder (or fuzzy preorder) on a Q-subset A is a reflexive
and transitive Q-relation A : A −◦− // A.
Explicitly, a Q-preorder on a Q-subset A is a map A : A0×A0 //Q such that
for all x, y, z ∈ A0,
(i) A(x, y) ≤ Ax ∧ Ay,
(ii) Ax ≤ A(x, x),
(iii) A(y, z)&(Ay\A(x, y)) = (A(y, z)/Ay)&A(x, y) ≤ A(x, z).
It can be inferred from (i) and (ii) that A(x, x) = Ax for all x ∈ A0. Therefore,
a Q-preordered Q-subset can be described as a pair (A,A), where A is a (crisp)
set and A : A×A //Q is a map, such that for all x, y, z ∈ A,
(1) A(x, y) ≤ A(x, x) ∧ A(y, y),
(2) A(y, z)&(A(y, y)\A(x, y)) = (A(y, z)/A(y, y))&A(x, y) ≤ A(x, z).
A Q-preordered Q-subset (A,A) is separated if the Q-relation A is separated.
It is easy to see that (A,A) is separated if and only if A(x, x) = A(y, y) =
A(x, y) = A(y, x) implies x = y.
Compared with Definition 3.2.2, we obtain that Q-preordered Q-subsets are
exactly categories enriched over the quantaloid Q, and separated Q-preordered
Q-subsets are skeletal Q-categories. We abbreviate the pair (A,A) to A and write
A0 = A if there is no confusion. For each Q-preordered Q-subset A, we denote
by |A| the underlying Q-subset of A, with |A|0 = A0 and |A|x = A(x, x) for all
x ∈ A0.
A Q-preordered Q-subset A is global if the underlying Q-subset |A| is global,
i.e., A(x, x) = 1 for all x ∈ A0. A global Q-preordered Q-subset is exactly a
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Q-preordered set. Thus, our discussion in Section 7.1 is a special case of this
section when Q is a divisible unital quantale.
Definition 7.2.7. An order-preserving map F : A // B between Q-preordered
Q-subsets is a Q-functor between Q-categories A and B.
Given a Q-preordered Q-subset A, a potential lower set of A is a contravariant
presheaf µ ∈ PA, and a potential upper set of A is a covariant presheaf λ ∈ P†A.
The Q-preordered Q-subsets PA and P†A are called respectively the Q-powerset
and the dual Q-powerset of A. We point out that the underlying Q-subset |PA|
of PA is given by the following data:
(1) |PA|0 is the set of potential lower sets µ ∈ PA.
(2) The type map |PA| : |PA|0 //Q sends each µ ∈ PA to tµ.
Dually, the underlying Q-subset |P†A| of P†A is given by the following data:
(1) |P†A|0 is the set of potential upper sets λ ∈ P
†A.
(2) The type map |P†A| : |P†A|0 //Q sends each λ ∈ P
†A to tλ.
In particular, Let A be a Q-subset. Consider A as a discrete Q-category, then
the Q-category PA is called the Q-powerset of A. In elementary words, (PA)0
consists of pairs (µ, a) ∈ QA0 × A0 satisfying
∀x ∈ A0, µ(x) ≤ Ax ∧ a,
and
PA((µ, a), (λ, b)) = a ∧ b ∧
∧
x∈A0
λ(x)/(a\µ(x))
for all (µ, a), (λ, b) ∈ (PA)0. Dually, the dual Q-powerset P
†
A of A has the same
underlying Q-subset |P†A| = |PA|, but
P†A((µ, a), (λ, b)) = a ∧ b ∧
∧
x∈A0
(λ(x)/b)\µ(x)
for all (µ, a), (λ, b) ∈ (P†A)0.
A Q-preordered Q-subset A is complete if it is a complete Q-category. For
each Q-preordered Q-subset A, PA and P†A are both separated and complete.
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7.3 Formal concept analysis on fuzzy sets
Formal concept analysis [CR04, DP02, GSW05, GW99] is a useful tool for qual-
itative data analysis. A formal context is a triple (A,B,R), where A,B are sets
and R ⊆ A×B is a relation between A and B. Elements in A are interpreted as
objects and those in B as attributes. Each relation R ⊆ A× B induces a pair of
operators R↑ : 2
A // 2B and R↓ : 2B // 2A as follows:
R↑(U) = {y ∈ B : ∀x ∈ U, (x, y) ∈ R},
R↓(V ) = {x ∈ A : ∀y ∈ V, (x, y) ∈ R}.
This pair of operators is a contravariant Galois connection in the sense that
U ⊆ R↓(V ) ⇐⇒ V ⊆ R↑(U).
This Galois connection plays a fundamental role in formal concept analysis.
A formal concept of a formal context (A,B,R) is a pair (U, V ) ∈ 2A × 2B,
where U is the extent and V the intent, such that U = R↓(V ) and V = R↑(U).
The fundamental theorem of formal concept analysis states that the formal con-
cepts of a formal context form a complete lattice (called the formal concept lattice)
and every complete lattice is the formal concept lattice of some formal context.
From the viewpoint of category theory, a formal context (A,B,R) is just a 2-
distributor between discrete 2-categories A and B, while the contravariant Galois
connection (R↑, R
↓) is exactly an Isbell adjunction between 2A and (2B)op. That
is to say, formal concept analysis is essentially a theory on distributors between
categories.
As demonstrated in Section 7.1 and 7.2, fuzzy relations between (crisp) sets
can be viewed as distributors between quantale-enriched categories, while fuzzy
relations between fuzzy sets and can be viewed as distributors between quantaloid-
enriched categories. Thus, the theory of formal concept analysis can be general-
ized to a theory on fuzzy relations between crisp sets [Beˇl01, Beˇl02, Beˇl04, GP04,
LZ09, Pop04, SZ13], and it is possible to extend the theory further to the realm
of fuzzy relations between fuzzy sets.
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From now on we assume that Q is a divisible unital quantale. A fuzzy context
is a triple (A,B, φ), where A and B are Q-subsets, and φ : A −◦− // B is a Q-relation.
Fuzzy contexts and infomorphisms constitute a category Q-Ctx. It is easy to see
that Q-Ctx is a subcategory of Q-Info containing only Q-distributors between
discrete Q-categories. It is noteworthy to point out that (Q-Ctx)op = Q-Ctx.
We point out that if A and B are global, i.e., A and B are crisp sets, then
the fuzzy context (A,B, φ) is a Q-context (also called fuzzy context in some lit-
eratures) in the sense of [Beˇl04, LZ09, SZ13]. Therefore, formal concept analysis
and rough set theory (introduced in the next section) on Q-contexts are special
cases of our discussion here.
Each fuzzy context (A,B, φ) gives rise to an Isbell adjunction
φ↑ ⊣ φ
↓ : PA ⇀ P†B.
Let Mφ(A,B) denote the Q-preordered Q-subset given by
(1) |Mφ(A,B)|0 consists of pairs (µ, λ) ∈ (PA)0 × (P
†
B)0 such that
λ = φ↑(µ) and µ = φ
↓(λ);
(2) for each (µ, λ) ∈ |Mφ(A,B)|0,
|Mφ(A,B)|(µ, λ) = tµ = tλ;
(3) for each (µ, λ), (µ′, λ′) ∈ |Mφ(A,B)|0,
Mφ(A,B)((µ, λ), (µ
′, λ′)) = PA(µ, µ′) = P†B(λ, λ′).
ThenMφ(A,B) is called the formal concept lattice of the fuzzy context (A,B, φ),
and the Q-subset |Mφ(A,B)| is called the fuzzy set of formal concepts of (A,B, φ).
Elements (µ, λ) in |Mφ(A,B)|0 are called potential formal concepts of (A,B, φ),
and |Mφ(A,B)|(µ, λ) is interpreted as the degree that (µ, λ) is a formal concept.
The following conclusions are direct consequences of the results in Chapter 5.
In particular, we extend the fundamental theorem of formal concept analysis to
the fuzzy setting.
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Theorem 7.3.1. For any fuzzy context (A,B, φ), Mφ(A,B) is a separated and
complete Q-preordered Q-subset. Conversely, each separated and complete Q-
preordered Q-subset A is isomorphic to the formal concept lattice Mφ(A,B) of
some fuzzy context (A,B, φ).
The category Q-CCat consists of the separated and complete Q-preordered
Q-subsets as objects, and the left adjoint order-preserving maps as morphisms.
Proposition 7.3.2. Let X be a separated and complete Q-preordered Q-subset.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is isomorphic to the formal concept lattice Mφ(A,B) for some fuzzy con-
text (A,B, φ).
(2) X is isomorphic to a Q-closure system of PA for some Q-subset A.
(3) X is isomorphic to a quotient object of PA for some Q-subset A in the
category Q-CCat.
Proof. Note that all the equivalences follow from Proposition 5.4.1 except (2) =⇒
(1). To this end, suppose that X is isomorphic to C(PA) for some Q-subset A
and Q-closure operator C : PA //PA. Then similar to Step 1 of Theorem 5.2.2
one can deduce that (A,B, ζC) given by B0 = C(PA)0, B(µ) = PA(µ, µ) and
ζC(x, µ) = µ(x) is the desired fuzzy context.
Theorem 7.3.3. A separated and complete Q-preordered Q-subset X is isomor-
phic to the formal concept lattice Mφ(A,B) of some fuzzy context (A,B, φ) if and
only if there exists a sup-dense order-preserving map F : A //X and an inf-dense
order-preserving map G : B // X such that φ(x, y) = X(Fx,Gy) for all x ∈ A0,
y ∈ B0.
The functoriality of the formal concept lattice is established as follows.
Proposition 7.3.4. M : Q-Ctx //Q-CCat is a functor that sends each fuzzy
context (A,B, φ) to the formal concept lattice Mφ(A,B). This functor is obtained
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by restricting to domain of M : Q-Info // Q-CCat defined by Equation (5.9)
and identifying Mφ(A,B) with M(φ).
Q-Info Q-CCatM //
Q-Ctx
OO
 ?
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7.4 Rough set theory on fuzzy sets
Rough set theory [Paw82, Pol02, Yao04] is another important tool for qualitative
data analysis. Given a formal context (A,B,R), the relation R ⊆ A×B induces
another pair of operators R∃ : 2
A // 2B and R∀ : 2B // 2A as follows:
R∃(U) = {y ∈ B : ∃x ∈ U, (x, y) ∈ R},
R∀(V ) = {x ∈ A : ∀y ∈ B, (x, y) ∈ R implies y ∈ V }.
This pair of operators is a covariant Galois connection in the sense that
R∃(U) ⊆ V ⇐⇒ U ⊆ R
∀(V ).
This Galois connection plays a fundamental role in rough set theory.
A property oriented concept of a formal context (A,B,R) is a pair (U, V ) ∈
2A×2B, where U is the object and V the property, such that U = R∀(V ) and V =
R∃(U). From the viewpoint of category theory, the covariant Galois connection
(R∃, R
∀) is exactly a Kan adjunction between 2A and 2B. That is to say, rough set
theory is also a theory on distributors between categories, thus can be generalized
to a theory on fuzzy relations between crisp sets [DG02, LZ09, Yao04], and further
to that on fuzzy relations between fuzzy sets.
Suppose that Q is a divisible unital quantale. Each fuzzy context (A,B, φ)
gives rise to a Kan adjunction
φ∗ ⊣ φ∗ : PB ⇀ PA.
Let Kφ(A,B) denote the Q-preordered Q-subset given by
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(1) |Kφ(A,B)|0 consists of pairs (µ, λ) ∈ (PA)0 × (P
†
B)0 such that
λ = φ∗(µ) and µ = φ
∗(λ);
(2) for each (µ, λ) ∈ |Kφ(A,B)|0,
|Kφ(A,B)|(µ, λ) = tµ = tλ;
(3) for each (µ, λ), (µ′, λ′) ∈ |Kφ(A,B)|0,
Kφ(A,B)((µ, λ), (µ
′, λ′)) = PA(µ, µ′) = PB(λ, λ′).
Then Kφ(A,B) is called the property oriented concept lattice of the fuzzy context
(A,B, φ), and the Q-subset |Kφ(A,B)| is called the fuzzy set of property oriented
concepts of (A,B, φ). Elements (µ, λ) in |Kφ(A,B)|0 are called potential property
oriented concepts of (A,B, φ), and |Kφ(A,B)|(µ, λ) is interpreted as the degree
that (µ, λ) is a property oriented concept.
The following conclusions are direct consequences of the results in Chapter 6.
Proposition 7.4.1. For any fuzzy context (A,B, φ), Kφ(A,B) is a separated and
complete Q-preordered Q-subset.
Proposition 7.4.2. If Q is a Boolean algebra, then each separated and complete
Q-preordered Q-subset A is isomorphic to the property oriented concept lattice
Kφ(A,B) of some fuzzy context (A,B, φ).
Proof. Follows immediately from Example 3.1.13(3) and Proposition 6.4.3.
Proposition 7.4.3. Let X be a separated and complete Q-preordered Q-subset.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is isomorphic to the property oriented concept lattice Kφ(A,B) for some
fuzzy context (A,B, φ).
(2) X is isomorphic to a Q-interior system of PA for some Q-subset A.
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(3) X is isomorphic to a subobject of PA for some Q-subset A in the category
Q-CCat.
Proof. For (2) =⇒ (1), suppose that X is isomorphic to F (PA) for some Q-
subset A and Q-interior operator F : PA // PA, then similar to Proposition
6.5.1 one can deduce that (A,B, ζF ) given by B0 = F (PA)0, B(µ) = PA(µ, µ) and
ζF (x, µ) = µ(x) is the desired fuzzy context.
We present below the functoriality of the property oriented concept lattice.
Proposition 7.4.4. K : Q-Ctx //Q-CCat is a functor that sends each fuzzy
context (A,B, φ) to the property oriented concept lattice Kφ(A,B). This functor
is obtained by restricting to domain of K : (Q-Info)op // Q-CCat defined by
Equation (6.10) and identifying Kφ(A,B) with K(φ).
(Q-Info)op Q-CCatK //
Q-Ctx = (Q-Ctx)op
OO
 ?
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